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FOR: The Commissioners 

FROM: William D. Travers 
Executive Director for Operations 

SUBJECT: COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY'S PROPOSAL TO CENTRALIZE ITS 
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITIES AT ITS CORPORATE OFFICES 

PURPOSE: 

To obtain Commission approval of the proposal by Commonwealth Edison Company to replace 
its four nearsite emergency operations facilities with a centralized emergency operations facility.  

CATEGORY: 

This paper discusses a major policy issue requiring Commission consideration.  

SUMMARY: 

Commonwealth Edison Company (CoinEd) proposed to consolidate the four emergency 
operations facilities (EOFs) at its five operating nuclear power plant sites into a centralized EOF 
(CEOF) at its corporate offices. Commission approval is required if the EOF is to be located 
beyond 5 miles of the 20 miles from the site; the distances from the plant sites to the proposed 
central EOF would range from 32 miles (Dresden) to 116 miles (Quad Cities). For the two 
similar exception requests by other licensees, the Commission approved one and disapproved 
the other. The particular circumstances of this proposal are unique in that (1) the Commission 
already approved the use of the proposed facility as an Interim EOF until the nearsite EOFs can 
be staffed, (2) the State of Illinois and local decisionmakers do not go to the nearsite EOFs, 
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and (3) the staff believes there would be an improvement in the effectiveness of ComEd's 
implementation of its emergency plans. While there may be a negative perception that the 
greater distances involved in the proposed plan would impede the licensee's ability and NRC's 
ability to perform their respective functions, the staff believes that technological advances in 
communications and monitoring capabilities, the stationing of other governmental officials 
remote from the sites, the proximity of NRC's Region III offices to the CEOF, and the 
improvement in ComEd's emergency response capability outweigh the concerns regarding the 
distance between the proposed CEOF and the sites. The staff is confident that this proposal 
will provide reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be taken in 
the event of a radiological emergency. In addition, if approved, there will be resource savings 
for the licensee and NRC.  

BACKGROUND: 

In a letter dated January 5, 1995, CoinEd submitted a proposal to change its emergency plan to 
use ComEd corporate offices as a CEOF and eliminate the four nearsite EOFs (Attachment 1).  
This proposal was considered by the staff only after progressive improvements were 
demonstrated by CoinEd in its effectiveness with regard to emergency preparedness (EP).  

Evolution of ComEd's Proposal: In the early 1990s, ComEd relocated its corporate Nuclear 
Operations Division headquarters from Chicago to Downers Grove, Illinois, where it constructed 
an EOF in its corporate offices designed to function like a nearsite EOF. It was licensed as a 
backup EOF for the Zion Nuclear Power Station. In letters dated March 31 and August 5, 1993, 
CornEd proposed to use the corporate offices as an Interim EOF until the affected nuclear 
power station's nearsite EOF would be staffed and operational (Attachments 2 and 3). The 
NRC staff deferred the review of the January 5, 1995, ComEd proposal to use the Interim EOF 
as a permanent CEOF until the Commission made its decision on the interim use proposal.  

In a staff requirements memorandum (SRM) dated January 31, 1996, (Attachment 4), related to 
SECY-95-274, the Commission approved the Interim EOF proposal. Following that approval, 
the staff initiated its review of the permanent CEOF request. A number of issues needed to be 
resolved, including timely staffing of the CEOF, direct interactions with the State and county 
officials, and the effect on NRC's accident response procedures. On March 25, 1998, a 
meeting was held with the licensee. In that meeting, the staff requested that the licensee 
reaffirm its proposal in light of substantive changes that had transpired since the initial proposal 
was submitted including management changes at CornEd, staff reductions, and the permanent 
cessation of operations at Zion. In a letter dated August 7, 1998, CoinEd confirmed its request 
for approval of its proposal to combine the four nearsite EOFs into a CEOF (Attachment 5).  

ComEd's Justification: The initial impetus for many of these changes was ComEd's recognition 
of shortcomings in its emergency preparedness program and its need for improvement. In an 
NRC emergency preparedness inspection report of August 20, 1992, documenting an 
assessment of ComEd's corporate emergency response program, the staff noted ComEd's 
inability to staff its nearsite EOFs in a timely manner following the declaration of an emergency 
(i.e., within the 60 minutes provided in regulatory guidance) (Attachment 6). Consequently, 
ComEd undertook an improvement program including conducting several off-hours callout drills 
involving its nearsite EOF responders and performing a comprehensive survey of responder 
estimated travel times to assigned EOFs. These drills demonstrated that the times needed to 
staff the nearsite EOFs ranged from 1.5 to 3 hours. The majority of ComEd's Interim EOF 
responders either are based at the corporate office or can arrive at the Interim EOF quicker 
than they can arrive at the assigned nearsite EOF. In its proposal, ComEd stated that it can 
meet the 1-hour goal for staffing the Interim EOF and that it achieved this goal in numerous 
drills; this is a substantial improvement over the 1.5 to 3 hours determined by ComEd to be 
necessary to staff the nearsite EOFs (Attachment 7).
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ComEd's CEOF proposal was submitted as a cost-beneficial licensing action. The licensee 
stated that consolidation of the nearsite EOFs will save resources. In a letter dated August 7, 
1998, ComEd presented a cost analysis indicating a one-time savings of $78,000 to $108,500 
and an annual savings of $342,817 to $359,168. The lower values reflect the permanent 
cessation of operations at the Zion facility.  

ComEd's Emergency Response Strategy: ComEd's emergency response strategy involves 
staffing the majority of the positions at its nearsite EOFs with corporate personnel and 
personnel from unaffected stations. This approach to nearsite EOF staffing is a departure from 
industry practice, however, ComEd stated that this strategy optimizes the use of its senior 
managers; this strategy allows the affected station's management to focus on the onsite 
response while the nearsite EOF management focuses on offsite response issues. This 
strategy for staffing its onsite and offsite emergency response organizations influences the 
nearsite EOF staffing times. In its procedures, ComEd clearly states that there are no 
provisions or need for the EOF/CEOF Manager of Emergency Operations (MEO) to drive to the 
site for a face-to-face meeting with the Technical Support Center (TSC) Station Director.  
Therefore, CornEd asserts that when the CEOF is operational, there should not be a concern 
that the MEO is too far from the plant to meet face to face with the TSC Station Director.  

ComEd's standard practice for EP exercises has been to pre-stage EOF responders at a 
location in the vicinity of the nearsite EOF and to pre-stage corporate EOF responders in a 
nearby room in the corporate office. Although such pre-staging of pre-selected participants is 
acceptable for scheduled EP exercises, it does not necessarily provide an accurate assessment 
of the time needed for staffing of the nearsite EOFs and the Interim EOF in an actual 
emergency. Consequently, in response to NRC staff concerns, ComEd developed an 
unannounced callout drill process to assess its effectiveness for staffing and established a 
repetitive performance measure.  

Regulatory Issue: ComEd's proposal is a departure from the NRC regulatory guidance for 
acceptable methods for meeting the EP requirements of 10 C.F.R. 50.47 and Appendix E to 
10 C.F.R. Part 50. In particular, the proposal is a departure from guidance on location and 
staffing, contained in NUREG-0696, "Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities," 
and NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements 
(Requirements for Emergency Response Capability)." 

In an SRM dated March 3, 1983, the staff was directed to refer all requests for such exceptions 
to the Commission (Attachment 8). The Commission directed that the referrals are to contain 
the proposed staff action. The Secretary reconfirmed this decision in a memorandum of 
April 30, 1987 (Attachment 9). In an SRM dated September 18, 1996, related to SECY-96-170, 
the Commission reaffirmed the requirement that it approve proposed exceptions from the 
guidance for locations and staffing times of EOFs, except that the staff was authorized to 
accept or reject exceptions to the criteria for EOF and backup EOF locations within 5 miles 
beyond the distance recommended in NUREG-0737 Supplement 1. For cases where the 
licensee proposed an exception involving a greater deviation and for all CEOF proposals, the 
staff is required to obtain Commission approval (Attachment 10).  

DISCUSSION: 

Regulations and Regulatory Guidance Documents: In 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b), the NRC delineates 
the standards that emergency response plans for nuclear power reactors must meet, including 
the following: "... (2) On-shift facility licensee responsibilities for emergency response are 
unambiguously defined, adequate staffing to provide initial facility accident response in key 
functional areas is maintained at all times, timely augmentation of response capabilities is 
available" and "(3) ... arrangements to accommodate State and local staff at the licensee's 
nearsite Emergency Operations Facility have been made ..." (emphasis added), In addition,
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Section IV.E of Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 states: "Adequate provisions shall be made 
and described for emergency facilities and equipment, including: ... (8) A licensee onsite 
technical support center and a licensee nearsite emergency operations facility from which 
effective direction can be given and effective control can be exercised during an emergency" 
(emphasis added).  

The Commission issued Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 to provide NRC guidance regarding 
acceptable methods for meeting its EOF emergency planning requirements. Supplement 1 to 
NUREG-0737 specifies that (1) the EOF must be located between 10 and 20 miles from the site 
(a primary EOF may be located closer than 10 miles if a backup EOF is located between 10 
and 20 miles from the site) and (2) Commission approval is required if the EOF is to be located 
more than 20 miles from the site. In Table 2, "Minimum Staffing Requirements for NRC 
Licensees for Nuclear Power Plant Emergencies," the 1-hour goal for the response time to staff 
the EOF (after an emergency has been declared) is specified and, in Section 8.4.1 .b.i., the 
guidance stipulates that the NRC will consider reasonable exceptions to the goals for the 
number of additional staff personnel and response times for their arrival. Supplement I to 
NUREG-0737 specifies that the EOF will provide for the key functions of (1) management of 
overall licensee emergency response, (2) coordination of radiological and environmental 
assessment, (3) development of recommendations for public protective actions, and 
(4) coordination of emergency response activities with Federal, State, and local agencies.  

ComEd's Corporate Generating Stations Emergency Plan (GSEP): ComEd owns and operates 
10 nuclear power reactors at five sites (Braidwood, Byron, Dresden, LaSalle and Quad Cities) 
in Illinois. (On February 13, 1998, ComEd informed the NRC of the permanent cessation of 
operations at the Zion facility.) The GSEP has a station-specific annex for each site and, in its 
current GSEP, ComEd has four dedicated nearsite EOFs for these sites that conform to the 
distance criteria in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737. The GSEP includes the use of the Interim 
EOF in its corporate offices until a nearsite EOF is staffed. The corporate Interim EOF is also 
the approved backup EOF for Zion. The corporate Interim EOF (the proposed CEOF) is 
located beyond the distance specified in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 for nearsite EOFs.  
Attachment 11 provides a map and table showing the location of and distances between the 
ComEd sites and EOFs. The attachment indicates that the distances between the proposed 
CEOF and the ComEd sites range from 32 miles (Dresden) to 116 miles (Quad Cities).  

CornEd estimated that it would take 1.5 to 3 hours for staffing its nearsite EOFs, depending on 
the site involved, the availability of EOF personnel, time of day, weather and road conditions.  
This is based upon the results of several off-hours callout drills and a comprehensive survey of 
responder estimated travel times to assigned EOFs. These estimated times exceed the 1-hour 
EOF staffing goal specified in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737, Table 2, and NUREG-0696, and 
is due, in part, to ComEd's emergency response staffing strategy.  

Subsequent to the SRM dated January 31, 1996, CoinEd revised its GSEP to include the use of 
its corporate Interim EOF (including a staffing goal set at 1 hour) as the Interim EOF for all sites 
until a nearsite EOF was staffed. The Interim EOF would be staffed following the declaration of 
an Alert or higher emergency classification. If a Site Area Emergency or a General Emergency 
were declared, a senior corporate EOF official would assume overall command of the CoinEd 
response until the nearsite EOF is staffed and capable of assuming command and control 
responsibilities.  

ComEd's Proposal: ComEd's proposal is to eliminate the nearsite EOFs and establish a CEOF 
at its corporate offices. ComEd's specific positions follow: 

* Emergency response capabilities would be enhanced by improving the timeliness of 
responders to relieve their technical support center (TSC) counterparts of certain 
responsibilities (the CEOF could be staffed within 1 hour)
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Establishment of a CEOF would not adversely impact the capabilities of EOF staff to 
work with State, county, and NRC Site Team responders 

NRC's regulations and guidance do not mandate that a nearsite EOF must be equipped 
and available for use as a Joint Operations Center (JOC) for the Lead Federal Agency, 
as described in the Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan (FRERP) 

* There is no need to establish a Joint Public Information Center (JPIC) at the corporate 
office and no need to have a senior corporate spokesperson at the on-scene JPICs 

* Establishing a CEOF in place of four nearsite EOFs would save resources.  

Interim EOF Activation Timeliness: The strategy to create an Interim EOF significantly 
improved ComEd's staffing timeliness and there has been an evident improvement in staffing 
timeliness since 1996. Historically, prior to using the Interim EOF, the nearsite EOFs were not 
fully staffed for up to 3 hours. With the use of the Interim EOF, activation times decreased, 
approaching the 1-hour goal. On September 18, 1995, before the approval of the Interim EOF, 
a Region III inspector stationed at the corporate Interim EOF observed a successful, off-hours, 
unannounced callout drill. Subsequently, between September 1995 and January 1997, ComEd 
conducted 10 callout drills using a computer-based callout system (Voice Recognition Unit or 
VRU); only 3 were fully successful (Attachment 12).  

During an actual emergency event that occurred on May 10, 1996, the staffing of the Interim 
EOF was unsatisfactory. In the early morning hours of May 10, 1996, a tornado caused 
damage at the Quad Cities Station. In accordance with procedures, an Alert was declared and 
the onsite response facilities and the Interim EOF were activated. Minimum staffing of the 
Interim EOF, as defined in the emergency plan, was not achieved until 98 minutes after the 
Alert declaration, 38 minutes beyond the 60-minute goal for staffing the Interim EOF.  

To improve performance and reliability, ComEd embarked on a series of initiatives to improve 
the notification and callout of emergency responders and to meet the 1-hour goal for activation 
of the Interim EOF. ComEd installed new systems and protocols to solve its notification and 
callout problems. In July 1997, CoinEd switched to the Community Alert Network (CAN), which 
is a contractor-provided, automated callout service based in Nevada and New York. This is the 
system that is presently in use. However, in several drills in the summer of 1997, ComEd was 
unable to lower the staffing times to meet the 1-hour goal. Additional changes were made to 
improve communications, including improved training. In February 1998, communication drills 
were conducted on a weekly frequency to improve the callout times. Out of seven CAN drills, 
four were fully successful and three achieved staffing times between 67 to 84 minutes.  

In April 1998, ComEd implemented a new process to achieve consistent EOF staffing times of 
under 1 hour. It developed a new system using pagers and dedicated response teams.  
CoinEd conducted four weekly off-hour drills to test the system. Three drills were fully 
successful. The fourth test was indeterminate because of recording discrepancies for one 
member of the response team. As part of a commitment to NRC, on May 14, 1998, ComEd 
conducted a successful actual drive-in drill in which the response team actually drove in to the 
CEOF from their homes. Minimum staffing occurred within 40 minutes of the classification time.  

In its August 7, 1998, submittal, ComEd strengthened its commitment to timely activation.  
CoinEd formally committed to minimum staffing of the Interim EOF within 1 hour at the Alert 
emergency classification. (NRC guidance calls for staffing the EOF at the Site Area 
Emergency.) Previously, ComEd's GSEP only stated that it had a goal to activate the Interim 
EOF in 1 hour. In addition, ComEd also committed to conducting unannounced, off-hours, 
drive-in callout drills every 6 months until it has achieved three consecutive successful drills.
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After three consecutive successful drills are achieved, ComEd would reduce the drill frequency 
to once every 6 years.  

On August 4, 1998, at 4:13 a.m. (CDT), an Unusual Event was declared at the Byron Station.  
Although not required, CornEd elected to implement the EOF activation procedure; it took 68 
minutes to activate the Interim EOF. Consequently, CornEd will continue to drill on a frequent 
basis until it achieves 3 consecutive Interim EOF activations within 60 minutes.  

Unique Site-Specific Considerations: NRC's EOF requirements envisioned that the EOF would 
serve as the location for the licensee, State and local agency representatives to meet face-to
face, allowing TSC staff to concentrate on onsite issues and mitigative actions. In light of the 
State and county agencies' plans for responding to emergencies at ComEd sites and the unique 
capabilities of the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety (IDNS), this is not an issue for the 
CornEd proposal.  

With respect to ComEd's situation, State and county emergency response organizations 
operate from their own emergency centers and do not send decisionmakers to the nearsite 
EOFs. This approved arrangement has been in effect for more than 10 years. Coordination 
and interaction with the licensee take place by telephone and computerized communications.  
The three States (Illinois, Wisconsin, and Iowa) within one or more of the CoinEd sites' 10-mile 
emergency planning zones reviewed ComEd's proposal and agreed that the strategy is 
compatible with their approved emergency plans (included in Attachment 1). IDNS stated that 
as long as adequate information flow, cooperative assessment, and decisionmaking are 
achieved, a centralized EOF should not impede effective emergency response. Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region V staff reviewed ComEd's proposal and 
indicated that it will have no impact on offsite preparedness (included in Attachment 1).  

In addition, IDNS maintains a computerized data link to the CornEd nuclear stations that 
provides real-time access to hundreds of plant parameters whether or not an emergency is 
declared. IDNS has independent vent stack monitors and a network of radiation detection 
instruments around each ComEd nuclear station. IDNS also maintains a resident engineer at 
each ComEd nuclear station, who would report to the onsite TSC.  

Impact on NRC's Incident Response and NRC Resources: Commission approval of a CEOF at 
ComEd's corporate office would not be consistent with longstanding Commission policy, as 
reflected in NUREG-0728 and -0845 and other more recent NRC publications, that the lead for 
NRC's incident response should be on-scene during an emergency. Although the NRC resident 
inspector for the affected site would be augmented by several other NRC Site Team 
representatives in the onsite emergency response facilities, the majority of the NRC Site Team, 
including the Director of Site Operations (DSO) and many key aides, would be located at the 
proposed CEOF rather than on-scene. ComEd indicated that pre-designated office space for 
NRC Site Team representatives in each nearsite EOF would remain available, if needed by 
NRC, and ComEd would provide any needed communications equipment.  

In response to anticipated concerns about a "remote EOF" concept, ComEd raised the issue of 
using the nearsite EOF as a Joint Operations Center (JOC) for Federal agencies to save 
Federal resources. Neither the memorandum of understanding between NRC and FEMA 
concerning the FRERP or NRC regulations require that a licensee convert or allow the nearsite 
EOF to become a JOC. Also, it has been suggested that NRC could establish the JOC either at 
FRMAC (Federal Radiological Emergency Monitoring and Analysis Center) or at FEMA's 
Disaster Field Office.  

If the Commission approves ComEd's proposal, the NRC's DSO could appoint another 
manager to serve as a senior NRC spokesperson at a nearsite JPIC. However, this could 
separate two key NRC managers for the purpose of a press conference. ComEd's procedures
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call for its key staff at the JPIC to be technically knowledgeable of the plant and plant 
conditions. The key staff would be available to interface with the NRC if communications links 
to the proposed CEOF were unsatisfactory. However, the "remote" location of the senior NRC 
decisionmaker from the site may create an appearance of "NRC remoteness" that may not be 
desired. In addition, should the Chairman, President, other elected representatives, or other 
decisionmakers go to the site, it is likely that the senior NRC manager would be required for 
support. This could take the senior NRC manager more than one hundred miles from the 
licensee's senior decisionmaker. These impediments must be weighed in the context of the 
benefits realized by a more timely response during the earliest stages of an emergency.  

The proposed CEOF is about 15 minutes away from the NRC Region Ill office by automobile.  
Such proximity will simplify the deployment of the EOF component of an NRC Site Team to the 
CEOF. If the proposal is approved, NRC Site Team counterpart space and communications 
provisions may need to be refined. Staffing for the onsite component of an NRC Site Team 
should also be reassessed to include an onsite NRC manager to augment the resident 
inspectors and several other on-scene NRC responders, at a minimum.  

ComEd Resource Savings: Although the JPICs for all but the Zion facility would remain in the 
same buildings as the EOFs, ComEd expects to achieve an initial one-time savings of $78,000 
to $108,500 and an annual savings of up to $359,168 by eliminating its four nearsite EOFs.  

Alternate CEOF: The staff raised a concern about the likelihood that the proposed CEOF at 
ComEd's corporate office could become unavailable because of the effects of an earthquake or 
a tornado, an outage of communications equipment, or a security event. There is also a very 
small likelihood that an event at another facility could affect availability. ComEd stated that, if 
the CEOF became unavailable for use, the CEOF responsibilities could be transferred to the 
TSC at one of its unaffected nuclear stations. Although ComEd indicates that it has no 
immediate plans to modify its TSCs with respect to training, staffing and layout to formalize the 
use of a TSC as an alternative to the CEOF, the staff believes that the proposed transfer 
approach is feasible without affecting public health and safety because the TSC responders at 
the other sites have had training similar to that received by the EOF responders in the CEOF.  

Previous Commission Decisions: The Commission has approved five exceptions to its EOF 
location policy, where the licensee proposed to locate the EOF outside the 20-mile radius from 
the nuclear power plant. Generally, these exceptions involved locating the proposed EOF a few 
miles beyond the 20-mile criterion. There is limited experience for locating the EOF at a 
distance of the order of 100 miles from the nuclear power plant. The Commission considered 
two emergency plans that proposed a CEOF where the location significantly exceeded the 
distance criteria in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737; as discussed below, in one case the 
Commission approved the proposal, while it disapproved the proposal in the second case.  

In early 1981, the Commission approved the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) plan to locate 
the EOF for its nuclear power plant sites beyond the distance which was later specified in NRC 
guidance, Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737, issued in 1982 (Attachment 13). The TVA 
emergency plan specifies the use of a CEOF, which is located approximately 104 miles from 
"TVA's Browns Ferry nuclear plant, with accommodations near each plant for an NRC Site 
Team. In 1995, Watts Bar Station was licensed. Watts Bar also utilizes the TVA CEOF, which 
is located approximately 50 miles from the site; the location of the CEOF relative to the Watts 
Bar site was not explicitly addressed in the licensing action. Region Il's experience through 
inspections and exercise observations confirms that the remote EOF concept is feasible and 
can afford reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be taken in 
the event of a radiological emergency.  

The Commission disapproved an exception to the guidelines for locating the EOF for the 
Oconee Nuclear Station (Attachment 14). Duke Power Company, licensee for Oconee,
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proposed to use a CEOF located 125 miles from the Oconee site. The staff recommended that 
the Commission disapprove the Oconee proposal because the principal EOF management staff 
could not interact directly (face-to-face) with its Federal, State, and local counterparts located 
near the plant site (Attachment 15). In addition, the Oconee plan did not contain provisions for 
staffing a nearsite EOF. The Commission approved the staffs recommendation. A contrary 
outcome would be reached here if the Commission approves the current proposal. However, in 
this situation, a unique circumstance exists since other governmental decisionmakers, at their 
own election, will not be located near the plant site.  

STAFF EVALUATION OF PROPOSAL: 

The Commission's regulations require reactor licensees to provide a "nearsite" EOF, 10 C.F.R.  
§ 50.47(b)(3) and 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, § IV.E. The term "nearsite" is not defined in 
the regulations, and Commission guidance has not clarified the meaning of this term except that 
Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 indicates that EOFs may be approved by the staff without 
Commission involvement up to 20 miles from a reactor site, and the Commission may approve 
EOFs located beyond that distance. In view of the lack of a clear definition of the term 
"nearsite," and the Commission's approval of the CEOF for TVA's sites, an exemption from the 
Commission's regulations does not appear to be required.  

In NUREG-0696, the Commission described the importance of the EOF as follows: "When the 
EOF is activated, the functions of providing overall emergency response management, 
monitoring and assessing radiological effluent and the environs, making offsite dose 
projections, providing recommendations to State and local officials, and coordinating with 
Federal officials will shift to the EOF," (NUREG-0696 at 5). With respect to the location of the 
EOF, NUREG-0696 states: 

The location of the EOF, and whether a backup facility is required, should 
consider the following factors: 

Whether the location provides optimum functional and availability 
characteristics for carrying out the licensee functions specified for 
the EOF (i.e., overall strategic direction of licensee onsite and 
support operations, determination of public protective actions to 
be recommended by the licensee to offsite officials, and 
coordination of the licensee with Federal, State, and local 
organizations).  

Whether the EOF functions would be interrupted during radiation 
releases for which it was necessary to recommend protective 
actions for the public to offsite officials.  

It is strongly recommended that the EOF location be coordinated with 
State and local authorities to improve the relationship between the 
licensee and offsite organizations. Id. at 17-18. Accord, Supplement I to 
NUREG-0737, at 22, § 8.4.1 .a.  

In an early decision concerning the importance of an EOF, the Commission emphasized the 
importance of face-to-face communications among decisionmakers, stating as follows: 

[T]he EOF is the ideal place for face-to-face communications regarding 
protective action recommendations between Federal, State and local 
officials, and the licensee official charged with making the 
recommendation to the [State]. The Commission does not believe ... that 
telephonic communications between the governmental officials in the
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EOF and the licensee's decisionmaker in the control room provide an 
equivalent opportunity for an exchange of information. The Commission 
views the opportunity for face-to-face communications as the best means 
to exchange pertinent information between Government officials and the 
licensee and to formulate protective action recommendations, particularly 
when it is essential that there not be misunderstandings between those 
involved. Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, 
Unit No. 1), CLI-83-22, 18 NRC 299, 308 (1983).  

The Commission further stated that the EOF "... is where State, local and Federal officials will 
congregate to exchange information." Id. at 309. The Commission similarly emphasized the 
importance of face-to-face contact among decisionmakers at the EOF in denying Duke Power 
Company's proposed CEOF for Oconee, as the Court of Appeals noted in finding that the 
Commission acted within its discretion in denying that proposal. See Duke Power Co. v. NRC, 
770 F.2d 386, 390-91 (4th Cir. 1985).  

The Commission's prior emphasis on the importance of a nearsite EOF in facilitating face-to
face communications does not appear to apply with equal force in the situation presented by 
ComEd's proposal, as discussed below.  

ComEd proposes to use a CEOF, located from 32 to 116 miles from an affected site and staffed 
within 1 hour of an Alert or higher emergency classification, as an alternative to that specified in 
NRC's guidance. ComEd's proposal is a departure from the NRC guidance that a nearsite EOF 
is to be located within 20 miles of the site. With the exception of the location of the CEOF, the 
CEOF meets all of the staff requirements.  

ComEd's proposal provides for performance of all the key EOF functions. The functional 
capabilities of the CEOF were considered previously and accepted by the staff in approving the 
facility as the Interim EOF and Zion Backup EOF. NRC inspections of the exercises conducted 
while the licensee was using the CEOF confirms its functional capabilities.  

The existing CEOF has emergency response capabilities (data collection, dose assessment, 
and communications equipment) similar to those of nearsite EOFs with the exception of 
FTS-2000 communications lines. NRC would be responsible for installing the lines for the 
FTS-2000 system. However, NRC would maintain only one system rather than four systems. It 
is estimated that NRC would save $10,000 per year if this proposal was approved.  

ComEd's commitment is to have the CEOF staffed within about 1 hour of an emergency 
declaration (Alert or higher) to relieve the TSC staff of responsibilities for offsite interfaces if a 
Site Area Emergency or a General Emergency is declared. ComEd would staff the CEOF 
following the declaration of an Alert with the positions equivalent to the staffing plan (minimum 
staff of 8 and full staff of 13) for the currently approved Interim EOF. The remainder of the 
CEOF staff would be activated following the declaration of a Site Area Emergency or a General 
Emergency. Staffing of the CEOF at the Alert level exceeds the guidance of Supplement 1 to 
NUREG-0737 and increases the overall timeliness of ComEd's emergency preparedness.  

The arguments and facts presented by ComEd in its proposal and subsequent correspondence, 
as well as the results and findings of NRC inspections and events that have ensued since 
CoinEd first proposed the CEOF concept indicate that it would likely provide an increase in 
effectiveness of emergency preparedness for ComEd. CornEd stated (and the staff agrees) 
that the CEOF can generally perform the required functions of an EOF in terms of coordinating 
offsite activities associated with an accident, as envisioned in the regulations and guidance 
discussed above, and from the lessons learned from Three Mile Island.

-9-
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With respect to the State and local agencies, the issue of the distance for the EOF is not 
relevant in this situation since these agencies do not send decisionmakers to the nearsite EOF.  
The State of Illinois has an effective program, and maintains its own inspectors in the plant with 
direct data links to the licensee's computers. NRC inspectors, over the years, have verified that 
the EOF staff functions and performs the role of coordinating and directing offsite activities 
associated with an incident even though decisionmakers from the State and local support 
agencies are not present in the EOF. On the basis of these considerations, the staff has 
concluded that, in this situation, the distance between'the site and the proposed CEOF would 
not affect the licensee's performance. However, there could be a negative public perception: 
that the licensee cannot respond to an accident and the NRC Site Team cannot provide 
effective oversight, from a distance of more than 100 miles from the site. This perception can 
be addressed by accurately presenting the facts to the public.  

ComEd has had problems in timely activation of the Interim EOF as demonstrated in callout 
drills and in an actual event (the tornado at Quad Cities in May 1995). However, ComEd has 
taken substantial steps and instituted new programs to solve this problem. CornEd has made a 
strong corporate commitment to make its proposal work. The results of recent drills show 
continued improvement in staffing times compared to earlier drills. The licensee has committed 
to revise the language in the emergency plan to commit to the activation of the proposed CEOF 
in 1 hour after the declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification. The main issues 
remaining are the reliability of ComEd's callout systems and the continuous demonstration of 
timely activation of the proposed CEOF.  

ISSUE: 

The issue is whether to permit CornEd to eliminate the four nearsite EOFs in favor of one 
CEOF.  

OPTIONS: 

(1) The Commission could reject the proposal.  

Pro: 

* would maintain consistency with NRC policy in effect since 1982 

* would avoid the possibility of additional proposals from other licensees in similar 
situations 

* would not affect the NRC's and Federal planning for deploying on-scene responders 

Con: 

* Rejection of the proposal would send a negative message to the State and county 
officials that NRC does not approve of remote decisionmaking 

* no resource savings would be realized for CoinEd by eliminating four nearsite EOFs 

* ComEd would continue to have to transfer responsibilities from the Interim EOF to the 
nearsite EOF 

* would dilute the licensee's pool of senior managers available to fill key emergency 
response positions
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* no resource savings would be realized for NRC by eliminating three sets of FTS-2000 
lines 

(2) The Commission could accept the proposal.  

Pro: 

* rapid deployment of the NRC Site Team due to the close proximity of the regional office 
to the proposed CEOF 

0 resource savings realized for CoinEd by eliminating four near-site EOFs 

* would eliminate the transfer of responsibilities from the Interim EOF to the near-site EOF 

* resource savings would be realized for NRC by eliminating three sets of FTS-2000 lines 

Con: 

0 potential negative public perception of lack of near/onsite response 

0 possible influx of proposals from other licensees in similar situations 

0 would require a modification to NRC planning for deployment of site team personnel 

* could require FEMA and/or NRC to reevaluate the expectation that a licensee's nearsite 
EOF is the optimum location for the Lead Federal Agency's JOC rather than an 
on-scene, Federally - managed response facility such as FEMA's Disaster Field Office 
or a FRMAC 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION: 

The ComEd proposal constitutes a departure from the EOF location criteria in Supplement 1 to 
NUREG-0737. The CEOF meets all the functional as well as the physical requirements (i.e.  
communications, space, and visual information displays) for EOFs as identified in various 
agency documents. Conditional upon ComEd's commitments and plan of action, it is expected 
that the licensee will meet the NRC guidance for timely staffing of the EOF, a goal that has 
eluded this licensee for years. Commission approval of the proposal will also eliminate the 
additional step of transferring responsibility for command and control from the currently 
approved Interim EOF to the nearsite EOF. The CoinEd proposal maximizes the use of senior 
managers to fill key onsite and offsite emergency response positions. Adoption of this proposal 
will save resources for both the NRC and ComEd.  

The acceptance of ComEd's proposal by State and county officials responsible for taking 
protective measures to protect the health and safety of the populations within the ComEd sites' 
10-mile emergency planning zones is a significant factor. Decisionmakers remain in their 
respective centers and are not sent to the EOFs. The acceptance of this approach relies, at 
least in part, on the existence of the unique IDNS capability to independently monitor plant 
radiological effluent conditions, including real-time access to hundreds of other plant 
parameters.  

ComEd's proposal impacts the NRC's policy that the DSO from the NRC Site Team should be 
on-scene during an emergency and affects the NRC's planning for Site Team deployment for 
the site EOFs. However, the NRC Site Team deployment to the proposed CEOF should be 
more effective because the CEOF is accessible in 15 minutes by car from the Region III offices.  
The total effect on the NRC resources is expected to be minimal.

The staff recommends that Option 2 should be adopted.
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COORDINATION: 

The Office of the General Counsel has reviewed this paper and has no legal objection. The 
Office of the Chief Financial Officer has reviewed this Commission paper for resource 
implications and has no objection. The Office of the Chief Information Officer has no objections 
to the information implications contained in this paper.  

William D . Travers 
Executive Director 
for Operations

Attachments: 1. CornEd letter re: Proposal for Centralized EOF, dated January 5, 1995 
2. Emergency Plan Changes, dated March 31, 1993 
3. ComEd Response to Staff RAI re: Emergency Plan Changes, dated 

August 5, 1993 
4. Staff Requirements Memorandum, related to SECY-95-274, dated 

January 31, 1996 
5. ComEd letter re: Updated Proposal for CEOF, dated August 7, 1998 
6. NRC EP Inspection Report, dated August 20, 1992 
7. ComEd Response to Staff RAI, dated September 17, 1993 
8. Staff Requirements Memorandum, related to Commission Meeting 

(M830302B), dated March 3, 1983 
9. SECY Memorandum re: SECY-87-067, dated April 30, 1987 

10. Staff Requirements Memorandum, related to SECY-96-170, dated 
September 18, 1996; and SECY-96-170, dated August 5, 1996 

11. Map Showing Locations of CoinEd Reactor Sites and nearsite EOFs 
12. CornEd Letter re: Results of Drills, dated February 27, 1997 
13. SECY Memorandum, related to TVA EOFs, dated January 21, 1981 
14. SECY Memorandum, related to SECY-84-089/089A, dated June 12, 1984 
15. SECY-84-089, dated February 22, 1984.

Commissioners' completed vote sheets/comments should be provided 
directly to SECY by COB Friday, December 11, 1998. Commission 
staff office comments, if any, should be submitted to the 
Commissioners NLT December 4, 1998, with an information copy to SECY.  
If the paper is of such a nature that it requires additional review 
and comment, the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be 
apprised of when comments may be expected.  

DISTRIBUTION: 
Commissioners 
OGC 
OCAA 
OIG 
OPA 
OCA 
CIO 
CFO 
EDO 
REGIONS 
SECY
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ATTACHMENTS TO COMMISSION PAPER

ON 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY'S PROPOSAL TO CENTRALIZE ITS 
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITIES AT ITS CORPORATE OFFICES 

ATTACHMENTS: 

1. ComEd letter Requesting Central EOF, January 5, 1995 
2. Emergency Plan Changes, March 31, 1993 
3. CornEd Response to Staff RAI re: Emergency Plan Changes, August 5, 1993 
4. Staff Requirements Memo, January 31, 1996 
5. CornEd letter, August 7, 1998 
6. Staff EP Inspection Report, August 20, 1992 
7. ComEd Response to Staff RAI, September 17, 1993 
8. Staff Requirements Memorandum, March 3, 1983 
9. Internal Memorandum re: Oconee, April 30, 1987 
10. Staff Requirements Memo, SECY-96-170, September 18, 1996; and 

SECY-96-170, August 5, 1996 
11. Map Showing Locations of CornEd Reactor Sites and nearsite EOFs 
12. ComEd Letter re: Results of Drills, February 27, 1997 
13. Commission Memo re:TVA EOFs, January 21, 1981 
14. Commission Memo re: Oconee, June 12, 1984 
15. SECY-84-89 re: Oconee, February 22, 1984



O Commonwealth Edison 

1400 Onus Pace 
Downers Grove ii:no s EC5 

January 5, 1995 

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

-- Attention: Locument Control Desk 

Subject: Braidwood Station Units 1 and 2 
Byron Station Units 1 and 2 
Dresden Station Units 1,2. and 3 
LaSalle County Station Units 1 and 2 
Quad Cities Station Units 1 and 2 
Zion Station Units 1 and 2 

Commonwealth Edison Submittal: Proposal to Consolidate Near-Site 
Emergency Operations Facilities (EOFs) into a Single Central EOF 

NRC Dockets 50-454 and 50-455 
NRC Dockets 50-456 and 50-457 
NRC Dockets 50-10, 50-237 and 50-249 
NRC Dockets 50-373 and 50-374 
NRC Dockets 50-254 and 50-265 
NRC Dockets 50-295 and 50-304 

Reference: 1) Teleconference on July 20, 1994; with Messrs. R. Emch, G. Dick, F.  
Cantor, and J. McCormick-Barger 

2) Meeting between NRC and Commonwealth Edison, October 19, 1994. on 
Central Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) 

3) NUREG-0737. Supplement 1: "Clarification of TMI Action Plan 
Requirements," dated January 1983.  

Pursuant to our telephone call (Reference 1) and meeting with NRC staff (Reference 2).  
Commonwealth Edison (ComEd) requests the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to 
review and approve the consolidation of our four (4) near-site Emergency Operations Facilities 
(EOFs) and the Corporate Emergency Operations Facility (CEOF) into one single, central 
EOF. For the purposes of this submittal the concept of a single, cental EOF will be referred 
to as a "central EOF," to distinguish it fromthe Corporate EOF (CEOF).  

h:\ceof\cbialntr.wpf\1 
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Docurnent Control Desk

CornEd further requests that this proposal be reviewed as a Cost Beneficial Licensing Action 
(CBLA) because of the substantial current and future savings CornEd will realize, an initial 
one-time savings of approximately $250,000 and estimated annual savings of at least 
S300,000.  

The Corporate EOF, located in our Nuclear Operations Division Headquarters in Downers 
.Grove, Illinois, will serve as the central EOF. This facility is licensed as the Backup EOF for 

- -Zion Station. It is similar in capabiliues to our near-site EOFs, with the exception of the ENS 
and HPN lines, which could be added, if desired by the NRC staff (1 _rther description of the 
central EOF facility is included in the Attachments to this letter.) 

CornEd is not consolidating our Joint Public Information Centers (JPICs). They will remain at 
their current locations in order to provide a near-site facility for State, Federal. local and utility 
representatives where information can be provided to the media.  

CornEd has also taken into account the need to maintain effective communications with the 
state and local governments. Therefore, the proposed use of a central EOF has been 
discussed with appropriate State and local agencies. Letters of support have been received 
from these agencies (copies enclosed). There will be no change in information flow between 
these agencies and CornEd as a result of adopting a central EOF concept. The State 
agencies do not send decision makers to any of the EOFs: only State liaisons are sent who 
relay information back to the State Emergency Operations Centers. The counties do not send 
anyone to the EOF and therefore the central EOF concept will not impact them. FEMA 
Regions V and VII have also reviewed the impact of the proposed central EOF and have no 
objections.  

This proposal is being submitted in accordance with NUREG-0737 (Supplement 1), Section 
8.4.1 .b (Reference 3) which requires specific approval by the Commission if an EOF is to be 
located beyond 20 miles from a station. This facility will be a fully staffed ECF ::7d will be 
capable of assuming all the functions of the EOF described in Reference 3. Pursuant to 10 
CFR 50.54(q), these changes do not decrease the effectiveness of the Emergency Plan.  

Further supporting documentation for this request is provided in the following Attachments: 
Attachment A: Basis for Request 
Attachment B: Considerations as a Cost Beneficial Licensing Action 
Attachment C: State and Local Governmental Agency Considerations 

The proposed Emergency Plan change will be submitted in the first quarter of 1995. and will 
be implemented within six (6) months after approval by the NRC Commissioners.  

h :\ceoPf,cb La'ntr.wpf\2 
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Document Control Desk (3) Janua r' 5 1905 

ComEd would like to meet with the NRC staff to discuss the merits of this CBLA submittal at 
their earliest convenience. Please feel free to contact D.L. Farrar at (708) e63-2094 or I. M.  
Johnson at (708) 663-2096 to further discuss this matter.  

Sincerely, 

hn. Brons 
uclear Support Vice-President 

Attachmrnts 

cc: J. Martin, Regional Administrator-RIII 
R. Capra, NRR 
G. Dick, NRR 
E. Imbro, NRR 
S. Dupont, Senior Resident Inspector (Braidwood) 
H. Peterson, Senior Resident Inspector (Byron) 
M. Leach, Senior Resident Inspector (Dresden) 
P. Brochman, Senior Resident Inspector (LaSalle) 
C. Miller, Senior Resident Inspector (Quad Cities) 
R. Roton, Sen,or Resident Inspector (Zion) 
R. Wight, I.D.N.S.
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ATTACHMENT A 

BASIS FOR REQUEST 

Commonwealth Edison (ComEd) requests the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's review and 
approval of the consolidation of it's four (4) near-site Emergency Operations Facilities (EOFs) 
and the Corporate Emergency Operations Facility (CEOF) into one central EOF. Per NUREG

-,!.737, Supplement 1 (Reference 3) use of the central EOF as an EOF for all of our stations 
- will require NRC Commissioner approval since this location is beyond twenty (20) miles from 

any of our nuclear stations. CoinEd is not consolidating it's current Joint Public Information 
Centers (JPICs). They will remain at their current locations in order to provide a near-site 
facility for State, Federal, local and utility representatives to provide information to the local 
media. This request is being submitted as a Cost Beneficial Licensing Action (CBLA).  
Attachment B provides the basis for consiaeration as a CBLA request.  

The central EOF will utilize a full EOF staff, the same as that currently provided to a near-site 
EOF. The proposed facility is licensed as the Backup EOF for Ziun Station and is being used 
as an interim EOF under current Emergency Plans. "Minimum Stafft" to the central EOF will 
be available within the 60 minute "goal" in NUREG-0737. Supplement 1 (Reference 3).  

The central EOF will be located in our Corporate Nuclear Operations Division Headquarters 
which is in Downers Grove, Illinois. Depending on the station, the facility is approximately a 1 
to 3 hour drive from a given station. Table 1 provides the direct line distance of the central 
EOF to each of the stations. ComEd will provide provisions for the NRC Site Team in the 
centrdi EOF (located approximately three (3) miles from the NRC Region III offices). NUREG
0737, Supplement 1 (Reference 3), provides that for EOFs beyond twenty (20) miles, some 
provisions for the NRC Site Team closer to the site will be expected. ComEd will make 
provisions for the NRC Site Team closer to the station, if the NRC deems it necessary.  

ComEd's emergency response philosophy will remain unchanged. Since ComEd staffs the 
EOF with corporate and unaffected station personnel, increasing the distance between the 
station and the EOF does not negatively impact ComEd's ability to provide response 
personnel to an EOF in a timely manner. In effect, the proposed location of the central EOF 
is closer to a large number of ComEd Nuclear Operations personnel and will improve 
ComEd's ability to more promptly staff the facility. There will be no change in information flow 
between the EOF and the stations, or between the EOF and State(s) or local agencies.  
Attachment C contains more information regarding state and local agency considerations.  

""Minimum Staff* delineates those positions necessary for the EOF to perform the functions of an EOF reauired by 
NUREG-0737. Supplement 1 (Reference 3). The following positions constitute "Miumum Staff': 1) Manager of 
Emergency Operations. 2) Technical Support Manager. 3) one other member of the Technical Group. 4) Advis,.ry 
Support Manager. 5) Emergency Planner. 6) Protective Measures Director. 7) Environmental Emergency Coordinator, 
and 8) ODCS Specialist.
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The central EOF facility is equivalent to our current "near-site" EOFs. with the exception that 
there are currently no FTS-2000 (ENS or HPN communication) lines. CornEd is willing to 
provide for the installation of these lines. (Table 2 provides a Facility Space Comparison 
between a typical near-site EOF and the proposed central EOF. Attachment D provides the 
floor plan of the proposed central EOF.) 

_.omEd has reviewed the emergency plan to evaluate if the use of a central EOF would 
-adverse'y impact any benefits associated with the current near-site EOF l}x,ations and has 
determined that there are no significant negativ .. mnpacts 

Use of a central EOF will not reduce the effectiveness, and in the following ways, will serve to 
improve the effectiveness of ComEd's Emergency Preparedness Plan: 

1) Providing prompt "Minimum Staff" (estimated to be within 15 - 30 minutes) to the 
central EOF, during normal working hours because of the number (ap-roximately 50) 
of qualified "Minimum Staff" Offsite Responders typically located at the Downers Grove 
offices. (A total of approximately 80 qualified EOF responders are typically located at 
the Downers Grove offices. These individuals would be able to provide a prompt 
response to the central EOF during normal working hours.); 

2) Providing more readily available support from various corporate support organizations 
which are located at the Downers Grove offices, such as: the Probablistic Risk 
Assessment Group, the Emergency Preparedness Department, Radiation Protection 
Department, Licensing Department, Nuclear Fuel Services (core desiyn and analysis) 
department (scheduled to relocated to Downers Grove on January 16, 1995) and other 
Engineering Support departments: 

3) Enhancing the ability of CornEd senior Nuclear Operations Division management to 
quickly respond by locating the off-site Emergency Response Organization in the same 
building as their offices: 

4) Providing a facility that is closer to a larger percentage of ComEd's Nuclear Operations 
personnel, enabling a larger number of personnel to respond (during off-hours 
activations) to the EOF within a shorter period of time: 

5) Increasing the floor space in the EOF for CornEd, State and Federal responders (Table 
2): 

6) Reducing the susceptibility of the EOF to potential near-site problems such as, 
restricted travel through or around Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) and local phone 
system overloads;

h:\ceo f\cDla eot.wp f\2 
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7) Reallocating financial resources, which would otherwise be expended for 

maintaining/upgrading the four (4) EOFs (Mazon, Morrison, Dixon and Zion). into one 

central EOF and back into the Station programs where the money has a more direct 

bearing on safety; 

8) Providing additional benefits due to location, such as; proximity to NRC Region III 

offices (approximately 3 miles), ease of accessibility (close to both O'Hare and Midway 

. Airports and close to major Interstate highways (1-88, 1-290, 1-55, 1-294 and 1-355)). and 

- - higher concentration of nearby support resources (local telephone exc:.-,nge capability, 

hotels, food services, transportation, etc.).  

In consideration of previous requests, made by other utilities, for consolidation of EOFs into a 

single EOF, CornEd provides the following in support of their unique situation: 

1) ComEd operates six (6) nuclear stations (12 units) which are widely distributed across 

Northern Illinois; and 

2) ComEd has a large amount of resources readily available to respond to an emergency 

event at any one of its nuclear stations; and 

3) The central EOF concept is in line with ComEd's longstanding emergency response 

philosophy of minimizing the impact on the affected station by using personnel from 

unaffected stations and the corporate offices, rather than using personnel from the 

affected station (ie., affected station personnel are designated to respond to their 

onsite emergency facilities allowing them to focus on returning the plant to a safe 

condition, while non-station personnel are called upon to address and coordinate the 

offsite aspects of the event);. and 

4) States do not send "Decision Makers" to the EOF; they send liaisons who relate 

information back to the State Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs). The States 

direct their activities from State EOCs, in their respective State Capitois (ais, located 

greater than twenty (20) miles from any of ComEd's nuclear stations): and 

5) Counties do not send anyone to the EOF: they direct their activities from county EOCs 

in their respective counties; CornEd and states send liaisons to the county EOCs; and 

6) The State of Illinois has designated a permanent agency, the Illinois Department of 

Nuclear Safety (IDNS), which has it's own extensive unique monitoring and analysis 

systems; they receive plant status directly from the stations which input into their 

Reactor Analysts computer programs; they have in-stack effluent monitors that are 

capable of monitoring for particulate, iodine and noble gas releases from the stations; 

and they also have gamma monitors around each of the stations that provide them 

with real time radiation readings within the Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ); and
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7) IDNS currently has Resident Inspectors at Braidwood. LaSalle, Quad Cities. Zion1 and Dresden stations (they are in the process of hiring a Resident Inspects, for Byron); these individuals report to and remain at the TSC once it is activated and serve as an information/communication path back to IDNS: and 

8) CornEd has provided dedicated direct conference lines between the EOF and the decision makers of the states of Illinois and Iowa, and another fine between the EOF and the decision makers o' the States of Illinois and Wisconsin, and 
9) The proposed location for the central EOF is in close proximity (approximately 3 miles) to NRC Region Ill offices; and 

10) The proposed location for the central EOF is already approved as the Backup EOF for Zion Station (The facility has been demonstrated in it's capacity as backup EOF. with a full EOF staff, once with the State of Illinois during the LaSalle 1992 Exercise and during the Zion 1994 Exercise.); and 

11) In utilizing a central EOF. CoinEd would rely on a remote JPIC, the same in practice as what currently exists for Zion Station. The practice of using a remote JPIC has been demonstrated as effective over the yea,'s as shown by Zion Station during numerous Exercises, including the Federal Field Exercise in 1987.
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TABLE I

STRAIGHT LINE DISTANCE FROM THE STATIONS

STATION 

Dresden 

Braidwood 

Zion 

LaSalle 

Byron 

Quad Cities

CENTRAL EOF 

32 miles 

40 miles 

45 miles 

48 miles 

66 miles 

116 miles

NEAR-SITE EOF 

10 miles 

10 miles 

0.5 miles 

10 miles 

20 miles 

18 miles
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TABLE 2 

FACILITY SPACE COMPARISON

"Approximate. Does not include kitchen. washrooms, or library.  "Approximate. Does not include kitchen, washrooms, library, or scenario development room. Additional non-dedicated space within the same building could be made readily 
available. Floor plan included as Attachment D.
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CONSIDERATION AS A COST BENEFIT LICENSING ACTION (CBLA) 

CornEd believes that this reauest meets the NRC's criteria for consideration as a CBLA. This 

submittal provides a basis for the conclusion that the proposed central EOF will not adversely 

impact safety. In fact, the use of a central EOF can enhance safety by improving ComEd's 

emergency response while providing a significant cost savings. CornEd has prioritized this 

jequest with respect to it's other pending licensing actions and has concluded that prompt 

-attention is warranted. This proposal is applicable to ComEd's six (6) nuclear stations.  

CornEd will realize substantial current and future savings by the consolidation of its four (4) 

EOFs and CEOF, into a single central EOF.  

A central EOF will provide a one time, initial savings of approximately S250,000. This savings 

is based on equipment that can be used elsewhere or sold. As an example: 

The central EOF at Downers Grove will free up 23 personal computers (PCs) and 8 

laser printers and one local area network (LAN) server from it s existing EOFs, which 

can be redeployed throughout the company. This is a savings to the company of 

$52,000, based on a cost of $1500 per PC, $1000 per printer and S10,000 for a LAN 

server.  

Redeploying the existing Audio Visual equipment in the EOFs throughout the company 

should save the company $200,000 in avoided expense.  

Annual savings of approximately $300,000 will result from reduced communications cost, 

reduced labor for facility surveillance and maintenance, and reduced labor for document 

control. For example: 

Based on actual telephone charges, the central EOF in Downers Grove will save 

approximately $99,700 in telephone costs each year. This savings results from a 

, •duction in the number of telephone lines serving the existing EOc- as well as 

removing special circuits, such as the state and local notification circuit and autoid,,,; 

ring lines from the -ear-site EOFs.  

Reduction in the number of microwave channels will result in a savings of 

approximately $120,000.  

The central EOF will annually save approximately 34 person-days of station 

management time from the communications drills since station personnel will not need 

to travel to the near-site EOFs.
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One less Corporate Emergency Preparedness management staff person would be 
needed due to the reduced facility surveillance requirements associated with having 
only one (1) EOF instead of five (5).  

Since the existing EOF at Downers Grove already has all of the manuals needed for 
GSEP emergency response, and as JPICs need fewer manuals, both in number and 
type, there would be a savings of approximately 108 person-days per year of station 
clerical time from updating manuals.  

Future savings will be achieved when desired or necessary upgrades of the EOF or its 
equipment are made. Upgrades such as the change-out of computer systems or 
technological obsolescence of equipment are often necessary and are dictated by changes 
made to equipment at the stations. In these cases CoinEd will save approximately 80% of the 
costs to make such changes. As an example, equipment changes that presently cost 
S100.000 to make, will be reduced to $20,000. 1, addition, changes can be made in a shorter 
period. This will reduce the time in which response capability may be degraded by such 
modifications. Labor cost to manage and complete future upgrades will also be reduced by a 
similar proportion. Examples of potential future savings include: 

The state and local notification system (called NARS for Nuclear Accident Reporting 
System) is aging and will need to be replaced in the next decade. While the 
replacement system hasn't been designed, clearly four (4) fewer locations will be less 
costly. Based on the cost to install a new NARS site with the current system, CornEd 
can avoid S10,000 per site or $40,000.  

ComEd is currently planning to replace the single rear screen projection video display 
in the Executive Management Center with four 37 inch video monitors. This 
replacement is estimated as at least S25.000 per EOF or $125,000. It will only cost 
S25.000 to replace the rear screen projector at 'he central EOF at Downers Grove.  

Personal computers and printers would need to be replaced about every five years due 
to technical obsolescence. This averages out to $10,000 per year of avoided costs.
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ATTACHMENT C 

STATE AND LOCAL AGENCY CONSIDERATIONS 

In years of conducting Exercises with the State(s) and counties. including a Federal Field 

Exercise in 1987, it has been demonstrated that face-to-face communications are not 

necessary for the purposes of decision making. Each State Emergency Response Plan 

.. dictates that the State and county decision makers respond to their respective Emergency 

-Operations Centers (EOCs). Therefore there is no face-to-face communication between State 

and CornEd decision makers under current response plans. Decisions makers rely on 

telephone and data communications between the EOF and State EOC, and between the State 

EOC and County EOC(s). The State(s) send liaisons to the EOF, and ComEd sends liaisons 

to the state and county EOCs. These liaisons exchange information between facilities, they 

do not make any decisions with regard to the information that they obtain. Experience has 

shown that ComEd has developed an effective decision making relationship with the State(s) 

based on various non-face-to-face communication systems arid a keen understanding of each 

rc• -)ur responsibilities in the decision making process.  

Attachment A provides further examples where ComEd's interaction with state and county 

agencies is unique.  

CoinEd has notified and discussed the proposed use of a central EOF located in Downers 

Grove, IL with the appropriate (within the 10 mile emergency planning zone) State (Illinois.  

Wisconsin and Iowa) and county (Grundy, Will, Kankakee, LaSalle, Kendall, Ogle, Lake, 

Kenosha, Rock Island, Whiteside, Scott, and Clinton) agencies. The States and counties 

have confirmed by letter that they support this concept. Copies of their responses are 

enclosed. CornEd also requested FEMA Regions V and VII to review the offsite emergency 

plans to evaluate the impact of changing to single, central EOF. They have indicated that 

they have no concerns. Copies of their responses are also enclosed.  

h:\ceof'c bLa eoi.wpf"9 
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- Illinois Emergency Management Agency 
110 East Adams * Springfield, Illinois - 62706 

(217) 782 -7860 

September 7, 1994 

Mr. Douglas J. Scott 
Emergency Preparedness Director 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

The Illinois Emergency Management Agency supports the concept of a Central 
Emergency Operations Facility (EOF). With both pDLblic and private organizations 
tiving to reduce costs while maintaining a certain level of preparedness, it is 
logical to take such a step. In addition, we see no negative impact on the 
coordination of activities between CECo and State officials related to the 
utilization of a Central EOF.  

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me.  

Sincerely, 

David L. Smith 
Chief, Division of Field Ser-v'ices 

DLS:jmb

cc: Rex Coble



.
5 tate oi ri.sconsin DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY AFFAIRS 

Division of Emergency Government 

2400 WRIGHT STREET 
DATE: September 8, 1994 Po Box 7865 MADISON WISCONSIN 537 7.55 

TELEPHONE 1608i242--232 
FACSIMILE 1608) 242-3247 
24-HOUR EMERGENCY HOTLINE Mr. Douglas J. Scott 1-800-943-0003 

Emergency Preparedness Director 
Commonwealth Edison 

-1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, Illinois 605' <- 11lS 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

Wisconsin is supportive of ComEd's concept of a Central Emergency Operations Facilitv (EOF) 
located in Downers Grove, Iltlinois.  

It :s our understanding from conversations, with Mr. T. Blackmon of your staff, that placement of the EOF in Downers Grove will provide the utility with the benefit of the EOF being outside the 10-mile EPZs for all plants. The placement will also provide the utility with the capability to activate in a more timely manner and thus provide the States and Counties with information more quickly. Transfer of Control Room, TSC, CEOF, and EOF communications to offsite agencies will be reduced and we have been assured that the level and content of information being transferred will not be reduced. Prompt notification and Protective Action Recommendations will be provided in the same timeframes.  

Any effect on the State of Wisconsin and Kenosha County should be administrative only.  
Dlease keep Wisconsin informed of your efforts and if you require further information or assistance please contact Garrett Nielsen (608-242-3240) or Marcia Smith (608-242-3241).  

Sincerely, 

onner, Jr 
Administrator 

cc: Paul Schmidt, DHSS-RPU 
Terry Blackmon, CornEd 
Chris Bacon, DEG

aithM\e0c3suphr.uCw



...... - R-NO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENSE 
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIVISION October 7, 1994 

ELLEN M. GORDON. ADMINISTRATOR

- Mr. Douglas J. Scott, Dir.  
- Enmergency Preparedness & State Programs 

Commonwealth Edison Co.  
1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Doug: 

The -tace of Iowa does not object to the proposal concept of a Central Emergency Operations Facility located in Downers Grove, as is your current Corporate EOF. During our full scale rehearsals and evaluated exercises, we will of course want to continue sending our Iowa EMD liaisons to-the Centralized EOF if the proposal is approved and implemented. We have also discussed this with Don Flater and Don's concerns went to the time of deployment and the perhaps increased cost of sending his technical liaisons to the Centralized EOF.  

I and Don both retain the canmitment to send our respective liaisons to a Commonweath EOF whether it remains in Morrison or is ccntralized in Downers Grove, for all of our full scale rehearsals and exercises and if the proposal is implemented, we would of course make the appropriate arrangements for transportation for both liaisons groups which would function as well during a real emergency.  

Let us know how your proposal fares with the NRC and if you would care to discuss it further, please contact Rick Bamsey.  

Sincerely, 

Ellen M. Gordon 
Administrator 

bjd 

cc: Don Flater, IDPH 
Terry Blackmon, CECo 
Rick Bamsey, EMd 
RERP Staff

HOOVER STATE OFFICE BUILDING / LEVEL A. ROOM 2. / r)= ,, ,

TERRY F R•ANST'n -



Jim Edgar 
Governor

DEPARTME .- O NU.C EAR SAFETY 

SPRI N TL 62704 

Thuinaýs WN Ortciger 
2 Diroctor "21 ."7- .

September 16, 1991 

Mr. Doug Scott 
Emergency Preparedness Director 
Commonwealth Edison 
1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

The Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety (IDNS) has considered your 
letter regarding the concept of a central Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) 
at Downers Grove. It is our opinion that as long as adequate information flow 
and cooperative assessment and decisionmaking are achieved, a central EOF 
should present no barrier to effective emergency response. We are therefore 
pleased to support the concept. We request that you provide us a copy of your 
submittal to NRC so that we can examine the details of your proposal and 
determine the impact on IDNS plans and programs.  

Sincerely, 

Roy R. Wight, Manager 
Office of Nuclear Facility Safety

RRW:AJP:tl k 

cc: Dave Smith, IEMA



Grundy County
Emergency Services & Disaster Agency 

Nuclear Planning Division 
1320 Union Street - Room E-01 

Morris, IL 60450-2426 
Telephone: 815/941-3212 Telefax: 815/941-3456 

November 4, 1994 

Mr. Douglas J. Scott 
CornEd Emergency Preparedness Director 
1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

Regarding the CoinEd proposal to operate a single, central Emcrgency Operations Facility that 
would be associated with the Downers Grove Corporate Offices, I believe that the concept 
makes good sense.  

As a County that is impacted by the Emergency Planning Zones of the Braidwood, Dresden, 
and LaSalle Stations, my view is that at the very worse case such a move would be 
undetectable to our operation. I suspect, by having the EOF associated with the Corporate 
Office, the time that it would take to be operational would be reduced. Additionally, the 
corporate staff would provide the EOF with expanded resources for both the company and off
site response organizations.  

Therefore, I see the concept of a single central EOF as a very positive and beneficial move for 
the emergency operations community.  

Sincerely, 

Ji ku i ,/ Jim Lutz c-'

JL/dpd



WILL COUNTY 
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY M-ANAGEMENT 

" Y ."NORTH CHICAGO 5T.E.  
I JOLI ET. ILL.I!NC!S 6,c43 -1159 

-15-743-835; - OFFICE DONALD B. GOULD 
. 24 HR EMERGC'c Director 

A! 5-7.3-8895 TELEFAX 

November 22, 1994 

Mr. Doug Scott, 
Emergency Pieparedness Director 
Commonwealth Edison 
1400 Opus Place 

Do.,,_ 1,*ers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

Will County has received the proposed reques: for a single, central Emergency Operations Facility. This facility will be located at the Downers 
Grove Office.  

Will County has no objections to the proposed move, as it should not affect their operations or public information that is given at the present 
t1C. ' support "MMonWealti 'E -od, S1 rCuf LU ill provc -0 ._-, C ....  while not lessening the emergency planning efforts.  

If you have any questions or need additional information regarding 
this response, please contact me at 815/740-8351.  

Sincerely, 

Donald Gould, CEM 
Director 

The, rmde meff a,0 errepf $ 
.z.nd,dy to' eCr'Cled rO0es



SENT BY :COMYNONWEALTH ED I SON :12- 2-94 :11:56 _•,i : ",AAZv\ EuF-

S~LaSalle County Emergency Services and Disaster Agency 

NOVEMBER 12, 1994 

MR. TERRY BLACKMAN 
GOV. AFFAIRS SUPERVISOR 
1700 OPUS PLACE, SUITE 500 
DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515 

RE:CENTRAL EOF 

DEAR TERRY: 

THIS IS IN RESPONSE TO YOUR LETTER DATED NOVEMBER 1, 
1994 REGARDING THE SINGLE CENTRAL EMERGENCY OPERATIONS 
FACILITY (EOF).  

LASALLE COUNTY SUPPORTS COMED'S REQUEST TO USE A SINGLE 
CENTRAL EOF IN PLACE OF THE VARIOUS EOF*S. WE APPLAUD 
COMED'S EFFORT IN REDUCING THE COST ASSOCIATED WITH 
MAINTAINING THESE FACILITIES. WE ALSO FEEL TWAT A 
CENTRAL EOF WILL HAVE NO INPACT ON EMERGENCY OPERATIONS.  

PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOU REQUIRE ANY ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION.  

SINCERELY, 

EMERSON TIDD 
LASALLE COUNTY 
ESDA COORDINATOR

7tjo-.. -uu- - -



KANKAKEE COUNTY EMERGENCY 
SERVICES & DISASTER AGENCY 

470 EAST MERCHANT STREET * ROOM 104 
KANKAKEE. ILLINOIS 60901 

m-, ,,a .mmm, 815/937-3929 

GENE M. CAVINS 
DIRE=CTR 

Mr. Douglas J. Scott 
Emergency Preparedness Director 
1400 Opus Place 

Downers Grove, Illinois 60515 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

Regarding your request to The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to 

use a single, central Emergency Operations Facility (EOF), I feel this 

will not cause any problems at all to The Kankakee County ESDA operation.  

I fully support your submittal to the (NRC) Nuclear Regulatory Commnission.  

Sincerely, 

Gene M. Cavins 
Kankakee County ESDA Director



OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF 
KENDALL COUNTY 

1102 CORNELL LANE - YORKVILLE, IL 60560-9597
708-553-7500

NOVEMBER 28, 1994 

COMMONWEALTH EDISION 
ATT: DOUGLAS SCOTT 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS 
1400 OPUS PLACE 
DOWNERS GROVE, IL. 60515 

DEAR MR. SCOTT, 

I AM RESPONDING TO YOUR LETTER OF NOVEMBER 1, 1994, REGARDING 
COMMONWEALTH EDISON'S REQUEST TO THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION (NRC) TO UTILIZE A SINGLE, CENTRAL EMERGENCY 
OPERATIONS FACILITY.  

AS SHERIFF OF KENDALL COUNTY, I SUPPORT THIS CONCEPT FOR A 
SINGLE, CENTRAL EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY, FOR THE POINTS YOU 
HAVE GIVEN. NOT ONLY IN THE COST SAVINGS, BUT IN AN EFFORT TO 
HAVE MORE TIMELY AND ACCURATE INFORMATION IN DISSEMINATION OUT TO 
AGENCIES REQUIRED TO RESPOND OR TAKE ACTIONS, DURING INCIDENTS.  
FURTHERMORE, UTILIZING TECHNOLOGY NOT ONLY 11 BEING EFFICIENT, 
BUT EFFECTIVE, RESULTING IN POSITIVE RESPONSES TO THE POTENTIAL 
DANGEROUS SITUATIONS. I FEEL THIS IS AN APPROPRIAT" JC:ZE TO 
IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF THE SYSTEM THAT IS IN PLACE AND MAKE IT 
WORK FOR ALL EMERGENCY RESPONDERS.  

IF THERE IS ANY OTHER INFORMATION YOU WOULD LIKE FROM ME, PLEASE 
DO NOT HESITATE.TO CALL OR WRITE.

VERY TRULY YOURS, 

SHERIFFD 
KENDALL COUNTY SB

RANDALL 
LERIFF'S OFFICE



SHERIFF 
Melvin C. Me-:-,-r

CHIEF DEPUTY 

Richard L. Wilkinson

ADMINISTRATION 
& ENFORCEMENT 

103 Jefferson Street 
815-732-6666

OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF 
OF OGLE COUNTY 
Oregon, Illinois 61061

CORRECTIONS DIVISION 
WARRANTS & CIVIL PROCESS 

Fifth & Jefferson 
815-732-2135

November 21, 1994 

Douglas J. Scott 
Emergency Preparedness Director 
Commonwealth Edison 
1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Mr. Scott, 

In response to your letter dated November 1, 1994, please be advised 
that the Ogle County ESDA is in agreement with a central Emergency 
Operations Facility to be located in Downers Grove, IL.  

With this EOF located in Downers Grove, we are proceeding with the 
understanding that the JPIC will remain in Dixon for our County.  

Your continued support and cooperation is greatly appreciated.  

Sincerely.  

Me vin C. Messer 
Ogle County Sheriff

MCM: rs



Sheriff 
Undersheriff 

OFFICE OF SHERIFF 
DEPARTMENT OF EMERGENCY SERVICES 
1303 North Milwaukee Ave. Captain Tnornas Garcner 
Libertyville, IL 60048 

County Cooraonator 

708/549-5230 
i- - November 4, 1994 

Mr. Terry Blackmon 
Commonwealth Edison 
1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Mr. Blackmon, 

This letter is in response to your proposal to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission for a single, central Emergency Operations Facility.  

I would like to go on record in support of your proposal. It seems to me that 
combining all your E.O.F.'s would be a more manageable, cost effective, and 
efficient way of addressing the Emergency Operations Facility's function, as 
it relates to my department's responsibilities under the Illinois Plan for 
Radiological Accidents.  

I have always been curious as to why the Zion E.O.F. was located so close to 
the Zion Station. I've always thought it should a* least be located outside "he 
10 mile emergency planning zone. In addition, it is irrelevant to me in the 
County's Emergency Operations Center whether we are talking to you in Zion 
or in Downers Grove, getting the information we need. I would also think 
that in a real incident the chances of telephones becoming unusable due to 
consumer overload would be far greater with the E.O.F. being in Zion as 
opposed to Downers Grove.  

In closing, if I can be of any further assistance in this matter don't hesitate to 
contact me.  

Sincerely, 

Capt. Thomas W. Gardner 
Lake County Emergency Services Coordinator 

TWG:ek 
comed941
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November 29, 1994 

Mr. Terry Blackmon 
Governmental Affairs & Facilities 
Emergency Preparedness & State Programs 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Terry: 

rNenosha County is in agreement with Commonwealth Edison's decision to establish a central EOF for its nuclear plants. We believe it will not hamper the emergency response efforts of Commonwealth Edison; it may, in fact, prove to be a benefit by moving the EOF out of the ten-mile EPZ.

Yours

County Executive Emergency Services Director

/gew

Jonn R. Collins County Executive 
912- 56th Stree! 

Phone: (414) 653-6536 Kenosha, Wisconsin 53140 
PhoAX: (414) 653-6817



fA X Emergency Services And Disaster Agency Rock Island County Illinois 

6120 78th Avenue 
Milan. llUinols 61264 
(309) 799-5166 November 4,1994 

Mr. Terry Blackman 
Commonwealth Edison Co.  
Nuclear Regulatory Service 
Emergency Preparedness 
1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Sir 

I have read the document by Douglas J. Scott dated November 1, 
1994.  
The planned use of a single, Central Emergency Operation Facility 
(EOF) would not in anyway affect the operation of our facility.  
The combining of facilities seems to be a most prudent direction 
in which to proceed for savings and possible efficiency. I do 
not see any drawbacks or negatives to this plan.  
I wish you well in this pursuit.  

sin 1~rly 

Dave DeBarre, 
R.I.Co. ESDA Director

. - - - -=,, . - - J, n"ýt- E.M.L.A.



WHITESIDE COUNTY 
E.S.D.A.

400 North Cherr 
Morrison, IL 61 
Tele 815/772-28OO

oZ 
LU 

LU 

co 

Lu 

CD2 
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RU 

LU

Sincerly, 

Ron Hanson 
Whiteside County FSDA Coordinator

PREPAREDNESS S RESPONSE 0 RECOVERY 0 MITIGATION

/4 � 
A��A

Novemoer 21, 1994 

Mr. Terry Blackman 
Governmental Affairs & 
Facilities Super'74 •or 
Emergency Preparedness 
14OO Opus Place, Suite 500 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Mr. Blackman, 

In reference to your letter dated November 1, 1994, reference 
Commonwealth Edison centralizing their 1-mergency Operating Facility (EOF). We see no reason why the closing of the iOF 

in Morrison would have any negative effect on our operations 
in Whiteside County. The reasons stated for this action 
certainly make sense.



CLINTON COUNTY 
EMERGENCY M,:.NAGEMENT 

CLINTON COUNTY LAW ENFORCEMENT CENTER 
P.O. BOX 2957 

CLINTON, IOWA 52733-2957 
PHONE: (319) 242-5712 

WALTER D. HENRY 
-_ COORDINATOR 

November 8, 1994 

Mr. Douglas J. Scott 
Emergency Preparedness Director 
Co-monwealth Edison 
1400 Opus Place 5th Floor 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

I have received your letter dated November 1, 1994 with regard to 
the centralization of a single Emergency Operations Facility, and 
have given consideration to the proposition.  

I have conducted inquiries within Clinton County among those 
persons having a responsible role in supporting the Radiological 
Emergency Response Plan for the Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station, 
and have determined support exists for your proposal.  

Please approac-h the NRC with your recommendation, confident with 
the support of Clinton County.  

Sincerely, 

Walter D. Hen 
Coordinator

WDH: SR

D



SCOTT COUNTY 
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
416 West 4 Street 
)avenport IA 52801-1187

(319) 326-8663 FAX (319)322-2848

November i0, 1994 

-Douglas J. Scott 
-Emergency Preparedness Director 
Commonwealth Edison 
1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

RE: Your letter of November 1, 1994, consolidation of EOF 
facilities 

Proximity to-the EOF is not an issue for Scott County. We would have no objections to moving the facility to Downers 
Grove.  

Sincerely, 

Bud Whitfield Director 

Scott County Emergency Management Agency 

BW/lj

Bud Whitfield 
Director 

Serving...  
8ettandorf 
Blue Grass 
Buffalo 
Davenport 
Dixon 
Donahue 
Eldridge 
LeClarre 
Long Grove 
Maysville 
McCausland 
New Liberry 
Panorama ParK 
Pleasant Vaifey 
Princeton 
Riverdale 
Waecor

A PART OF



-4 ederal Emergency Management Agency 
Region V 

- 3 175 West Jackson Blvd, 4th Floor 

Chicago, IL 60604 

November 7, 1994 

Mr. Douglas J. Scott 
Emergency Preparedness Director 

--- Commonwealth Edison 
1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

Thank you for your letter of November 2, 1994, regarding your 
proposal for a single, central Emergency Operations Facility 
(EOF). We reviewed the accompanying package anci the responses of 
the States of Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin. We also reviewed 

7EINA' National Office response concerning your interim ECF 
operation.  

The critical mission of the EOF in relation to offsite 
preparedness is the ability to monitor and communicate plant 
status and conditions, and make protective action recommendations 
(PAR) to offsite authorities. The Downers Grove facility has a 
computer network tie-in to the power stations, a node of the 
Nuclear Accident Reporting System (NARS) dedicated telephone, and 
the corporate decision-makers already in place. This capability 
is the key to the performance cf the missions shown above.  

In conclusicn, we do not find that offsite preparedness would be 
adversely affected by a single, centrally-locate- 7OF. In fact, 
it is possible that the consolidation of the EOF function at a 
single site may improve your interaction with offsite 
authorities.  

Please contact Clay Spangenberg at (312) 408-5531 if you have any 
questions.  

Sincerely, 

Larry L. i1ey 
Deputy Director, Preparedness, 

Training and Exercises Division 

cc: 
FEMA Region VII 
FEMA National Office 
IEMA



Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Region VII S911 Walnut Street. Room 300 

Kansas City, MO 64106 

NOV 3 0 !9 

S Mr. Douglas J. Scott 
Emergency Preparedn-7s Oirector 
Commonwealth Edison 
Nuclear Regulatory Services 
Emergency Preparedness & State Programs 
1400 Opus Place 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Dear Mr. Scott: 

SUBJECT: Pr..osed A.ntra: Emergencv Ope½-r--ns Facilitv 
We ..ave cmp..eta. a revew A o proposal for a centraL Emergency Operations Facility TEOF) to be located in Downers Grove, illinois We also reviewed the responses from the State of iowa and FEMA Region V and the FEMA National Office response concerning interim EOF operations.  

Based on the above responses, our review of the offsite plans, and a tour of the proposed facility, it is our judgement that the proposed EOF contains more than adequate communications and computer capabilities to ensure that the critical EOF mission is performed as it applies to offsite authorities, it would serve as an acceptable facility to allow utility decision-makers to make appropriate protective action recommenat. 7 to offsize authries. Wie do not believe that offsite preparedness would suffer any adverse effects from consolidation to a central.  
EOF facility.  

:f you have any questions, please contact Norman Valentine at (816) 283-7017 or Jane Young at (816) 283-7020.  

Sincerely, 

Robert G. Eissell, RAC Chairman/Chie= 
Training, Exercises, & Evaluation Branch 

cC: Kathryn Cole, PT-EX-RG 
Lawrence Bailey, FEMA V 
Roland Lickus, NRC !::



ATTACHMENT D 

CENTRAL EOF FLOOR PLAN

h:\ceof\cb•aeot.wpf\l 1 

January 5. 1995
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Commonwealth Edison 
1400 Cpils Place 
Downers G,,nve. Illincr- 60515 

March 31, 1993 

Mr. A. Bert Davis 
Regional Administrator 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
NRC Region III 
799 Roosevelt Road 
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 

Subject: Dresden Station Units 2 and 3 
Quad Cities Station Units 1 and 2 
Zion Station Units 1 and 2 
LaSalle County Station Units 1 and 2 
Byron Station Units 1 and 2 
Braidwood Station Units 1 and 2 
"Submittal of Change Request Number 93-01 to the Commonwealth 
Edison Generic Generating Stations Emergency Plan (GSEP) 
for NRC Review and Approval" 
NRC Docket Nos. 50-237/249: 50-254/265: 
50-295/304: 50-454/455: 50-456/457 

References: 1) NUREG/CR-073 - "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," 
Supplement 1, dated January 1985 

2) Letter to Mr. A. Bert Davis (NRCI from D. Saccomando (CECo), 
dated September 29, 1992, "Submittal of Change Request 92-01 to 
Commonwealth Edison Generic Generating Station Emergency Plan 
for NRC Revision and Approval 

Dear Mr. Davis: 

Attached please find Change Request Number 93-01 to the Commonwealth 
Edison Generic Generating Stations Emergency Plan (GSEP) Manual. This change 
consists of those revisions associated with the use of our Corporate Emergency 
Operations Facility (CEOF), in Downers Grove, as an interim Emergency Operations 
Facility (EOF) which will fulfill the functions delineated in Reference 1 for an EOF until a 
nearsite EOF is activated. By proposing the use of the CEOF as an Interim EOF, 
Commonwealth Edison believes it will be capable of attaining the 1 hour "goal" 
identified in Reference 1. This proposed change also encompasses our previously 
proposed change to designate the CEOF as the backup EOF for Zion Station, which 
was submitted via Reference 2.  

.1 l, ..

ZNLD/2568/1 Attachment 2



March 31, 1993

The enclosure contains: 

1) A detailed Change Summary; 

2) A section highlighting additions as "Redline" and deletions as "strike 
outs"; 

3) A section containing the text as it will be incorporated into the GSEP.  

These changes have been reviewed in accordance with Commonwealth Edison practices by the Onsite and Off-site Safety Review groups. These changes are not in conflict with applicable FSARs or Technical Specifications. Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(q). "hese changes do not decrease the effectiveness of the overall GSEP.  

Attachment A details CECo's philosophy supporting the proposed changes.  

As stated in Reference 2, the proposed use of the CEOF as the backup EOF for Zion Station will not be implemented until receipt of NRC approval. The changes as written in the enclosure will also not be formally incorporated into the GSEP until 
receipt of NRC approval.  

Please direct any questions you may have regarding this matter to Ms. Irene Johnson, Emergency Preparedness and State Programs (EPSP) Director at (708) 663-2096 or Ms. Leslie E. Holden, EPSP Supervisor at (708) 663-6673.  

Very truly yours, 

D. 4Sac ormando 
Nuclear Licensing 

Attachment 

Enclosure 

cc: R. Emch - NRR 
R. Pedersen - NRR 
C. Pederson - NRC Region Ill 
J. McCormick-Barger - NRC Region III 
NRC Resident Inspector - Dresden, w/o enclosure 
NRC Resident Inspector - Braidwood, w/o enclosure 
NRC Resident Inspector - Byron, w/o enclosure 
NRC Resident Inspector - Zion, w/o enclosure 
NRC Resident Inspector - Quad Cities, w/o enclosure 
NRC Resident Inspector - LaSalle, w/o enclosure 
NRC Document Control Desk 

APR 2 19S3

ZNLD/2568/2
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ATTACHMENT A

During an inspection last year, NRC Region III inspectors. identified a concern 
regarding CECo's ability to staff off-site emergency response facilities (i.e. Emergency 
Operations Facilities, or EOFs), within the one hour goal specified in Reference 1.  
Edison has examined its options to address the one hour facility staffing goal with the 
intent of relievii,g the Technical Support Center (TSC) of off-site interface 
responsibilities. Our approach involves staffing a corporate EOF within the one hour 
goal while a nearsite EOF is being staffed. This concept has been discussed in several 
meetings between Commonwealth Edison, NRC Region IlI & NRR Staff.  

The interim EOF approach is consistent with Edison's past use of the Corporate 
Command Center (CCC. The Corporate Command Center was an integral element of 
the Generating Station Emergency Plan (GSEP), was utilized in the past during normal 
work hours. The threshold for activation of the CEOF as an interim EOF has been 
lowered from site arp_ emergency to those ALERTs which present radiological release 
or reactor safety consequences. As a result of this review, a new CEOF organization 
was designed which is capable of assuming those duties identified in the NUREG as 
being fulfilled by an emerger.-y off-site facility. This change is also reflected in the 
nearsite EOF minimum staffing.  

This change also addresses the use of the CEOF as a backup EOF if the nearsite 
EOF should become unavailable. When functioning as a backup EOF, full EOF staffing 
will be assigned and standard EOF procedures will be used. The CEOF has been 
designed to accomodate a staff of this size.  

The CEOF can be expected to be staffed off hours within the one hour goal (55 to 
75 minutes) after a callout initiation. This activation time is consistent with TSC staffing 
times. Once staffed, the CEOF may assume "Command and Control" from the TSC at 
the discretion of the Station Director and the Manager of Emergency Operations 
(CEOF).  

CECo continues to make best faith efforts to reduce the staffing times to its 
nearsite EOF's. Work to date has included the use of dedicated augmentation callers 
which decrease the amount of time needed to contact emergency responders.  
Individuals are being prioritized based on quickest off hours response times, to a given 
EOF. The response time information has been modelled to determine the 
effectiveness of these changes. Edison will provide the results of the resultant 
sensitivity analysis derived from the model under separate cover. Subsequent 
augmentation drills will be conducted to validate the effectiveness of these changes.  

The proposed changes do not decrease the effectiveness of the GSEP and do 
not result in a reduction to public health or safety. CECo has implemented the use of 
the CEOF as an interim EOF in our efforts to provide the most timely response to a 
GSEP classified event. The use of the CEOF as an interim EOF allows for the 
deployment of maximum station resources to the emergency situation.
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GSEP-93-02 
Change Summary 

This revision to the GSEP redefines the use and modifies the staffing 

philosophy of the Corporate Emergency Operations Facility (CEOF) , revises 

Staffing of the CEOF and EOF, and introduces the Significant Alert designation 

to activate the CEOF.  
Page references in this change sumnary represent Revision 7A page numbering.  

Section PaeDescription 
0.0 0-5 2.28 PRECAUTIONARY ACTIVATION deleted since it is 

unnecessary with modified CEOF staffing philosophy.  

SIGNIFICANT ALERT added to list of Section 2 

Definitions and designated 2.37. Defined terms 
renumbered between 2.28 and 2.37. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

0.0 0-7 Added CEOF to title of Technical Communicator 
(CEOF/EOF). (Source GSEP-93-01) 

0.0 0-8 4.3-3, ft deleted "Corporate" from titles to eliminate 
the inference that these positions may only be filled 

with corporate personnel.  
4.3-5 changed *o Technical Specialist (CEOF) 
4.3-6 changed to Protective Measures Director (CEOF) 
4.3-7 changed to Health Physics/Environmental 
Specialist (CEOF) 
4.3-8 changed to Advisory support Manager (CEOF) 
4.3-9 changed to Emergency Planner (CEOF) 
4.3-10 changed to Intentionally Blank 
The above changes are made to reflect the CEOF 

staffing titles discussed in Section 4 and carried 
throughout the GSEP. 4.3-10 is left blank to retain 

the numbering of the subsequent EOF and ENC 

organization numbers. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

0.0 0-9 4.3-39 deleted "Corporate" from title to eliminate the 
inference that this position may only be filled by 
Corporate personnel. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

2.0 2-6 2.28 PRECAUTIONARY ACTIVATION deleted since it is 
unnecessary with modified CEOF staffing philosophy.  

2.29 through 2.32 renumbered. Previous 2.34 moved to 

this page and renumbered 2.33.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

2.0 2-7 2.34 through 2.37 renumbered. SIGNIFICANT ALERT added 
as 2.37.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

3.1.2 3-4 Section revised to reflect the activation of the CEOF 
as an interim facility with the capability to assume 
command and control until such time as the EOF is 

staffed and prepared to take overall responsibility 
for the event. The decision process and criteria for 

determining when and if the CEOF assumes command and 

control is specified in the CEPIPs. (Source GSEP-93
01) 
The reference to the Command Center in the Edison 
Building has been removed and a reference to the CEOF 

has been inserted in its place, with respect to what 

facility serves as a Backup EOF for Zion Station.  
(Source GSEP-92-01)



3.4.4 3-7 Section revised to CEOF funct -. before and after the 
EOF is activated.(Source GSEP-93-01) 
The reference to the Comiand Center in the Edison 
Building has been removed and a reference to the CEOF 
has been inserted in its place, with respect to what 
facility serves as a Backup EOF for Zion Station.  
(Source GSEP-92-01) 

3.4.5 3-7 Paragraph concerning the use of an EOF as a Backup EOF 

for an inoperative facility has been changed to 
mandate the use of the CEOF as a Backup EOF for Zion 
Station rather than the Command Center located in the 
Edison Building. (Source GSEP-92-01) 

4.2 4-7 Added CEOF to title of Technical Communicator (To 
CEOF/EOF). (Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.2 4-10 Deleted references to Corporate MEO in the first four 
.allets indicatinc- that information is to be passed to 
the MEO whether the position is at the CEOF or 
EOF.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.2 4-18 Added CEOF to title. La..t two bullets revised to 
reflect the Technical Specialist (CEOF) and the CEOF 
as communications links.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.2 4-25 Rephrased the sixth bullet to indicate it is not 
expected that the CEOF will take control of the 
Environmental Field Teams.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.2 4-29 Changed MEO title in the sixth bullet item. Corrected 
title of Access Control Coordinator. (Source GSEP-93
01) 

4.3 4-30 Third paragraph revised to reflect the differences in 
activation and staffing of the EOF and CEOF.  
Corporate Manpower/Logistics Director deleted from 
second note to reflect deletion of this position. NDO 
added as a point of contact.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3.1 4-31 Section revised to reflect the CEOF activation, 
command and control and organization. Item 7 deleted 
as not applicable, item 8 included in item 4 and 
therefore deleted. Organization titles and table 
numbers changed to reflect new positions. List of 
specific functions NOT taken by the CEOF added.  

4.3 4-32 CEOF Organization chart revised to reflect new 
organization and titles.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-34 Deleted l)e. No longer applicable. Added actions for 
a Significant Alert and the responsibility to 
interface with the ERP from the deleted Corporate 
Manpower/Logistics Director (CEOF) position. (Source 
GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-35 Revised 3)a. and NOTE to indicate activation of the 
CEOF is no longer discretionary. Deleted reference to 
deleted NOD. Added the NDO's CEPIP to the last 
paragraph as reference to the NDO's duties and 
responsibilities.(Source GSEP-93-01)

(



4.3 4-36 Deleted "Corcorate" from title and revised 
responsibilities to reflect the revised CEOF 
organization. Deleted bullet item to minimize damage 

to the plant because the focus of the CEOF is external 

to plant actions.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-37 Deleted "Corporate" from title and revised 
responsibilities to reflect the revised CEOF 
organization.  

4.3 4-38 Moved PMD to Table 4.3-6. Added Technical Specialist 

(CEOF) description of responsibilities.(Source GSEP

93-01) 

4.3 4-39 Deleted the position of Corporate Health Physics 

Director. Position responsibilities reassigned to the 

Protective Measures Director (CEOF). Deleted 
"Corporate" from title and revised PMD 
responsibilities to reflect the revised CEOF 
organization.(Source GSEP-9;-01) 

4.3 4-40 Moved ASM to Table 4.3-8. Labeled page INTENTIONALLY 
BLANK. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-41 Deleted Corporate Governmental Support Director (CEOF) 

position. Position responsibilities reassigned to the 
Advisory Support Manager (CEOF). Added Health 
Physics/Environmental Specialist (CEOF) position and 
description of responsibilities.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-42 Deleted Corporate Manpower/Logistics Director (CEOF) 
position. Position responsibilities reassigned to the 

Nuclear Duty Officer and Emergency Planner (CEOF).  
Deleted "Corporate" from title and revised ASM 
responsibilities to reflect the revised CEOF 
organization.(Source GSEP-93-0l) 

4.3 4-43 Continued deletion of the Corporate Manpower/Logistics 
Director (CEOF) position. Added Emergency Planner 

(CEOF) position and description of responsibilities.  
(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-44 Deleted the position of Corporate Communications 
Director (CEOF). Page designated 'Intentionally 
Blank" to preserve the Table numbering for the EOF and 
ENC organizations.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-45 Deleted reference to the Corporate Manpower/Logistics 
Director. Position was eliminated. Added the NDO as 

a coordination contact.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-46 Deleted statement indicating that CEOF staff may 
relocate to the EOF. The CEOF staff will now remain 
at the CEOF.  

4.3 4-51 Deleted "Corporate" from TSM title and added (CEOF) 
for clarity.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-62 Fifth bullet: Deleted "Corporate" from PMD title and 
added (CEOF) for clarity. Clarified wording.(Source 
GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-63 First Bullet: Deleted Corporate HPD, position was 
deleted.(Source GSEP-93-01)



4.3 4-65 Fifth Bullet: Clar'.fied wording to bc consistent with 
GSEP usage of PARs. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-71 Fourth Bullet: Deleted "Corporate" from ASM title and 
added (CEOF) for clarity. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-77 Deleted "Corporate" from the title and added (CEOF) 
for clarity. Change was made to eliminate the 
inference that the position is filled by Corporate 
personnel.(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.3 4-80 First Bullet: Deleted second sentence which referenced 
a position that is deleted. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.4.2 4-101 Revised wording to be consistent with GSEP usage of 
EALs and PARs. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.4.5 4-109 CEOF Staffing Revised to reflect revised titles and 

new positions. NOTE added above the EOF Minimum 
Staffing to describe minimum staffing position filling 

philosophy. Revised EOF Minimum Staffing positions to 
reflect enhancement of responsibility distribution.  
(Source GSEP-93-01) 

4.4.6 4-109 Deleted responsibility to contact the DOE. Moved 
responsibility for issuing KI to 4). (Source GSEP-93
01) 

4.7.4 4-116 Revised last paragraph to reflect notification of the 
DOE is the responsibility of the affected State (s).  
(Source GSEP-93701) 

6.1.1 6-3 Revised NOTE to indicate that the TSC will maintain 
NRC notification responsibilities until the EOF is in 
Command and Control. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

6.1.3 6-15 Table 6.1-1, l)c.Seventh bullet deleted responsibility 
to request assistance from the DOE. This is an 
affected State responsibility. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

6.1.3 6-17 Table 6.1-2, l)c.Seventh bullet deleted responsibility 
to request assistance from the DOE. This is an 
affected State responsibility. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

6.1.3 6-18 Table 6.1-2, Corrected clerical errors and added NOTE 
to indicate activating the CEOF when an Alert is 
declared on a Significant Alert EAL. Deleted 3)b. and 
3)e., this is done with activation callout. Reordered 
actions for intended sequence. Corrected title in 4) 
to clarify intent. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

6.1.3 6-19 Table 6.1-3, l)c.Seventh bullet deleted responsibility 
to request assistance from the DOE. This is an 
affected State responsibility. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

6.1.3 6-20 Table 6.1-3, Corrected clerical error and revised to 
indicate that CEOF activation is not optional. Deleted 
3)b and 3)e., this is done with activation callout.  
Reordered actions for intended sequence. Corrected 
title in 4) to clarify intent. (Source GSEP-93-01) 

6.1.3 6-21 Table 6.1-4, l)c.Seventh bullet deleted responsibility 
to request assistance from the DOE. This is an 
affected State responsibility. (Source GSEP-93-01)



6.1.3 '-22 Table 6.1-4, Corrected clerical error and revised to 

indicate that CEOF activation is not optional.  
Deleted 3)b and 3)e., this is done with activation 

callout. Reordered actions for intended sequence.  

Corrected title in 4) to clarify intent. (Source GSEP

93-01) 

6.1.3 6-23 Revised MEO title to include CEOF or EOF. (Source 
GSEP-93-01) 

7.1.4 7-4 Revised to reflect enhanced use of the CEOF as an 

interim facility and to clarify that the CEOF is no 

longer discretionary. (Source GSEP-93-01) 
Section on the Corporate ROF has been changed to 

designate the CEOF as the official Backup EOF for Zion 

Station. The sentence designating the Command Center 

in the Edison Building as the official Backup EOF has 

been deleted. (Source GSEP-92-01) 

7.1.5 7-5 Statement concerning Zion EOF habitability has bcn 

expanded to reiterate the existence of a Backup EOF in 

Downers Grove, should the nearsite EOF become 
uninhabitable. (Source GSEP-92-01) 

7.2.2 7-7 The "NOTE" preceding the description of EOF 
communications capabilities has been deleted. When 

this section was written, the CEOF did not have access 

to the Commonwealth Edison microwave system. The 

facility now has full access to the system, providing 

redundancy in communications (both voice and data) as 

well as Party Lines (PLs) and a functional GSEP Radio 

Console to direct the activities of environmental 
monitoring teams. When operating as a Backup EOF for 

Zion Station, the CEOF microwave lines may be 

transferred from the nearsite EOF in two stages, thus 

facilitating a smooth transition between the 

facilities. (Source GSEP-92-01)
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WHEN CO-LOCATED EOF/JPIC IS ACTIVATED 

4.3-4 EMERGENCY NEWS CENTER (ENC) ORGANIZATION 

WHEN A REMOTE JPIC IS ACTIVATED 

4.3-45 PUBLIC INFORMATION MANAGER/ENC 

CORPORATE SPOKESPERSON (ENC) 

4.3-46 PUBLIC INFORMATION DIRECTORS (ENC) 

4.3-47 JPIC COORDINATOR (ENC) 

4.3-48 INFORMATION LIAISON (ENC) 

4.3-49 TECHNICAL ADVISORS (ENC) 

4.3-50 TECHNICAL SPOKESPERSON (ENC) 

4-3-51 H.P. /ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORS (ENC) 

4.3-S2 H.P./ENVIRONMENTAL SPOKESPERSON (ENC) 

4.3-53 ENC RECORDER (ENC) 

4.3-54 NEWSWRITERS (ENC) 
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4.3-56 RUMOR CONTROL COORDINATOR (ENC)
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Preeaetiefntaty Aetivatien ef an sme..n... y .. szpensc ... ili. y 
(RFl) aghey9 -r Dirztee arc al!ld, 

withzut ezm intain ef faeility staffir~ c 
preeedere, to repert te an sp:U fer suppere perpese. The 
nreserkee ef if-iimunm Geaffi-ag, as deeeribed in Seetieft i,

PrzzauitiznaL- 7Azt-i-atien may set W38m Z~aa n 
ee..tre. , n. r ic it intended that there be an t...ra.. in 
efaergzc zaifieatier. as a Eeeult -- any BIU hin 

r~n~~I inprzcut~c Arvti-:aties.

2.-2 PROBABLE 

Supported by evidence strong enough to establish 
presumption but not proof; an event that is likely to 
occur; the probability that an event will occur is greater 
than or equal to 50%.  

2q29 PROJECTED DOSE 

That calculated dose conmmitment that some individuals in 
the population group may receive if no protective actions 
are implemented. Projected doses are calculated to 
establish an upper limit boundary.  

2-:30 PROTECTED AREA 

That onsite area within the security boundary as defined 
Sin each station's Security Plan.  

2.31 PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES (PAG) 

Projected radiological dose or dose commitment values to 
individuals in the general population that warrant 
protective action.  

Protective Action Guiies are criteria used to determine if 
the general population needs protective action regarding 
projected radiological doses, or from actual committed 
(measured) dose values.  

2:32 PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS (PARs) 
................Recommended actions to the States for the protection of 

the offsite public from whole body external ganma 
radiation, and inhalation and ingestion of radioactive 

materials. Typical PARs include recommendations for 
sheltering, evacuation, access control and other 
recommendations concerning the safeguards of affected food 
chain processes.
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2.-34 
2.3;3 PROTECTIVE ACTIONS 

Those emergency measures taken for the purpose of 
preventing or minimizing radiological exposures to 
affected population groups.  

Q.4 UARTERLY 

Frequency of occurrence equal to once in each of the 
following four periods: January 1 thru March 31; April 1 
thru June 30; July 1 thru September 30; October 1 thru 
December 31.  

2.35 SEMI-ANNUAL 

Frequency of occurrence equal to once in each of the 
following periods: January I thru June 30; July 1 thru 
December 31.  

2.6 SHALL,. SHOULD, AND MAY 

The word "shall" is used to denote a requirement, the word 
"nshould" to denote a recommendation, and the word "may" to 
denote permission, neither a requirement nor a 
recommendation.  

( • := • :~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~...i• : .............. ....... ............. . ....  

2.38 SITE BOUNDARY 

The Site Boundary is that Company owned property on which 
a Nuclear Station is located and may include Commonwealth 
Edison leased lands adjacent to that Nuclear Station.  
Each Nuclear Station's Site Boundary is described in 

detail in its site specific annex to the GSEP.  

2.39 STANDBY 

An Emergency Response Facility is considered to be on 
Standby if Minimum Staffing, as described in Section 4, 
has been assessed as present and the facility has been 
assessed as being capable of assuming the nondelegable 

responsibilities of Ccmmand and Control, as they apply to 
the facility in question.  

(
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3.1.2 •or~orate Emergency Respons'. Orqanization 

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization consists of: 

* The CEOF Organization 
* The ROF Organization 
* The Emergency News Center Organization 

These Corporate Organizations will be covered in detail in Section 4.0 
of this plan.  

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization is staffed by Corporate, 
Nuclear Station and Commercial Division personnel, and operates out of 
the Corporate Emergency Operations Facility (CEOF) andl/er Emergency 
Operations Facility (EOF) and the Joint Public Information Center 
(JPIC). This Corporate organization is supported by News Media 
Spokespersons, environmental assessment staff and monitoring teams that 
provide long-term support to the affected station. Additionally, this 
Corporate organization has long term liaison responsibilities with 
Federal State, and local authorities.  

During the less serious emergencies, (i.e., Unusal Emrents or AlGert) 
Emrecy), the r OF Grganizati n may responsibility for evaluating, 
coordinating, and directing the overazll company activities in olved in 
onping with the e mergeney. The CEO a s ean2.zatien and cont f ronund a 
Terpnratc Manager Cfeer rTSnCy 9nir tihns and iti s rEOp cabiletof 
assumid command and control, inThlliswrtze, loegiati-, the rino 
suppert, mzedical ea4-cer, manpeweE r-euiremente, eemfmunieatiens, 
aeeeunting, legal, health physiz-, z-.. . - aztal, and news infeLrmatian.  
Aetivati'n ef the CEme tak plap e only ds f t nh rEO T(e 
werking hettva (8.00 a.m. ee 4:30 p.m, Meznday thre F'riday).) The G99F is 
leeated in the Pewne-nzr Grove fae*I.*.. ..........  

mt .h .S~ ..... .... ...fi~ zIrt 'eCOFra tilon 

comipany activitiea:1- inVoed. zt te emergec epn. The CEC)F.:may 
assUme.:dcman4d and -ntlfromn tWe Techia Sv%=,ortCeerS 

Thzzznrnndzzn~rleeated in the 9disen Bluilding serves as the baekup 
SPo .0). as d rbd in Seetien 3.1.  

During the more serious emergencies (i.e., Site Emergency or General 
Emergency), the EOF Organization is responsible for evaluating, 
coordinating and directing the overall company activities involved in 
the emergency response. The CEOF may assume commnand and control from the 
Technical Support Center (TSC) until the station's EOP is capable of 
assuming command and control. This will be done at the discretion of 
the Ge~pes~ate Manager of Emergency Operations.. kb ... eimy iA1s 

Section 4.0).
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3.4.4 Corporate EOF (CEOF) and the 7ion Backup EOF (BEOF) 

The Corporate EOF (CEOF), is the location where the GeCpeEate Manager of 
Emergency Operations w-g0F) may i direct a staff in evaluating- and 
coordinating, -and dirzztir_ the overall company activities involved with 
an emergency. -If the 99F. .. .. . ...t. .t.d at the 69 , then e 
G69F 9Egaivati .- , if ~ziveted, sh 11 rzpert te the B~l r- ai~i 

U --zPrting role. Activation of the CEOF is -tiznal mandatory 

.......... .• :. •... . .. . . .:........ . -.. • . .....•.. ... ... •.•. . . .• .•.•...••.•• ••.. •. - . . . ....... .  

3ap~n d rat~x~.. ........ ~ . ..... ~.~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ocatio is d r mineda ~ b the Ma nagLter ..... .. e..e.  

Operaiosa the ZiCEO? ai,~to who assignstO esetial pesone O atio!f thCO 
Dpowners GroleTe ia Cty and desicated an stgn ae o remaining oev ion n .  

nThe Emergenc Opera io.ns aso a bakhup 
oa fir Zian wtatic n if emaeuatio eaf peergencn y frcm the -oordinaio 

;,I-s. Teh-- Relocation is determined by the Manager of Emergency 
Operations at the Zion EOF, who assigns essential personnel to the CEOF 
Downers Grove nacility and designates a staging area for remaining 
personnel.  

3.4.5 Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) 

The Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) located near the station, is the 
location at which management of overall emergency response, coordination 
of radiological assessments, and management of recovery operations 

occurs. The eOF Organization functions under a Manager of Emergency 
Operations at the EOF. The EOF shall be activated for all Site and 
General Emergency situations. Activation of any EOF for other emergency 
situations is optional per the directions of the Station Director, 
Nuclear Duty Officer, Gerpevate Manager of Emergency Operations ..CkO'Fý ( ~~or Manager of Emergency operations (O~ 

All EOFs are designed to function in a similar manner regarding voice 
communication and data transmission. Thus each EOF may be used as a 
backup for an inoperative EOF, with the previously stated exception of 
Zion, whwsal~eteCOa onsG~* hieh shall tte the 
Ze n ,r . ." ::"':r""'.. . . ..t '""l '. . . . . ..d- " ^ 

S (- -• :::• '•: ::-::::•: ' '• '•: '''' .•::.. . ..---• . .-- -. .... ...•.•.• .,. ,.• ...
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Recomnended organization andi staffing for the OSC during extended 
emergency events (i.e., events lasting longer than twenty-four hours) 

are shown in figures included with this section.  

NOTE 

* The OSC shall remain activated during events classified as Site * 

* Emergency and General Emergency. The OSC may be de-activated at * 

"* the Alert level if deemed unnecessary by the Acting Station 
* Director/Station Director. * 

All Station Emergency Response Organization personnel shall have the authority to 

perform assigned duties in a manner consistent with the objectives of this plan.  

The major responsibilities and duties of these personnel are given in the following 

tables: 

Table 4.2-1 - Acting Station Director/Station Director 
Table 4.2-2 - Assistant Station Director 
Table 4.2-3 - State/NARS Communicator 
Table 4.2-4 - Operations Director 
Table 4.2-5 - Control Room Communicator (in the TSC) 

Table 4.2-6 - Operational Support Center Director 
Table 4.2-7 - Operational Support Center Supervisor 
Table 4.2-8 - Technical Director 
Table 4.2-9 - Technical Communicator (to CEOP/EOF) 
Table 4.2-10 - ENS Communicator 

Table 4.2-11 - TSC Technical Status Board Recorders 
Table 4.2-12 - Administrative Director 
Table 4.2-13 - Radiation Protection Director 
Table 4.2-14 - Chemistry Director 
Table 4.2-15 - HPN Communicator 
Table 4.2-16 - TSC Environs Director 
Table 4.2-17 - TSC ODCS Specialist 
Table 4.2-18 - Maintenance Director 
Table 4.2-19 - Stores Director 
Table 4.2-20 Security Director 

(
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TABLE 4.2-1 (cont'd) 

ACTING STATION DIRECTOR 'STATION DIRECTOR 

2ART .B) STATION DIRECTOR (TSC) RESPONSIBILITIES WITH THE CORPORATE EOF OR EMERGENCY 
OPERATIONS FACILITY IN COMMAND AND CONTROL INCLUDE: 

0 Keep the Manager of Emergency Operations (.EOP or 4! /Corporate ?S9 and NRC 
informed as to the status of the plant.  

o Assist the MEO i ~r • ! ýG in the acquisition of information for the 
NARS, NRC Event'No :tificat"n Worksheet and State Agency Updates .  

o Provide information and recommendations to the MEO ?Fxe /CGrpeEate 
NEG.  

o Implement plans, procedures and schedules to meet emergency response 
objectives as directed by the MEO (c or F /Cerperate NE.  

o Request from the Corporate Emergency Response Organization any additional 
material, manpower and equipment needed to implement response plans and 
operations.  

o Continue to supervise the Station Emergency Response Organization (i.e.  
Control Room, OSC and TSC).  

o Provide a station Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) for the EOF as requested by 
the MEO or Nuclear Duty Officer.  

o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.
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TABLE 4.2-9 

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATt. (TO ogLEOF) 

The TSC Communicators are responsible for transmitting/receiving information to and 

from the TSC.  

General responsibilities assigned to all TSC Communicators include: 

o Establish conmmnications with appropriate parties as directed by the 

responsible Director.  

o Transmit information that has been reviewed and/or approved by the responsible 
Director.  

o Document time, date and information being transmitted or received on 

appropriate forms.  

0 Record and relay inquiries to responsible Directors and the responses to those 
inquiries.  

o Assist appropriate Directors in maintaining proper records and logs of GSEP 
related activities.  

SPECIFIC DUTIES ASSIGNED TO THE 
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATOR (TO =FJEOF) INCLUDE: 

o Report to TSC Technical Director.  

0 Establish and maintain contact with the SFO via Teehnieal Stip-A Party I 

CPTL ) Phene er Stotien fl~tensien. (NBlzrmally talks Width the Techncal ( Spiaiat {CEQPI and/Qr te Technical Communicator at the EOF......  

"o Provide CEOEOF with Plant Status Information as directed by the TSC 
Technical Director.
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TABLE 4.2-16 

TSC ENVIRONS DInE•T•OR (TSC) 

The TSC Environs Director reports to the Radiation Protection Director and 

supervises the activities of CECo Environmental Sampling Teams in an emergency.  

Once the EOF Environs Director has taken control of the Environmental Sampling 

Teams, the TSC Environs Director will continue to monitor offsite environmental data 

and will assist the Radiation Protection Director as deemed appropriate.  

Responsibilities assigned to the TSC Environs Director include: 

o Supervise the activities of the ODCS Specialist.  

o Assemble one or more environmental monitoring teams, and track these 

individuals accumulated dose.  

o Dispatch and coordinate the activities of CECO Environmental Monitoring Teams.  

This includes: 

- - Dose rate sui .eys (including plume tracking); 

- - Air sampling; 
- - Soil, water, and vegetation sampling; 

- - Contamination surveys; and 
-- Exchange of TLDs and filter cartridges frcm fixed environmental stations.  

"o Accumulate, tabulate, and evaluate environmental and radiological data.  

"o Request additional environmental personnel and/or equipment, as necessary.  

This includes: 

- - Assistance for road blocks and security until State, County and Local 

personnel are available; 
-- Obtain communications equipment as necessary. Telephones, mobile radios, and 

portable radios may be required; 
- - Obtain required transportation for personnel; and 

- - Obtain sufficient technical and nontechnical personnel to expand the operation 

as necessary.  

"o Transfer command of the Environs Field Teams to the EOF4G- Environs Director 

when anpropriate. Te ...r6tectIve ) a&SreBl: ct;'.O~m~taeCi~I~O 
the.Enviro.menta .ield Te .. ared... b. the .MEOQ :CEOFV. and the Station 

Director of aqhe on RO~ 

"o Make appropriate Protective Action Recommendations for the public to the 

Radiation Protection Director.  

"o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.
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TABLE 4.2-20 

SECURITY DIRECTOR (TSC) 

The Security Director maintains plant security and personnel accountability at the 

nuclear station. The Security Director shall report directly to the Station 

Director.  

Responsibilities assigned to the Security Director include: 

o Maintain plant security and account for all personnel within the protected 
area as necessary or required.  

o Identify, for the Station Director, any nonroutine security procedures and/or 

contingencies that are in effect or that require a response.  

o Expedite ingress and egress of key emergency response personnel, as required.  

e Coordinate with the Radiation Protection Director in controlling inaress and 

egress to and from the protected area if radiological concerns are present.  

"o Provide for access control to the Control Room, TSC and OSC, as appropriate.  

"o Initiate security at the EOF and JPIC if it is requested by the GeC-Perate EEO 

iCEOF.): or the Station Director. It shall be the responsibility of the 

Security Director to contact an Access Control Coordinator and to notify the 
Corporate Nuclear Security Administrator. Access Control Dirseeter 
Coordinat•or are listed in the GSEP telephone directory.  

"o Provide an escort and expedite ingress, as necessary, for NRC Site Team 
personnel in conjunction with the Radiation Protection Director.  

""o Act as the TSC liaison with the appropriate NRC Site Team representative.  

"o Assist the Radiation Protection Director in determining personnel evacuation 

routes as necessary.  

"o Assist the Station Director in evaluating changes in security related 
Emergency Action Levels (EALs).  

"o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.
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4.3 Corporate Emergency Response Organization 

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization consists of three organizations; 
the CEOF, the EOF, and the Emergency News Center (ENC) Organization. Corporate 
Emergency Response Activation may involve all three corporate organizations, 
however, only the CEOF or EOF Organization can take Command and Control. These 
organi.ations will be covered in the following sections: 

SECTION 4.3.1 CEOF Organization 

SECTION 4.3.2 EOF Organization 

SECTION 4.3.3 Emergency News Center Organization 

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization is manned by CECo's Generating 
Station, General Office and Division Personnel. These personnel perform response 
actions in support of the Station Emergency Response Organization. Additionally, if 
activated, the Corporate Ew-rgency Response Organization is capable of assuming 
overall Command and Control of the Emergency Response.  

The size of the Corporate Emergency Response Organization and the need for its 
activation will d,.pend upon the nature and extent of the emergency. Activation of d . e d u o .. ............... .......... ......... em rgt .............. -............ .

te -CEO :xi:srequired"fr6~iia~ Aers Sitea"d iener2 Fmr~~e.CO 
. . .. . ........ 'ni s 

activation iii '• '���"oter etB o" Unuualevents .. i........ete.......ined ens ll of 

required for ite and 'Ge9n er lergencies Acta.t.. tonfor other events (i.e., 
Unusual Events or Alerts) will be determined b %`thelevel.of.response..ee ...  
appropriate by the Nuclear Duty Officer ..o :..::•M e •.......e.. Opertion 

I(CEF}: deeffe 'a4prEpriate.  

NOTE: 

* The roles of the System Power Supply Office and the Nuclear Duty * 
* Officer are unique in that they may be considered as parts of the * 

* overall Corporate Emergency Response, but do not hold specifically* 
* identified positions within the CEOF Organization, the EOF 
* Organization, or the ENC Organization. For a description of * 

* their general responsibilites as they pertain to the GSEP, refer * 

* to the following referenced Tables: * 

* Table 4.3-1 System Power Supply Office * 

* Table 4.3-2 Nuclear Duty Officer * 

NOTE

* The Emergency Restoration of Power (ERP) Director is a position * 

* that coordinates with the Corporate Emergency Response * 

* Organization. The E..P Director works with the N ".Ier t * 

.........whe &.ci .e ...ie .n ... Manpower/Logistlic~s 

S.....~ r ..... . ........c .. ..h ....z .i•.` .... :- b- thz fa.ilit.. -. * 

* CoRmF-nd -nd C-netr-l. This organizational relationship is * 

* depicted on the Organization charts by a dotted line. For a * 

* description of the general responsibilities of the ERF Director * 

* as they pertain to the GSEP, refer to the following referenced * 

* Table: * 

* Table 4.3-11 ERP Director * 

Q
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4.3.1 THE CEOF ORGANIZATION 

lqhn atiatin f te HOYC~gan zatin i= qu, redi,. tb oa for st~.ffng Is 

.46 miirnte x Altho ugh th.e'CHOP Organization is cpbeofssigc an and* 
contr46l t~he same emer-geny rcnspencactcn enafsti as th e0 nzac, .o t o ..... ....... ae i n .... ftme... . . ... . . . . ... . .. . ..t.. . . ..  

there are several factors differentiating these- twe the CHOF and EOF Organizations: 

1) The CEOF Organization functions from the CEOF which is a single facility 
outside all the stations' 10 mile EPZs, while the EOF Organization functions 
from a given station's HOF.  

2) The CEOF Organization is composed of a smaller number of response personnel 
than the EOF.Organization.  

3) The CEOF would likely be the CECo facility utilized during daytime hours for 
Corporate Response to Transportation Accidents.  
(This does not exclude the possibility of the Station Emergency Response 
Organization being activated for Transportation Accidents).  

4) The CEOF Organization would n........ O.ia.. be activated .dring daytime w.r. .  
hzurn, Mn-day through Fr-id-•a when eirI' aleý., a Site Emergency or a 
General Emergency is declared.  

5) The CEOF may assume 1 xonl1:abe e sponeb!ltiew of Command and Control 
of the Emergency Response rom e Station mergency Response Organization 
f.or- Si t-e and General ergcIds 44 nt~ the HOP hae net yet been aetivatcd 
i~s capable of ass.mn ...... *~.~ir~ Rep..... t.e.D .. ermdina XiOnof 
th'e transfer of Co~u ab 4ot6 il b & ha"e an ent n progBes and 
will e eriedb e KO(O}a StainEret.  

6) .14 whei both the CEOF and EOF Organizations are activated, the CEOF 
Orgaization will function in a support role to the larger EOF Organization, 
• i 11 assum fe Command and Control of the rcepease K- f 
the 20F.  

7) The CEOF Organizatien's staffing rcquircmeats arc merc fleveible regal-ding its 

fuinetien eg either taleirg Gemrawad and Gcntrel er aeting in a suppert rzle 
.:.:.;.:. ........ ..:.....:.. ... ...  

Th CG Bbul .n assm N/P . ~da~n e~~b~te 

6) The citer-ia fer aetap~atien and use ef t~he CEOF Ovyanisatien is ~ 
disevetizzzary, whi le aetivati.a of the EGF Organization is required fePr eertain events.  

The CEOF Organization consists of the following personnel whose major duties 
are delineated in the referenced Tables: 

Table 4.3-3 GORPORArTS MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-4 GC.PGRATP TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGER (CEOF) 
Table 4. 5 e9flP9flAT3 pRnTseTiVE 1wzunn DBfECTOM~ (CBeFr) 

: : : : : ::::: ::::: :::: ::::::: ::::::: ..................................• • • • • . _.-.......... : : --, -• • .  

..... • :: •::T .......................... •"•.................~n 'C• C •

..... O m7 

Table'~P-RGM 4 3- ''R OFA)RWEf
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FIGURE 4.3-1 

THE CEOF ORGANIZATION
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TABLE 4.3-2 

NUCLEAR DUTY OFFICER (NDO) 

The Nuclear Duty Officer (NDO) is the CECo individual who acts as the initial 

Corporate contact for emergency plan activations. The Nuclear Duty Officer (NDO) 

shall make decisions regarding activation of the Corporate Emergency Response 

Organization. The Nuclear Duty Officer's responsibilities include: 

1) ACTIONS FOR ALL CLASSIFIED EVENTS 

a. Contact the affected station to verify and obtain updated information 

concerning emergency response actions and event status.  

b. Verify that all appropriate notifications have been made.  

c. Notify System Power Dispatcher of what other information, in addition to 

classification changes, the NDO wishes to receive.  

d. Activate those portions of the Corporate Emergency Res-Fnse Organization 

when procedurally required or %'emed appropriate.  

e. ifthe event-hasz the petntial f-r es.alatizfl t. a4"e General 

Eiffrgency, er at the NDQ'o d rzetien4~ the NDG shall.  

Gensider etablishing Azezczs Czretrzl at the affeeeed St-atjz'ls F9=' 

Notify the Gerpz~ratz Grresrzney Przpair-eenesa DPartirent tz- -,rpaLre 

thez B9 f-r aetivatien.  

Initiate call t"Ipaee the EQF Grganizatien ea-standby ttpr 

tG F~r telephee -dirzzetcry eall trzze. (Thie mayw invel.z 

znztifi~eati.n ef th: EGF mi~imurn staif peaznmel.) 

f- e. Notify the Communications Services Duty Officer of the event and 

consider activation of the Emergency News Center Organization if deemed 

appropriate.  

g •. Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  

2) ACTIONS FOR ALERT CLASSIFICATIONS 

a. Complete all actions as listed above in part 1).  

b. Notify ANI and INPO within eight (8) hours of event classification.  

.................... ........ .........:::::::::::::::i::--:•: " • • •::• •! • ::= o :: e i•{ :.-' 

c. (te~etCaafctC3i ftzlie ob ~fii~t3et
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3) ACTIONS FOR SITE AND GENERAL EMERGENCIES 

a. Activate the Corporate Emergency Response Organization (CEOF andjeE EOF 
and ENC Organizations). This is a prc•dural r-e--tirzt... The NDO's 
responsibilities shall include all the other ....ir.d and di .r.ti..ary 
actions identified in 1) and 2) above.  

b. Notify the Communications Services Duty Officer (CSDO) and prior to the 
activation of the Emergency News Center Organization, review any news 
releases for accuracy.  

4) ACTIONS FOR A TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENT 

a. Complete actions a, b and fe as listed above in part 1).  

b. Notify ANI and INPO within eight (8) hours of the accident.  

c. Maintain a re-ord of activities.  

NOTE: 

The NDO's function is to determine the degree of Corporate * 
* assistance required to control and mitigate emergency events. * 
* Additionally, it is the NDO's responsibility to initiate * 
* Corporate assistance, by activating those parts of the * 
• Corporate Emergency Response Organization, (CEOF and/or EOF * 
* and ENC Organizations), which the NDO deems appropriate or * 
* are required by Company procedures. * 

For more specific duties and responsibilities of the NZDO in regards to response to 
generating station and utility emergencies, refer to the current tuz[Iar OzreatiznR 

D~~ ..... t.v ... .......-...  
(ireetive (NOD) addressing the N99' aetiene orporate e 
Imp lement.in rcd~e.... . . . .
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TABLE 4.3-3 

GGRP9RAqT MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS ~EF 

The Gerpera-• MEO (G C.... ) , when in Cmunand and Control, will direct CECo's 
Emergency Response activities until such time when (and if) the EOF Organization 
assumes Cosmmand and Control. SOFee •bii.he HOF Organization assumes Command and 
Control, the 0O iCO7 and htaff ia support group 
Jor.the Manager of Ismergency Operations (EOFS). ............ a.s.pport.group..  

05E Aj~ og ~fi~espons ibil ities assigned 
to the GM co .cud~ i n ~ tz Et fime.r;gzze Reepemeez): 

o Direct the CEOF Organization shown in Figure 4.3-1 and coordinate all CECo 
activities involved in coping with the emergency, dieter.-tiz: z-ffing n--eds a 

"o 2pparev the tzzehnieal feentzent eef CEr apn releases prio te th~i zn 

releasedU~a approp atW te4 u 
• • a : • • • • • !• •, • :• ......... . .... ............................................... ...........  

"o Request assistance from non-CECo emergency response organizations, as 
required.  

~~d......... 1up~ t c h t t o... ....  

o' Maintain a record of the GSEP related activities.  

"( o All nondelegable responsibilites of Command and Control as delineated in 
Section 4.4.6 of this plan.  

o Ensure State,4Agency Upat em ýc1i are apr e r iertz te erwzsitt o Ensu e Sta..t..e...AS • _!...• . . .e..... ..... ar.......- i•= to .. . .. .  

"o Approve the contents of the EARS form prior to transmittal.  

"o Notify appropriate Fedearal, Stater and local agencies of emergency conditions 
in accordance with Section 6.0 of this plan.  

"o Ensure that appropriate measures are taken Onsite to: 

- - Terminate the condition causing the emergency.  
- - Protect employees and the public.  

-~nme~ damz.; to bte plant.  
Effect post accident recovery and deactivate the Emergency Response 
Organization when appropriate.  

a ........ o .. f .. F.r ezle-e sebtIvit-izj.  

After the EOF Organization ha n-asetmed 'imCand and Control: 

O Remain at the CROP and provide assistance to thelZE& Manager 
of Emergency Operations ,- .&a r..t. .  

8 .aintains a rce-ord .of . ." related " t1 i--it'ic.  

(
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TABLS 4.3-4 

CG9PPGpT- TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGER (CEOF).  

The eeo'peratre Technical Support Manager, MGM CEOF) reporýts to; the 000 (CEOF) ar:-te 
~~. .. .... .. ..... ...... .. I co rin t I.. e g 

GG.The Gem-perate TSM (CgOP) Will' irect: the a:;Ctiiiso h ehia 

Speci .......... n will coordinate the engineering services necessaryfopln 
modific~ationSspecial.equipment arrangement, shielding, containers, or other 

devices needed during the emergency. When the EOF Organization assumeL Command and 

Control, the Gerpere"e TSM ... I 'will functionally report to the Technical Support 

manager at-te--Gý O' 

Responsibilities assigned to the Gerpeeftee TSM Technical Support Manager {CEOF) 

(prier te the BEG Gnt fla) include: 

"o Provide recommendations for changes in Emergency Action Level classification 

to the G&4EOV.J ;t i th-1OP!d -artizi-at= .- t- Z Z 

"o Provide the aRO with information concerning the status of plant operations 

and wi-•h recommendations for mitigating the consequences of the accidr-t.  

"o Assist he--GSG in the completion of the NARS and State Agency Update 

Checklist in coordination with the Station Emergency Response Organization.  

"o Assist in the development of post-accident recovery measures.  

r...... ••tni al I t facility .  
.... e; :c i a t in :!--.x11:IE cn .... 1:!ý:1ýý:i . ... _:1---:•

timlyo~ that cdfiAif3 zddfz ln rcvryacir.lz.r-z 

s Enlist the aid ef eenoultantg as neee4Hoary.  

0 Detzem:r.fZ tzCrztz T' perzinal ztaff jag needs as dietated-by-thz zý l 

efs Ger-pzrt a 9- e rz-eqEparz-d by the -event.  .O -- ... a e ... .. ..... 1 . . .  

S. ............... . ....... 
.... ... ... .. ..  

condidonsI 

o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  

When the .9F •rganizati. .4 Ccinrlatand and Gznteel, the-Gevperate TCG shall 

pcrfrn. ztc~tiz aimlar a thoz isted a~bev, e~eept that hy ohl b- c i 

cccrinatcfl ith nd i zu~zrt f th Tacnica Mupart !aac h clztd
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TABLE 4.3-5 

rza the GSG c 
q:he Gerperate--Pr-"eeei ef GSGe 
respen fia. *:ate Verse el EegaEd&,.  per-sessel e e Ge.m.
P-r-egrame - sm-en thl-E SGF GE ireeter at the 
gýha!3: eerye es a 

RespeaSibilities 
:eet stir-e 

e! 
the SO 

aireet the 

43-fi-the GerpeEate He&lth Phyeiess &:r-eeteE.  

eeerdinate the -envirenmental 
e.n*iEoamea-__-'_ d-ta.  

- - , .1 .1 -, eantigueus State 
-- neis Pe.-a-r"eat-ef ý-ele 

mentatien 

Eýaiqed -en efry qamp3:a:nq et kne p -1 9, ealrettlate pvejee 

hAEB ef t=he 
preteetive aetien 

jýgEn -y Up4ate 
G i.nq. the eempletion -of- the ene, 

ia with-the-St-atien &,mer- Be 

-Determine the Gerperatee Preteetive lie -perigenal qtaf-f-ifig neede 

as dietated by the le----'- _el 49e*pew*ýEespense r 

e eevcd-ef GiGr2F r-e-I ate d--aeti*iti es.  

When the SGF Grgan*wvatien has aestuneel Gamman lApe 

HeasuEes Dir-eeteF ahall ebtrais iafeLwatie and 

PT-eteetive MeaetiEes Viveeter leeated -- -he RGF.
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'{Cbl incaude 

bodiiased'on plant iooditi<S orpaftfl 

. ....... ......  

.. .... ...  

.............. -A .........
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TABLE 4.3-& 

CGRPGP PROTECTIVE MEASURES DIRECTOR (CEOF) 

The ... Protective Measures Director (.............. ) reports to..the GS°O EO ...  

sanln/oitrfgatvities of •cEo jiersonn{el and'er-nterlace•l with State 
I x n g / m o n ... .. ...... ....... .... . ......... .... . . .• . .. . .......... ......... •. .... :: -. ... ..... . . . . . ... .. .. .  

jper .onel.egadi errams-:aB a.pzop.. att. T.e FM0 (CHO..:shall 

make i:reccaunendatiofl o dse ingeen techniques for both:: on•is-•ite andozffsite• 

the" HoPrganization assumes CoamianS and Control, the epeee ?? shal serve as 
support individual for the Protective Measures Director AEf at tha DO...  

Responsibilities assigned to the Gerpe...... Protective Measures Director (CEOF) 

(prar a ..:..O Or-cniz-ati-r. ...... :-p Cazan a-d Cara) include: 

o saplng Maintaincgizace rof e environmental sampling activities of h I...  

• .. ... •............-•:....+:..:-..:........ 
.: 

............... ,........-....  

• _ . . .' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... .... ..........•& • .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .  
pe sonelirznf Diratar 

S..... ::.............. • • • • • .............................. . ............ ....... ........ a n: 0 s t 

tho O Advanise heKEGi COF oma th need'6 6foro ad "ith e~rin shyail locking a sent 

. fport indviua emergencyPworkers. ea rs ietr 

( RespoDircbt thi arisisicg tf the CGrparate Proeti Measurice Dirctorr.  

Ca-rdnathe ta anviran n ntrztzr' azoiatanc in rho clude ctian af 

egeneiee4- in th-o iz-•tlanazatian af anaffita dao n'cz._- t ccu~ rat 

o Based on environmental sampling or knovn plant releases, calaulat ... ra-jatad 

LeROY)I of p Protective a Action * Reconumendations :(li:s) for plant personnel 
and mem.ers of the public:.. ..........  

o Assist ee- G in the cmpletion of the MARS and State Agency Update 
Checklist in coordination with the Station Emergency Response Organization.  

o 3ý D 2a~.6e th a Carpý'''ý.-.-..-..CEý t~ aaro D r za a p ran tfi~ a 

~~~~~~~~~. ... .. ....... .. .. ... ................. ....... .. ....... .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .... ..  

a iaaadbytO loa afC )zart roopao roar d:_by thc nt 

6 ..................... ...... .. ....... ...... .....  

aoori af 0d9-e- G ieptH a-t39%je e TSV 

e devse the th&eCHP)o eyvnathe' iied 'Setr ~saff thne in# b eh4O' tgra~eeten 

tahloi el ewrIe~mentatien.dofsanerfiedeee 

0~v.:: Assit the' 9G9 ien the completion nd atphea NR and State Agency Update 

0 Determine the neLTewatr arid' coat ctgedica1 nB*ii-t~erat ersoael' eeEor gned 
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0 Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  

When the oRg grganimatien has~ asetmed CznfTm.nd andl Qef~trol, thie Czrperate Przteeti-' 
Measuxres Direeter shall ebtair. :rnfemtion and perfermr ziii r atippert ef the 
rrteelai.. UH....ures Pietr ea at the HOP.
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Ct-mfRpG)- R 5' '5r A;; #%SrY SU~ry-PPOR~Tf 5 MAAGRn f ---. ''

The Geoprrorat. Advioory flupporct !!anagzrc (AZ!) will6 manage the aetivitiza 
of the Advis ory Cupport Croaip inm thea tE9. Tis group providesso pr 

functixno in organi-ational lo-iaties and ycv-rr. -&nt-I intorfaco. The 

Gorporat: AGM! roporta to thoq C!WO =An -will qp*::aa ~C= in tea avant
that the MGMO is not . .able .. than the - or rgani.ati.n aa...  

Cin.,and and Control, the Corpo-ar-at will functionally rve as a 

zupport indiividlual foreL thea Adviscry Zuppert Mlanager located at the 69r.  

fnopznoibilitiaz• assigned to the Corporata AZ!- (pri-ar ta t.e E-r 
Organica C .t.... .....,and and Contral. incl..da..  

S •Assist tha e O in tho a.altuatian of the zignificanca af a-n 
amor-ganey with "-rczpt to the public.  

o Diract the activitici of the Gewerpratc GCvocnmnt"al Suppert 
Dm- miracta9rz an d thea Capor-ata Manpower/Logi sties Diractar.  

e maintain racordae of infonrmation obt-ainad from ttea ether directers 
within the COF g including contactos with af"fosita 
agancia-, cantrac-troeE and otha u-pcrt ranimationa.  

e Se---rve-- - -the G in the avant: that the cmaG is not.a-.ailabla.  

e Ensure that accaco controel to thea CEr is arranged ae -ncceaaoar~.  

e Re-view and apprev- the Ztatc Aganoy Update Cwcezlizt and anaura 
that :tata Updatoa are tranorittad at last hourly.  

DaPta-mina-- thea or-parata ASH'o par-sonal staffing naadzs an dictatad 
by the • loa- l of Cor-co.-rata ropoae rejird by t-he avnt.  

e-Itintain a racord of t^ C eD a raltcd activitian.  

Whan the nor Organization has ase"wad Comn.d and Control, the Corporata 
Adviea•; . .. ppart Manager- hall peuafroie Ac.tional activiti ata.  
in zuippart oef thea Adviaar; Cupport Neffager -iccatad at thea Sor-.
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C-9RPOIRA4; S'~nT~NA -U GET DIRlflErO. (CEOF)

The Gerperate Ge'.crnmential ruPPzr-t Dirntaer- (C&;;) ie Feapeanible fetr ma;int-ainn 

effeetiye interfaees Iatwean State n aa gnca n hl proyid: State 

a~znizn ith periediz -updaten, -1- the C-SOr in in Camr-'d eand Carntrel. T 
GS;)at sZ hall se~ve as a --pr idvdulude* the dirantien ef h 

CarprataAdviseLy Cuffert Manage-.  

Reepnpazibili ties aesiyvz to the Gearperate Ceve;arnz~taa -upperte Direeter (prietr to 
the &OF Qrganisatimmn anuin znand and Gentrzel), ineluda.  

e rSnetre appreved periedie uipdate infarm.atien in provided tSapapjt tate 
and lee--- anIa -.-- ia the ernmta f the State Ageney Update Cheekiista.  

e Sneturz that updates and ip~Aematien -are pravided te C-S~e, State and leala GC-ea 
liie perneannal, anl reqtkeeted-.  

e Determine the Cnrparata CCDS's pernonal staffing needs as dietated by the level

ef Gerpirata r--anpanE rqu&-rAd by the eve'nt.  

0 1Maintai- a a er f GGSP relateel ativties.  

Thain the ROP Gvganizatlean has a eumed Cam-manad and Cantr-el, per-farr. aetiv4itien at the 

cacF under the ftmetien-al direetien ef ehe Cavearmantal Gttppert Dir-ete whe is 
leeated at the ECI'.

C 

C
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C-GRPGP-A;;g 

J:Jje QeL-pevate MwWewer4LeqilAief9 Pireeter- (?Ga) j- L-eapeasible f-eL- dir-eeting a sta4f 

et 4kmpeweF, legisti eatiens, and peragnael stWpeFt--eff the station as 

reqttired by the !SO. The -GeEperate fg=D shall repove te the GeLpevate 

Adyieery Suppert Manager.  

Respeasibilities assigned te the -Gerpevate-441-P (pEieE--te the Organizaties 

aeouming Gemmand and Gentrel) , irneltide

e- PEevide peveemel, equipment, aqd ---- -- 1----d, pr-imanily f-r-em the 

Late Pivisk 

e Pireet the aetivities ef the Gerperate Geffaftnieaftiene 

e Make eentaet with and inter-f-aee with the Siner-geney Restei-atien ef Pewei- (RRPý

Direete- .fig eeilicaei-m ef addieiena! Gefnpany reseftreeB neeessary te 

meet the tieeds eE the rmergeney Respense.  

e Pireet the eleFieal staff-and eastwe the elermiýeal Eequi-r-eiffeats fgr- the etheir 

diveeters at the G69F are faet

0- GeeEdisate with the T-SGIs AelmiaiatEative PireeteE in aBstiving that elevieal 

seppeEt is ebtained ter the RGF and RineEgeney Newe GeateE gi-ganizatian. Thie 

otippert sheuld be ebeained EEem a station er faeility ftee affeeted by the 

emergeney.  

e Obtain -------- -- apprepviatze te eeppeEt epeEati-ea-ef the GF sueh 

aeeemmadatiena, eEfiee attpp--- feed serviees and wasee Elispasal.  

0 Obtain stippeEt fEem industFial Relatiene, the-GeWtrelleEla effiee, the Legal 

Department, the Aeeettating PepaEtmest .- d etheEe - I - . d-j

e lniti-at-e tise ef the speeial efftei-geney respettee Etinetien -a-wim-beer to aeemde 

emer-geney Eespease eests and make pwe-ý,-i-sieas to establish a pr-eper- me;=-hgd ef 

aeeettatiFlq EeE easte ef eeatEaettial eeL-vieee and etheE empeadittiEee Felated te 

the enterget.e., .

4-42
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TABLE 4.3-• 

GG-RGRAq- ADVISORY SUPPORT MANAGER (CEOF) 

The GeCpea-te Advisory Support Manager (AGH PRP? ) will manatze the aetivities ef the 

-d:iszry Suppzrt Crnup in the C-6912. Thi grzup providee support functions in 
organizational. l.o..gistics and governmental interface. (CiOi )-_.s ......  

fainitain effect ve- 6nter~fac V.we~ --rca.g~i~~by oidn Sta ek 
agencies 4itb ...iodi pe•e U eeipeia"-.ASHM (COP reports to the G-M iOF) 
ane ........es. a n 4 ........... t..t the 2t available. When the EOF 
Organization assumes Command and Control, the Ceorperate ASM COFI)I will 
functionally serve as a support individual for the Advisory Support Manager {.OF) 
leeatzed at the ERG....

Responsibilities assigned to the Gerpevate ASM MW "-p
Gemm . an..ad and - entzl• ) include:

erto the Sor Greani- I -

o Assist the GMEO icO• in the evaluation of the significance of an emergency 
with rospect to he'pilblic.  

o Direet the activiitie zf the GCrpcrate •Cz-=:rm.nta guppet Di...t...... the 
C...pe.ate -anp- r/Lez-istie- Dirzzter.  

o Revie i P 'e-are, and approve an rasi the State Agency Update Checklist and 
easurz that* S6at Up;date- "a t4r•.t-. td at least hourly.  

o maintain records of eEWt sWnzmtz btairnzd frem the etheff 
diLreeteL- ipitlin tzCO.r i..tiwlir; taete w.ith effaite 
agene:ies, eentr-aetere and 9tz upr rpnizatiens.  

e Serveas the 9S9 in the evenat that the GNB isnezt av.ailable.  ~~~~~~~........ ... . .... ................ . .. c - --n i a i c c 

o Ensure that access eee .*e .: to the.CSO in arrzin-z a . .......... s .... imited.......................  

e Detzrm~in the GerzrLat: AZH's pe~rsenal staffin~g needs as dietated by the level 
ef eezpe-.zate respnzrn raquir by the eve-nt.

o maintain a record of t~te GSEP related activities.  

When the SOF Organizatien has ann-xmad Geamnd and-eantr-el, the Gezrzrat-e A(Wieo3Eý
Guppr~t MaageE shall perfem ftmetienal aeti-vities at the GEOF in nuppert ef the 

AdisrySepef 15anaaga lee.ated at the 69F.
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CqppAT p;,r , ,~, r,.,a.rtnrn.R.rrr.nnTnR, (CRflr'te' a :'

Determine the Czarprate 1969's pzzrzzra1 staffing; needs as dietated by the leve4l 
ef Gerperatze respease azeired by the even~t.  

Gezrdifiate with the Pr-edutietn T-raining Genter- ta zr.sur ar3rate trainiftg 
-w paided fier Dxr~neren flzzpense pereennel ebteind te aý'ýent thte St~ergene 

3e rgamization.  

e Maintain a Lrzzerd of C~r* related aetivitieer 

When the Bgr- Orga. tmate. has asetmzcl Cxmrand and Cznfirel, verfemi aetivities 
at the C-ROfl undeE the ftmetienal direetean ef the Manpzwer/'Legisties ioirzeter 
whe is lzzated at the 99F.
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.hU ........  

The Emerency Pla ner (CE ?) '..."eip .aflb... fo. 'w.it.....th.t.t..CE.. .n.r.ti.  
..t..tio.. s .. er...............m ned et ~ i~l a d s at he CE ?stf 

.n.a..ty.il..io . h .mrec Pl.e .C ' re.rt to.... t... e -""G (ene 

£isosbltiefassge oteEmrec lne iciflintie 
O i;assist in acivaino h E 

o Act s a G t? ubjset m tter ~ert.f...t. .EO. .. ani....n 

o ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ Operat th tuL -isa .. t..n.tlcc..iaicsinte.. a irce 

by~.. the ..... (C.l 
o oriate. CEQ? su'r sriesa ecsay 

o 'Coordinate mitnnefrCO qimn sncsay 

oo Esalshadmanana Elnraars ogadFins frDt 

erfcation do*cument-atlia.  
o Verify tatnh E?~ttoi ihanigaprraedcmnaino 

their. activites 
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TABLE 4.3-11 

EMERGENCY RESTORATION OF POWER (ERP) DIRECTOR 

The Emergency Restoration of Power (ERP) Director, located in the CECo Technical 
Center Office in Maywood, Illinois, shall coordinate the activities of Division 
personnel and equipment. The ERP Director shall provide for Division support to the 
affected station. Upon activation of the Corporate Emergency Response Organization, 
the ERP Director will coordinate with a the .'.IO fiD a* fier.,o r .r:t ..  

Manpower/Logistics Director etOF -.t......., .................... ti.....  
Dirzzter at the C-OF.  

Responsibilities assigned to the ERP Director include: 

o Activate the Emergency Restoration of Power (ERP) Program as necessary to 
support the station activities.  

o Inform the respective Division Director of suppoit service required to meet 
the needs of the emergency response.  

0 Obtain additional support from other Divisions if the level of support 
requirements dictates.  

o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  
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4.3.2 THE EOF ORGANIZATION 

During incidents classified as Site or General 
Emergencies, the EOF Organization will be activated.

may re' ir: that designated manag... or • Dr-tiri of 
the CEO!' GrganisatiiZn rilzzate te the GFo and aestme 
additiznal rzzepznsibilitize feLr assignzed pZZsiti-flO 
The ROF Organization functions under a Manager of 
Emergency Operations who is responsible for the overall 
company activities aimed at restoring the affected 
station to a safe status. The CEOF Organization 
provides support to the EOF Organization under the 
arrangement detailed in Section 4.3.1. The BOF 
Organization, depicted in Figure 4.3-2, consists of the 
following personnel whose major duties are delineated 
in the referenced tables.  

NOTE: 

* Some EOF Positions are required to be double staffed when * 
* a remote JPIC, such as Highland Park, is activated. These * 
* positions are indicated with an asterisk. One responder * 

* will report to the EOF and one will report to the remote * 

* JPIC. *

Table 4.3-12 

Table 4.3-13 

Table 4.3-14 

Table 4.3-15 

Table 4.3-16 

Table 4.3-17 

Table 4.3-18 

Table 4.3-19 

Table 4.3-20 

Table 4.3-21 

Table 4.3-22 

Table 4.3-23

Manager of Emergency Operations 

Assistant MEO 

Technical Support Manager 

Technical Support Director 

Senior Reactor Operator (at EOF) 

Waste Systems Director 

Design & Construction Support Director 

Technical Information Coordinator 

ROF Status Board Recorders 

Technical Communicator (to TSC) 

ENS Communicator 

SPDS/PTHSTY Specialist

_
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TABLE 4.3-14 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGER (ROF) 

The Technical Support Manager (TSM) is the designated CECo individual who has 
requisite authority, nuclear experience and technical expertise to manage a 
technical staff in support of Emergency Response operations. The Technical Support 
Manager shall report directly to the Manager of Emergency Operations.  

Responsibilities assigned to the TSM include: 

"o Manage the activities of the Technical Support Group in the EOF.  

"o Provide recommendations for changes in Emergency Action Level classification 
to the Manager of Emergency Operations and participate in the decision-making 
process.  

o Provide information to the Assistant MEO for completing the NARS Form.  

o Provide the Manager Lf Emergency Operations with information concerning the 
status of plant operations and with recommendations for mitigating the 
consequences of the accident.  

0 Co-rdinate the activities of the eppeErate Technical Support Manager I(MDF) 
leeated at the CEOrF.  

o Supervise the activities of the Technical Support Director and monitor the 
progress in the performance of the Technical Support Director's 
responsibilities.  

o Assist in the development of post-accident recovery measures.  

o Provide technical information on the facility design.  

o Ensure that modifications needed for plant recovery are implemented in a 
timely manner.  

o Enlist the aid of consultants as necessary.  

o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities or assign an individual to do so.  

(..
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TABLE 4.3-25 

PROTECTIVE MEASURES DIRECTOR (EOF) 

The Protective Measures Director (PMD) is the designated CECo individual who is 
specifically qualified in the management of radiological consequence assessment and 
who is authorized to interact with supporting agencies. This individual will 
supervise the environmental assessment functions at the EOF. The Protective 
Measures Director shall report to the Manager of Emergency Operations.  

Responsibilities assigned to the Protective Measures Director include: 

"o Obtain input from the Protective Measures Coordinator concerning plant status 
that potentially may affect the public.  

"o Advise the Manager of Emergency Operations and Advisory Support 
Manager/Director concerning protective action recommendations.  

"o Advise the Manager of Emergency Operations and the Advisory Support 
Manager/'Director concterning changes in accident classification based upon 
effluent releases or dose projections.  

"o Provide information to the Assistant MEO for comenfeting the NARS Form.  

"o When the BGF is activated di.... C rdhat e- the activities of the GeEpeE-rae 
Protective Measures Director ...... at the CDG-F.  

"o Direct the activities of the Health Physics Director and the Environmental 
Emergency Coordinator and monitor the progress in the performance of their 
responsibilities.  

"o Provide or delegate to the Environmental Emergency Coordinator the review of 
the Environmental portions of the State Agency Update Checklist.  

"o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities or assign an individual to do so.
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TABLE 4.3-26 

HEALTH PHYSI.7 DIrJC-MOR (EOF) 

The Health Physics Director (HPD) shall support the onsite Health Physics activities 
under the direction of the Protective Measures Director. The HPD shall make 
recommendations on dose management techniques for both onsite and offsite activities 
for maintaining personnel exposures as low as reasonably achievable.  
Responsibilities assigned to the Health Physics Director include: 

0 Direct the activities of the c zIatz Health Pl--ies Direetzr leeated at the 
CSGF and HPN Communicatorll.  

o Direct the activities of any Radiation Technicians (RTs) in the EOF, as 
required (i.e. habitability checks, etc.) 

o Assist the affected station in the planning and coordination of activities 
associated with the evacuation of non-essential personnel.  

o Determine the need for additional Health Physics instrumentation, dosimetry, 
protective equipment, and radiological support personnel.  

o Review plant Health Physics information and make recommendations to the 
Protective Measures Director.  

o Assist and interface with the EOF Technical Group and the Station in the 
development of plans for plant surveys, sampling, shielding, and special tools 
in support of waste systems processing and design modification activities.  

o Keep informed of the activities of offsite environmental monitoring teams.  

o Determine the need for and contact Medical Department personnel for assistance 
in performing the following tasks: 
- Ensure that arrangements with appropriate hospitals have been made for 

patients involved in hazardous materials/radiation incidents.  
- Recommend first aid and decontamination techniques for personnel 

requiring aid in the emergency area.  
- Coordinate the activities of contracted radiological medical assistance 

personnel.  
S- Analyze all available health information data pertaining to persons who 

have received injuries or excessive exposure to hazardous materials, 
including radioactivity.  
Ensure that procedures governing the use of thyroid blocking agents have 
been followed by CECo emergency personnel.  
Consult with the MEO regarding measures to protect onsite personnel and 
the offsite public.  

o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.
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TABLE 4 '-28 

ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY COORDINATOR (EOF) 

The Environmental Emergency Coordinator (EEC) is the designated CECo individual who 

is specifically qualified in the coordination of radiological consequence 

assessment. The Environmental Emergency Coordinator shall report to the Protective 

Measures Director.  

Responsibilities assigned to the Environmental Emergency Coordinator include: 

o Ensure commiunications are established with the Corporate EOF, and/or the TSC 

to obtain information on the accident conditions, meteorological conditions, 

and estimates of radioactive material releases.  

o Direct the activities of the Protective Measures Communicator, the State 

Environs Coordinator(s), and the EOF ODCS Specialist.  

o Direct the activities of the EOF Environs Director and the environmental 

staff. Coordinate the activities of the TSC Environs Director and 

environmental contractors.  

o Assist the Protective Measures Cowr'unicator in completing the Environmental 

portion of the State Agency update checklist.  

o Interpret radiological data and ba ....upe . ale..late. dz 1rj.99n, mae• 

rzzmzdtinl fr rtzi; zin3c ot provide "Pr'&teictive I ction 

Re-ow6h* tiOns -%:-(Vý P based upon calcu-atd ose projection consistent with • • • /• ::•-:• .... ~~~ ~~~ ..... .. ........... . ........... -':^ •• " :'•"• h i e -. a- e e s 

thisplan and ensure Environmental Status t4r• ..ds are u.pdad ry 

o identify changes in accident classification based on effluent releases or dose 

(" projections.  

o verify that information necessary to implement offsite emergency plans is 

collected and provided to the Protective Measures Director, including the 

environmental portion of the State Agency Update Checklist.  

o Maintain a record of GSEP related actitivies.
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TABLE 4 3-39 

GGC P?& EMRGENCY PLANNER (EOF) 

The eorperate Emergency Planner (GCP EO?) is responsible for verifying that the CECo 

Generating Station Emergency Plan (GSEP) is implemented properly. The GP Emergency 

Planner (EOF) shall serve as a support individual for the Advisory Support Director 

Responsibilities assigned to the Ge-pe•rae Emergency Planner ..OF1 include: 

"o Monitor information flow within the EOF organization to ensure information 
requirements are being met.  

"o Assess the effectiveness of ongoing EOF working relationships and reconmmend 
functional enhancements to the Advisory Support Director.  

o Verify that the EOF Organization is maintaining appropriate documentation of 
their activities.  

o Act as a GSEP subject matter expert for any membei of the Emergency Response 
Organization.  

o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.
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TABLE 4.3-42 

MANPOWER/gLOGISTICS DIRECTOR (EOF) 

The Manpower/Logistics Director is the designated CECo individual who is responsible 
for providing administrative, logistic, communications, and personnel support for 

the emergency response operations. The Manpower/Logistics Director shall report to 

the Advisory Support Director.  

Responsibilities assigned to the Manpower/Logistics Director include: 

o Direct the activities of the Communications Director and the Computer 
Specialist(s). Aloe funetiznally dirzct the aetivities ef the e..p.rat.  

if-tpewer an Lzegietize Direeter leeated at the CROF te obtain assa-1-t -1 
fulfilling; the reopens qn --* e t listed abz--.  

o Serve as purchasing agent for the EOF Organization with the responsibility for 
contract negotiation/administration and material control.  

o Direct the clerical staff and ensure the clerical requirements for the other 
Directors, at the EOF, are met.  

o Obtain continual shift staffing requirements from appropriate EOF Directors as 
necessary to coordinate the scheduling of relief individuals.  

0 Coordinate with the TSC's Administrative Director in ensuring that clerical 
support is obtained for the EOF and Emergency News Center Organization. These 
personnel should be obtained from a station or facility not affected by the 
emergency.  

o Obtain services as appropriate to support operation of the EOF such as, 
accommodations, office support services, food services and waste disposal.  

o Obtain support from Industrial Relations, the Comptroller's office, the Legal 
Department, the Accounting Department and others as required.  

o Initiate use of the special emergency response function number to charge 
emergency response costs and make provisions to establish a proper method of 

.accounting for costs of contractual services and other expenditures related to 
the emergency.  

(continued next page) 

C
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4.4 Coimnand and Control Criteria/Essential Activities/ERF Minimum Staffing/Nondelegable 

Responsibilizies 

4.4.1 Criteria for Assuming Command and Control 

Emergency personnel assume responsibility for their positions upon 

receiving notification to activate. Some will perform tasks related to 

fulfilling their responsibilities before arriving at an emergency 
facility. The command and control function, however, does not transfer 

from Control Room to TSC, from TSC to CEOF, from TSC to EOF, or from 

CEOF to EOF until certain criteria have been met. These criteria are: 

1. Minimum staffing levels are met and sufficient personnel are 
available in the facility to determine classifications, to 
determine recommended protective actions, to notify state and 
local agencies and to maintain coammunications.  
(In the case of the Control Room, personnel are on-site 24 hours a 
day.) 

2. Personnel in the facility have been fully briefed as to the status 
of the event and the currently proposed plan of action.  

3. A formal statement of turnover between Shift Engineer and Station 
Director, between Station Director and Manager of Emergency 
Operations/Corporate MEO or between Corporate MEO and MRO hav
been made.  

4.4.2 Essential Activities of the Command and Control ERF 

The essential activities that must be performed once command and control 
has been assumed by an ERF are as follows: 
o Determine preper-e tnergency a Action - Level classification.  
0 Determine prprr:fflnznded prztz1tivz -ztieni Pi-6tective Action 

......ndationB ii)PARS for the public and inplant workers.  
o Notify state, I6caland federal agencies as appropriate.  
o Maintain conmunications with their source of information.  

( 4.4.3 Control Room/Station Minimum Staffinq 

For Nuclear Power Plants with a single Control Room, the minimum shift 
manning requirements for emergencies are determined by the number of 
operating Units (see Table 4.4-1). Since requirements for normal plant 

operations are the same as those shown in Table 4.4-1, the minimum staff 

will be on-site at all times to respond to emergencies.  

NOTE 

* Shift manning requirements for operating modes other than * 

* normal on-line operation are governed by plant Technical * 

* Specifications.
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CEOF Mi4i4im: Staffing 

The minum staff for the CEer perate GGF ions falli s l 

"0 Mrpan ate ofnaEergen yf Operatonsy C -ati. ee.  

" Gerperat- Teehniea-l Gttpjzrt H4antagzr -r Czrperate Advise~r)- ZS.ppert

"O Prpotee -- eeti-Measuurze Dir-••etor i.  

I& 9n zth4%r Direeter 

.......  

The full - CE - .ranecrib.......... 'e-c--e.... in ectr 4.halb present 

c -..c •'...cr. ..ic~c . •.-..... i a~r 

bee tRes 6ons =biV es o d nd Controlreponsblitie. This 

Rgrlss of pae flcli ties~ acinated durig an iltemegny,.eDretro 

EOF Minimum Staffoini 

The minimum staff for the Emergency Operations Facility is as follows: 

0 Manager of Emergency Operations 

T . Tchcnical Support )ia-nag- { h Tc-mr-l Z.pzrt Di" e 

o neoher mebro h eh~cl r rn IgUre 4.32 

o Protective Measures Director eE~z Rnvir~rnmeatJl 9femzrezny 

..............t .. .  

0 Advisory Support Manager £(EOP). A d-;iziy Sttpzr irzerZ 

Gevezrx=Bmntal Suppert-D-ireztzr 

flr.-;irees Dirzeter. (Bavi-L-tme Direeter maty Etmetizzn frem either 

the TZCG er the 6Fl~.) 

e One other Dirrzter er Gem'muaieaterr 

4.4.6 Nondelegable Responsibilities of Conmmand-and Control 

Regardless of the facilities activated during any emergency, the Director or 

Manager in Coxmiand and Control of the Emergency Response at any given time, 

shall maintain the following nondelegable responsibilities: 

1) Final decision to declare the emergency classification.  

2) Final decision to notify and make PARs to offsite authorities and 

.isuZZsZZ ef ptassitm izedid: to CBez emergeney wer-kere ZZed easit 
per4Hmmeel.  

3) Authorization of personnel exposure beyond IOCFR20 limits under 
emergency conditions.  

4) Peeisien ta rzqaest asistanee frem the DePlarytr~n-t ef- Pe*~ Th-.zg, Ch-izrg 

( ~ ~ ~ ~ ie -fiz of' t-6-i bicn.aeto to CRC 
...... .. ...s
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4.7.3 Federal Radiological Preparedness CoordinatinQ Committee (FRPCC) 

The Federal Radiological Preparedness Coordinarxng Committee consists of 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, which chairs the Committee, the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Environmental Protection Agency, the 
Department of Health and Human Services, the Department of Energy, the 
Department of Transportation, the Department of Defense, the Department 
of Agriculture, the Department of Commerce, and where appropriate and on 
an ad hoc basis, other Federal departments and agencies. The FRPCC 
shall assist FEMA in providing policy direction for the program of 
Federal assistance to State and local governments in their radiological 
emergency planning and preparedness activities.  

4.7.4 Department of Energy (D.O.E.) Chicago Operations Office 

The Department of Energy has extensive radiological monitoring equipment 
and personnel resources that it can assemble and dispatch to the scene 
of a radiological incident.  

Upon request, the Department of Energy (DOE) Chicago Operations Office 
will provide assistance to Commonwealth Edison following a radiological 
incident as outlined in the Federal Radiological Monitoring and 
Assessment Plan (FRMAP). The objective of the DOE Chicago Operations 
Office would be to rapidly dispatch a team of specialists to the 
incident site where the team would: 

1) Make needed radiological assistance available to the general 
public, State and local governments, and Federal agencies; 

2) Provide a framework through which Federal agencies will coordinate 
their emergency monitoring and assessment activities in support of 
State and local governments radiological monitoring and assessment 
activities; and 

3) Assist State and local governments in preparing for radiological 
emergencies by describing Federal radiological assistance 
responsibilities and capabilities.  

4) Establish a Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center, 
as necessary, from which it will manage its activities.  

If Gezvenwealth ..die.n deems that assistance from DOE is necessary or 
desirable, the aa " eE Smergeney e-eriens the Goca- ?SG, er 
the Statier. Bireeter weeld netify the DOB Gheg 9peaten ***~i pf 
Aesisrtanee przvided by DOS shall net a~bridge State er leea-l atithzrt 
t e............. ....e .. .... .. .~*t . Q ...a~ e a o....
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The primary mechanisms utilized for notifications and transmittal of 
information include the State of Illinois NARS Form, the NRC Event 
Notification Worksheet and the State Agp.._, Update Checklist. The 
reporting requirements and the use of these forms will be described 
below: 

NOTE 

"- The offsite notification requirements for NARS, NRC •fen ' * 

* Nnotification and State Agency Updates Ce * 
"a are the responsibility of the facility in Commnand "nadCn'trol.* 

* ~sp~~ib14te3sheaU iesi " b tt& nwt~ t2~ 
f a c l i. . n ........ . . ..  

* ~B~B oiman ad CntoL Other activated facilities sh*a:;ll 

• assist"in"the acquisitonf information on these forms. * 

6.1.1.1 State of Illinois NARS Form 

A NARS Form (Figure 6.1-1a) shall be util.-ed to transmit 
information to appropriate State and local agencies within 
fifteen minutes of event declaration. (See Section 5.0).  
All NARS messages shall be reported in the format of the 
current NARS Fo-rm. The format and content of the NARS Form 
must be mutually agreed to by the Directors of Illinois 
Emergency Services and Disaster Agency (IESDA) and Illinois 
Department of Nuclear Safety (IDNS) and the General Manager 
of Nuclear Services before its use. The NARS Form is a 
State of Illinois form included in the GSEP to aid the 
reader in understanding the reporting concept. The NARS 
Form, including instructions for its use on the reverse 
side, is included in this Section.  

( This form is not subject to onsite or offsite review.  

6.1.1.2 NRC Event Notification Worksheet 

An NRC Event Notification Worksheet should be utilized to 
transmit information to the NRC via the Emergency 
Notification System. This notification must take place 
immediately after nctification of state and local 
authorities, and no longer than 1 hour after time of 
classification. A copy of the Event Notification Worksheet 
is not included in this plan, but should be available in all 
locations containing an Emergency Notification System phone.  

This form is not subject to onsite or offsite review.
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TABLE 6.1-1 
PRIMARY EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS FOR UNUSUAL EVENT 

') ACTING STATION DIRECTOR/STATION DIRECTOR 

a. Prior to initial notifications: 

o Assess, respond and mitigate immediate emergency 
o Evaluate the emergency conditions 
o Classify the event (nondelegable responsibility of Command and Control) 

o Evaluate impact to health and safety of the public 
o Evaluate health and safety of CECo personnel 
o Evaluate meteorological and environmental conditions 
o Determine dose equivalent estimates for actual or potential releases by 

reviewing A-Model results (when available).  
o Authorize Recommended Protective Actions to be made consistent with 

Figure 6.3-1 and Table 6.3-1. (nondelegable responsibility of Command 
and Control) 

b. Authorize initial notifications to the following: (Authorization of initial 
State notifications is an nondelegable responsibility of Command and Control) 

o System Power Dispatcher 
o Illinois ESDA 
o Illinois DNS 
o Wisconsin DEG (Zion only) 
o Iowa DSD (Quad Cities only) 
o Local and County agencies as appropriate 
o NRC Operations Center 

c. After initial notifications: 

o Maintain communications with NRC Operations Center as requested.  
o Ensure Station TSC and OSC are activated if deemed appropriate.  

So Authorize personnel exposure beyond 10CFR20 limits, as necessary 
(nondelegable responsibility of Command and Control) 

o Call in additional Emergency Response Personnel as necessary to meet the 
needs of the emergency.  

o Upgrade classification if conditions warrant.  
o Terminate if conditions warrant.  

e Reqkiet assistanee frzm the Pepartmeat ef Ranzrg, as neeessar 
(nendelegable Fespensibilit-y -ef Czmmzind and Geatr-e-) 

0 Provide periodic State Agency Updates.  

2) SYSTEM POWER DISPATCHER 

a. Record NARS form information, as appropriate 
b. Immediately notify the Nuclear Duty Officer 

C-
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TABLE 6.1-2 

PRIMARY EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS FOR ALERT 

'.) ACTING STATION DIRECTOR/STATION DIRECTOR 

a. Prior to initial notifications: 

"o Assess, respond and mitigate immediate emergency 

"o Evaluate the emergency conditions 
"o Classify the event (nondelegable responsibility of Command and Control) 

"o Evaluate impact to health and safety of the public 
"o Evaluate health and safety of CECo personnel 
"o Evaluate meteorological and environmental conditions 

"o Determine dose equivalent estimates for actual or potential releases by 

reviewing A-Model results (when available).  
"o Authorize Recommended Protective Actions to be made consistent with Figure 

6.3-1 and Table 6:3-1. (nondelegable responsibility of Command and 
Control) 

b. Authorize initial notifications to the following: (Authorization of initial 

state notifications _j an nondelegable responsiblity of Command and Control) 

"o System Power Dispatcher 
"o Illinois ESDA 
"o Illinois DNS 
"o Wisconsin DEG (Zion only) 
"o Iowa DSD (Quad Cities only) 
"o Local and County agencies as appropriate 
"o NRC Operations Center 

c. After initial notifications: 

0 Maintain communications with NRC Operations Center as requested.  

o Ensure Station TSC and OSC are activated.  
o Authorize personnel exposure beyond IOCFR20 limits, as necessary 

(nondelegable responsibility of Command and Control) 
o Call in additional Emergency Response Personnel as necessary to meet the 

needs of the emergency.  
o Upgrade classification if conditions warrant. Downgrade to Unusual Event 

if conditions warrant.  
o Enter Recovery or terminate as conditions warrant.  
e Relztiet asai taneZ frem the Depareent f E gy, as neeessa 

(neadelegable vespensibility of Gemmand anzd Gentre!) 
o Provide periodic State Agency Updates.  
o Ensure orderly transfer of Command and Control if the CEOF/EOF is prepared 

to assume these responsibilities.  

(
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TABLE 6.1-2 (CONT) 

'q) SYSTEM POWER DISPATCHER 

a. Record NARS form information 
b. Immediately notify the Nuclear Duty Officer 
c. If CEOF or EOF assumes command and control, then report to GO-e*-MG {CEOF 

C .w EOF).  :... x :;;... < . ;..;....>....  

3) NUCLEAR DUTY OFFICER 

a. Call affected station - verify plant status and event classification 

k. Netify apprzprizlte zzmpy perzznnzl 

...... ... . .. .....  

e.b Initiate activation of the Corporate Emergency Response Organization (CEOF, 
EOF and/or ENC Organizations)) , if deeme-d appreri--te rir 
-.If an EOF is.... tobe -actv'a~t~ed,, ensure.'. ace vtro zsiiiated..  

d. Notify the Inst tue .of "Nuclear Power Operation "(INPOi':n the American 
Nuclear Insurers (ANI) within 8 hours of ALERT classification.

e Sn~ttre Gerpera.te Sinrgeney P'reparedness Lq~pathe persepmel-±
sr5G far zaztivtien, if deemed apprepriate.  
if .QF is te be aetivated, esnnur.. ae.... ..nt.l is initiated.  

CO9ROPR.A-T MA. G. 9F r .... Y .... ATI. IMANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS (•COF or 

a. Assume all Command and Control responsibilities as listed above in 1) Acting 
Station Director/Station Director, if the CEOF/EOF is activated.  

b. Direct the overall Company response to the emergency event.

6-18
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TABLE 6.1-3 
PRIMARY EMERGENCY RESPOQ"E ACTIONS FOR SITE EMERGENCY 

t) ACTING STATION DIRECTOR/STATION DIRECTOR 

a. Prior to initial notifications: 

"o Assess, respond and mitigate immediate emergency 
"o Evaluate the emergency conditions 
"o Classify the event (nondelegable responsibility of Command and Control) 
"o Evaluate impact to health and safety of the public 
"o Evaluate health and safety of C"Co personnel 
"o Evaluate meteorological and environmental conditions 
o Determine dose equivalent estimates for actual or potential releases by 

reviewing A-Model results (when available).  
"o Authorize Recommended Protective Actions to be made consistent with 

Figure 6.3-1 and Table 6.3-1. (nondelegable responsibility of Command 
and Control) 

"o Initiate assembly and accountability.  

b. Authorize initial notifications to the following (Authorization of initial 
State notifications is an nondelegable responsibility of Command and Control) 

o System Power Dispatcher 
o Illinois ESDA 
o Illinois DNS 
o Wisconsin DEG (Zion only) 
o Iowa DSD (Quad Cities only) 
o Local and County agencies as appropriate 
o NRC Operations Center 

c. After initial notifications: 

"o Maintain communications with NRC Operations Center as requested.  
"o Ensure Station TSC and OSC are activated.  
"o Authorize personnel exposure beyond 10CFR20 limits, as necessary 

(nondelegable responsibility of Command and Control) 
"o Call in additional Emergency Response Personnel as necessary to meet the 

needs of the emergency.  
"o Upgrade classification if conditions warrant. Do not downgrade.  
"o Enter Recovery or Terminate as conditions warrant.  
e------- t asista n _ fr.m th Department ef Sner-y, as nzzzozary 

(nend.clegable respensibility ef Germand -ad Czntrel) 
"o Provide periodic State Agency Updates.  
"o Ensure orderly transfer of Command and Control if the CEOF/EOF is 

prepared to assume these responsibilities.  
"o Dispatch environs monitoring teams 
"o Conduct evacuation of non-essential personnel
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TABLE 6.1-3 XCONT) 

2) SYSTEM POWER DISPATCHER 

a. Record NARS form information 
b. Immediately notify the Nuclear Duty Officer 
c. When CEOF or EOF assumes command and control, then report to GMEO (CROF 01r 

3) NUCLEAR DUTY OFFICER 

a. Notiyte aCntit.t.of tce. porate Ooeratin O the Americn 
EON carind/sre'rsani)wtin . hour offzzTz FtatzNC classifi ction.  

b. Call a~ffect.d sao"~ B. ci~ ln ttw x~ee ~~iiati Net4gy 

C. Ensure. EOF:.access cotrvl bas ee"n intae..initiate ativa.tiz fi 

d. Notify the Institute of Nuclea-: Power Operation (INPO) and the American 
Nuclear Insurers (ANI) within 8 hours of SITE EMERGENCY classification.

GGF fer aze-.-atien.  
f. flzure FCIF aeeeas zz.ntrl hasn been initiaed.

conPRApt6 MANA.GR OF m4ZCE.TNCY GPmRATIONT/MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS :(=FF or 

a. Assume all Command and Control responsibilities as listed above in 1) Acting 

Station Director/Station Director, when the CEOF/EOF is activated.  

b. Direct the overall Company response to the emergency event.
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TABLE 6..L-4 

PRIMARY EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS FOR GENERAL EMERGENCY 

1) ACTING STATION DIRECTOR/STATION DIRECTOR 

a. Prior to initial notifications: 

o Assess, respond and mitigate immediate emergency 
o Evaluate the emergency conditions 
o Classify the event (nondelegable responsibility of Command and Control) 

o Evaluate impact to health and safety of the public 
o Evaluate health and safety of CECo personnel 
o Evaluate meteorological and environmental conditions 
o Determine dose equivalent estimates for actual or potential releases by 

reviewing A-Model results (when available).  
o Authorize Recommended Protective Actions to be made consistent-with 

Figure 6.3-1 and Table 6.3-1. (nondelegable responsibility of Command 
and Control) 

0 Initiat_ assembly and accountability

b. Authorize initial notifications to the following (nondelegable responsibility 
of Command and Control) 

o System Power Dispatcher 
o Illinois ESDA 
o Illinois DNS 
o Wisconsin DEG (Zion only) 
o Iowa DSD (Quad Cities only) 
o Local and County agencies as appropriate 
o NRC Operations Center 

c. After initial notifications: 

o Maintain communications with NRC Operations Center as requested.  

o Ensure Station TSC and OSC are activated, if deemed appropriate.  

o Authorize personnel exposure beyond IOCFR20 limits, as necessary 
(nondelegable responsibility of Command and Control) 

o Call in additional Emergency Response Personnel as necessary to meet the 
needs of the emergency.  

o Do not downgrade classification.  
o Enter Recovery or Terminate as conditions warrant.  

0 Reeluest asiositanee frzm the Pepartme~nt ef ger~zgy, as neeessairy 
(neadelegable. reepeas.ibility ef Czawnr.td a~nd Geatrel) 

o Provide State Agency Updates.  
o Ensure orderly transfer of Command and Control if the CEOF/EOF is 

prepared to assume these responsibilities.  
o Dispatch environs monitoring teams 
o Conduct evacuation of non-essential personnel
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TABLE 6.1-4 (CONT) 

2) SYSTEM POWER DISPATCHER 

a. Record NARS form information 
b. Immediately notify the Nuclear Duty Officer 
c. When CEOF or EOF assumes command and control, then report to GMO ACEOF or 

3) NUCLEAR DUTY OFFICER 

S• • <. .• ..... ': / " ... """::•'.:::•h'"•"4•"•" "•' • •'• "','• • • '. . .....-: ... ... - . .  

a. Notiyte Intivtue of Nuc ler orzer aperain (InT e n .. Americn (Eo 
ED? and/sur ENr sr(aniz)awthins). Caol if SITE EMERGEN clsifla taiun and 

.zi.. itazifiztiz 

b- oal fetdsair aiypan t~ n vnt~.aiiain Netif 

C. Ensre b ~ escntzp~ a be, anitiatd.I itiate aetiv.atien ef 
Czrprat Uxr'gern -- e--~.~ai~.cor o and/zr flNG Grganizatiens) 

d. NotYify th-e Institute of Nuclear Power Operation (IN!Z:) and the American 
Nuclear Insurers (ANI) within 8 hours of SITE EMERGENCY classification.

e - Eneurze Gerpeate Smer-gzrny Pirzparednzofl zazpzitcnzo -pmsne rpr h 
B9r fer aetivati.zn.  
f. rsurz SGF aeeess ..arl has bzen initiated.  

RPGpPý • .C•.Y ........ ,rEnATiON'S GER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS :CEOFad 

a. Assume all Command and Control responsibilities as listed above in 1) Acting 

Station Director/Station Director, when the CEOF/EOF is activated.  

b. Direct the overall Company response to the emergency event.
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TABLE 6.1-5 

PRIMARY EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS FOR RECOVERY 

1) STATION DIRECTOR/C-91POGFl. 7 MO/MAMAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS I(CEtSO:CW r 

a. Evaluate the guidance in Section 5.0 of this plan to determine if 
Recovery is appropriate.  

b. Declare Recovery to be in effect (nondelegable responsibility of 
Command and Control) 

c. Ensure notification of the following: 
o System Power Dispatcher 
o Illinois 7SDA and DNS 
o Iowa Disaster Services Division (for Quad Cities St-tion 

only) 
o Wisconsin Division of Emergency Government (for Zion Station 

only) 
o Contiguous local authorities as required 
o NRC 
o0 ANI 
o INPO 

d. Evaluate parameters, environmental conditions and other 
information to determine what long-term organization is required 
for Recovery.  

e. Schedule personnel, material, and equipment necessary to support 
Recovery.  

f. Provide mechanisms, if required, for periodic plant statue and 
meteorological information to ESDA/DNS and contiguous state 
authorities.  

g. Determine level of activation and/or manning of emergency response 
facilities if preplanned events are to occur that have a potential 
(possibility) of impacting upon the health and safety of the 
public, CECo personnel, plant equipment, and/or the environment.  

h. With the concurrance and approval of the Senior Vice President, 
Nuclear Operations, modify the Station Emergency Response 
Organization (i.e., Control Room, OSC and TSC) and the Corporate 
Emergency Response Orgh.nization (i.e., CEOF, EOF, and Emergency 
News Center) as necessary to support recovery efforts.
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7.1.4 Corporate EOF (CEOF) 

The GNG Cor . .ra SOFY (CEOF) is the location from which the Ger-peat=e 
Manager of-Emergency Operations *(CEO?3 will direct a staff in 
evaluating, coordinating, and directing the overall company activities 
involved in -eepin with an emergency. The•-.OF is nra.ally .nly 
aeti-:ated doring reqgular- eempany wer-ling heure, S.009 a.ma.ta .2 m.  
r oz;th'Z'ue....Fri.'... Ac.ae ntie owne Cro is., mandatoryu.  

661- .. ... tiP -"le 

xt f .........  

.ec ii . ..... r .... ............. T he ..... y .s.e 
W. .rgsOFOrg 

weith the ncsO asary cmmuis cationsad doste~ projection? copther teuimn 
shoul Oraion's OF shaloc repwrthin the ZionI mraile EPZ) inecompe rin 

halln..abi..a....  

role. The CEOF is l ocate in the Doge ners Grove .acil .ty.. .  

At a Site oF general lmergenyy, thres OF staff, if actinatid, shall be 
recliened pwhe the affeted teation's, F is maknaed.. At that tioer, 
oertain 6o9s staff may be asked ta makf theen lvespo availabl ieas with 
staff te the 9F.~l 

The JW e offcia eetpED ý io ttic T::z ýn 
eeneer lee iath 04 di~zeiiildr. ffzl tzCC hall L-mi 
the StfGaru far gein Statihen The facility is equipped 
with the necessary comreunications and dose projection cmputer equipment 
should Zion's EOF (located within the Zion 10 mile EPZ) become 
uninhabitable.  

7.1.5 Emergency Operations Facility (E.Y) 

The EOF is the location near the generating station that provides for 
the management of overall emergency response, the coordination of 
radiological and environmental assessments, the determination of ( ~recormmended public protective actions, the management of recovery 
operations, and the coordination of emergency response activities with 
Federal, State, and local agencies. The rOF Organization functions 
under the Manager of Emergency Operations and is activated for all Site 
and General Emergency conditions.  

Four major groups of emergency response personnel function at each EOF.  
They are: 
"o Technical Support personniel 
" Advisory Support personnel 
"a Environmental Assessment personnel 
"o Emergency News personnel.  

Technical Support personnel function under the direction of the 
Technical Support Manager and provide direction of all recovery 
operations.  

Advisory Support personnel provide administrative services to the EOP 
and notification to responsible authorities.  

Environmental Assessment personnel are under the direction of the 
Protective Measures Director and function to evaluate emergency 
situations that affect the public.  

Emergency news personnel within the EOF gather newsworthy information 
from EOF Participants and relay this information to the news personnel 
in the appropriate Joint Public Information Center (JPIC) .
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7.1.5 Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) (cont'd) 

The four (4) primary EOFs (Mazon EOF to serve Dresden, Braidwood and LaSalle 
County Stations, Dixon EOF for Byron Station, Morrison EOF for Quad Cities 
Station, and Zion EOF for Zion Station) are constructed according to the 
design criteria such that: 

1) The location provides optimum functional and availability 
characteristics for carrying out overall strategic direction of CECo 
onsite and support operations, determination of public protective 
actions to be recommended to offsite officials, and coordination with 
Federal, State and local organizations.  

2) They are well engineered for the design life of the plant and are of 
sufficient size to accommodate about 50 people. The Zion Station EOF, 
because of its close proximity to the station, is provided with 
additional radiological protection features.:It'a.so has abackup 
fali-.ty: ..cte ..... -idsGoe htl h LFbcm ninhabitable.  

3) They are equipped with reliable voice communications capabilities to 
the TSC, the OSC, the CEOF, the Control Room, NRC, and State and local 
emergency operations centers. In addition, each EOF has facsimile 
transmission capability.  

4) Equipment is provided to gather, store, and display data needed in the 
EOF to analyze and exchange information on plant conditions with the 
Station Director in the TSC.  

5) The EOF technical data system receives, stores, processes, and displays 
information sufficient to perform assessments of the actual and 
potential onsite and offsite environmental consequences of an emergency 
condition.  

"6) They have ready access to plant records, procedures, and emergency 
plans needed for effective overall management of CECo emergency 
response resources.  

7.1.6 JOINT PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTER (JPIC) 

The Joint Public Information Center (JPIC) is the facility in which media 
personnel gather to receive information related to the emergency event. The 
JPIC may or may not be in the same physical location as the EOF.  

Emergency News personnel operate from the Joint Public Information Center 
(JPIC), which is under the direction of the Public Information Manager and 
functions as the single point contact to interface with Federal, State, and 
local authorities who are responsible for disseminating information to the 
public. The Public Information Manager and appropriate technical 
spokespersons shall be available to brief the press at the JPIC.
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7.2 Co=nr uiiication Systems 

CECo has extensive and reliable communication systems installed at its 
generating stations, System Power Supply Office, Corporate Headquarters, 
and Division load dispatching offices. These systems include the use of 
normal and dedicated telephone lines on land lines and microwave voice 
channels, mobile radio units, handi-talkies, and computer peripherals.  
For the purposes of emergency commmunications, the system is addressed 
in terms of functional areas as described in the following sections.  

7.2.1 Nuclear Accident Reporting System (NARS) 

The Nuclear Accident Reporting System (KARS) is a dedicated 
telephone voice communications system that has been 
installed for the purpose of notifying State and local 
authorities of declared nuclear emergencies. This phone is 
normally colored green. This system links together the 
station Control Rooms, the CEOF, EOFs, TSCs, System Power 
Supply Office, and State and local authorities as 
appropriate.  

Illinois ESDA and Illinois DNS, in cooperation with 
Commonwealth Edison, are responsible for the development and 
execution of all steps necessary to ensure continuous 
operation of the NARS.  

7.2.2 Dedicated EmerQenc- Resnonse Facility (ERF) Communication Systems

The OD9r (Dze..ners Greve) will set have '_ 
eapabilities ntmril installatizn ef a fiber epties linke is 
zzmp1eted. Micrza.- e~z han~nels, PL, A.lternate CZEP 
lines and czrr radie will mezt be av:ailable until this time

CECo has established several dedicated communication systems 
that ensure reliable and timely exchange of information 
necessary to provide effective command and control over any 
emergency response. These systems include: 

o A microwave voice channel between the CEOF and the 
Station Control Room, the TSC, and the EOF at each 
nuclear station. This phone is normally colored gray.  

This phone is referred to as the Alternate GSEP Phone.  
(See Figure 7.2-1) 

o A telephone link that enables communication between 
the CEOF, the TSC, and the EOF. This phone is 
normally colored yellow and is referred to as the GSEP 
Phone. (See Figure 7.2-1) 

o Party Line (PL) communications that enable personnel 
of the same discipline to conference from up to six 
different locations at the same time. Designated PL 
lines are as follows: 

(PL-1) Health Physics Party Line 
(PL-2) Environmental Party Line 
(PL-3) Technical Party Line 
These lines are normally colored Blue and are located 
in various ERFs and Company Offices.
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SECTION 4 (continued) 

4.3 CORPORATE EMERGENCY RESPONSE ORGANIZATION 

4.3.1 THE CEOF ORGANIZATION 

(F) 4.3-1 THE CEOF ORGANIZATION 

(T) 4.3-1 SYSTEM POWER SUPPLY OFFICE (SYSTEM POWER 

DISPATCHER) 

(T) 4.3-2 NUCLEAR DUTY OFFICER (NDO) 

(T) 4.3-3 MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS (CEOF) 

(T) 4.3-4 TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGER (CEOF) 

(T) 4.3-5 TECHNICAL SPECIALIST (CEOF) 

(T) 4.3-6 PROTECTIVE MEASURES DIRECTOR (CEOF) 

(T) 4.3-7 HEALTH PHYSICS/ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST (CEOF) 

(T) 4.3-8 ADVISORY SUPPORT MANAGER (CEOF) 

(T) 4.3-9 EMERGENCY PLANNER (CEOF) 

(T) 4.3-10 INTENTIONALLY BLANK 

(T) 4.3-11 EMERGENCY RESTORATION OF POWER (ER-) DIRECTOR 

4.3.2 THE EOF ORGANIZATION 

(F) 4.3-2 THE EOF ORGANIZATION 

(T) 4.3-12 MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS 

(T) 4.3-13 ASSISTANT MEO (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-14 TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGER (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-15 TECHNICAL SUPPORT DIRECTOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-16 SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-17 WASTE SYSTEMS DIRECTOR (EOF) 

CT) 4.3-18 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT DIRECTOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-19 TECHNICAL INFORMATION COORDINATOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-20 EOF STATUS BOARD RECORDERS (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-21 TECHNICAL COMMUNICATOR (T'O TSC) 

CT) 4.3-22 ENS COMMUNICATOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-23 SPDS/PTHSTY SPECIALIST (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-24 PROTECTIVE MEASURES COORDINATOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-25 PROTECTIVE MEASURES DIRECTOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-26 HEALTH PHYSICS DIRECTOR (EOF)
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SECTION 4 (continued)

(T) 4.3-27 HPN COMMUNICATOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-28 ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY COORDINATOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-29 PROTECTIVE MEASURES COMMUNICATOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-30 EOF ENVIRONS DIRECTOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-31 GSEP RADIO COMMUNICATOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-32 EOF ODCS SPECIALIST (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-33 STATE ENVIRONS COORDINATOR(S) 

(T) 4.3-34 ADVISORY SUPPORT MANAGER (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-35 ADVISORY SUPPORT DIRECTOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-36 GOVERNMENTAL SUPPORT DIRECTOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-37 CECo EOC LIAISON(S) 

(T) 4.3-38 GOVER,-bENTAL COMMUNICATOR(S) (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-39 EMERGENCY PLANNER (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-40 SAFEGUARDS SPECIALIST (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-41 ACCESS CONTROL COORDINATOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-42 MANPOWER/LOGISTICS DIRECTOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-43 COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR (EOF) 

(T) 4.3-44 COMPUTER SPECIALIST(S) (EOF) 

4.3.3 THE EMERGENCY NEWS CENTER (ENC) ORGANIZATION 

(F) 4.3-3 EMERGENCY NEWS CENTER (ENC) ORGANIZATION 

WHEN CO-LOCATED EOF/JPIC IS ACTIVATED 

(F) 4.3-4 EMERGENCY NEWS CENTER (ENC) ORGANIZATION 

WHEN A REMOTE JPIC IS ACTIVATED 

(T) 4.3-45 PUBLIC INFORMATION MANAGER/ENC 

CORPORATE SPOKESPERSON (ENC) 

(T) 4.3-46 PUBLIC INFORMATION DIRECTORS (ENC) 

(T) 4.3-47 JPIC COORDINATOR (ENC) 

(T) 4.3-48 INFORMATION LIAISON (ENC) 

(T) 4.3-49 TECHNICAL ADVISORS (ENC) 

(T) 4.3-50 TECHNICAL SPOKESPERSON (ENC) 

(T) 4-3-51 H.P./ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORS (ENC) 

(T) 4.3-52 H.P./ENVIRONMENTAL SPOKESPERSON (ENC) 

(T) 4.3-53 ENC RECORDER (ENC) 

(T) 4.3-54 NEWSWRITERS (ENC) 

(T) 4.3-55 MEDIA MONITORING COORDINATOR (ENC) 

(T) 4.3-56 RUMOR CONTROL COORDINATOR (ENC)
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2.28 PROBABLE 

Supported by evidence strong enough to 
establish presumption but not proof; an event 
that is likely to occur; the probability that 
an event will occur is greater than or equal to 
50%.  

2.29 PROJECTED DOSE 

That calculated dose commitment that some 
individuals in the population group may 
receive if no protective actions are 
implemented. Projected doses are calculated to 
establish an upper limit boundary.  

2.30 PROTECTED AREA 

That onsite area within the security boundary 
as defined in each station's Security Plan.  

2.31 PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES (PAG) 

Projected radiological dose or dose commitment 
( values to individuals in the general population 

that warrant protective action.  

Protective Action Guides are criteria used to 
determine if the general population needs 
protective action regarding projected 
radiological doses, or from actual committed 
(measured) dose values.  

2.32 PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS (PARs) 

Recommended actions to the States for the 
protection of the offsite public from whole 
body external gamma radiation,- and inhalation 
and ingestion of radioactive materials.  
Typical PARs include recommendations for 
sheltering, evacuation, access control and 
other recommendations concerning the safeguards 
of affected food chain processes.  

(.
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2.33 PROTECTIVE ACTIONS 

Those emergency measures taken for the purpose 
of preventing or minimizing radiological 
exposures to affected population groups.  

2.34 QUARTERLY 

Frequency of occurrence equal to once in each 
of the following four periods: January 1 thru 
March 31; April 1 thru June 30; July 1 thru 
September 30; October I thru December 31.  

2.35 SEMI-ANNUAL 

Frequency of occurrence equal to once in each 
of the following periods: January 1 thru June 
30; July 1 thru December 31.  

2.36 SHALL, SHOULD, AND MAY 

The word "shall" is used to denote a 
requirement, the word "should" to denote a 
recommendation, and the word "may" to denote 
permission, neither a requirement nor a 
recommendation.  

2.37 SIGNIFICANT ALERT 

Those Alert Emergency Action Levels (EALs) 
which indicate a radiological release or 
directly affect safety system equipment and are 
designated in each station's GSEP Annex Section 
5.  

2.38 SITE BOUNDARY 

The Site Boundary is that Company owned 
property on which a Nuclear Station is located 
and may include Commonwealth Edison leased 
lands adjacent to that Nuclear Station. Each 
Nuclear Station's Site Boundary is described in 
detail in its site specific annex to the GSEP.  

2.39 STANDBY 

An Emergency Response Facility is considered to 
be on Standby if Minimum Staffing, as described 
in Section 4, has been assessed as present and 
the facility has been assessed as being capable 
of assuming the nondelegable responsibilities 
of Command and Control, as they apply to the 
facility in question.
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3.1.2 Corporate Emergency •esponse OrgarL_.ation 

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization 
consists of: 

"* The CEOF Organization 
"* The EOF Organization 
"* The Emergency News Center Organization 

These Corporate Organizations will be covered in 
detail in Section 4.0 of this plan.  

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization is 
staffed by Corporate, Nuclear Station and 
Commercial Division personnel, and operates out of 
the Corporate Emergency Operations Facility (CEOF) 
and Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) and the 
Joint Public Information Center (JPIC). This 
Corporate organization is supported by News Media 
Spokespersons, environmental assessment staff and 
monitoring teams that provide long-term support to 
the affected station. Additionally, this 
Corporate organization has long term liaison 
responsibilities with Federal, State, and local 
authorities.  

The CEOF will be activated at a Significant Alert.  
The CEOF Organization is responsible for 
evaluating, coordinating and directing the overall 
company activities involved in the emergency 
response. The CEOF may assume command and control 
from the Technical Support Center (TSC).  

The CEOF also serves as the backup EOF for Zion 
Station as described in Section 3.4.  

During the more serious emergencies (i.e., Site 
Emergency or General Emergency), the EOF 
Organization is responsible for evaluating, 
coordinating and directing the overall company 
activities involved in the emergency response. The 
CEOF may assume command and control from the 

Technical Support Center (TSC) until the station's 
EOF is capable of assuming command and control.  
This will be done at the discretion of the 
Manager of Emergency Operations. The CEOF may also 
function in a supporting role to the TSC, when the 
TSC maintains Command and Control. Once the EOF 
Organization is activated, the CEOF Organization 
becomes support staff to the EOF. (See Section 
4.0).  

C.
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3.4.4 Corporate EOF (CEOF' and the Zion Backup EOF 
(BEOF) 

The Corporate EOF (CEOF), is the location where 
the Manager of Emergency Operations (CEOF) will 
direct a staff in evaluating and coordinating the 
overall company activities involved with an 
emergency. Activation of the CEOF is mandatory 
upon declaration of a Significant Alert, Site 
Emergency or General Emergency. When the EOF 
Organization is activated at the nearsite EOF, 
then the CEOF Organization shall report to the EOF 
Organization in a supporting role. The CEOF is 
located in the Downers Grove facility.  

-The CEOF has also been designated as a backup EOF 
for Zion Station if evacuation of personnel from 
the Zion EOF is required. Relocation is 
determined by the Manager of Emergency Operations 
at the Zion EOF, who assigns essential personnel 
to the CEOF Downers Grove facility and designates 
a staging area for remaining personnel.  

3.4.5 Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) 

The Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) located 
near the station, is the location at which 
management of overall emergency response, 
coordination of radiological assessments, and 
management of recovery operations occurs. The EOF 
Organization functions under a Manager of 
Emergency Operations at the EOF. The EOF shall be 
activated for all Site and General Emergency 
situations. Activation of any EOF for other 
emergency situations is optional per the 
directions of the Station Director, Nuclear Duty 
Officer, Manager of Emergency Operations (CEOF) or 
Manager of Emergency Operations (EOF).  

All EOFs are designed to function in a similar 
manner regarding voice communication and data 
transmission. Thus each EOF may be used as a 
backup for an inoperative EOF, with the previously 
stated exception of Zion, which shall use the CEOF 
at Downers Grove.
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Recommended organization and s-ffing for the OSC 

during extended emergency events (i.e., events 

lasting longer than twenty-four hours) are shown 

in figures included with this section.  

NOTE:

The OSC shall remain activated during events classified as 

Site Emergency and General Emergency. The OSC may be 

de-activated at the Alert level if deemed unnecessary by the 

Acting Station Director/Station Director.

All Station Emergency Response Organization personnel shall 

have the authority to perform assigned duties in a manner 

consistent with the objectives of this plan. The major 

responsibilities and duties of these personnel are given in 

the following tables:

Table 4.2-1 
Table 4.2-2 
Table 4.2-3 
Table 4.2-4 
Table 4.2-5 
Table 4.2-6 
Table 4.2-7 
Table 4.2-8 
Table 4.2-9 
Table 4.2-10 
Table 4.2-11 
Table 4.2-12 
Table 4.2-13 
Table 4.2-14 
Table 4.2-15 
Table 4.2-16 
Table 4.2-17 
Table 4.2-18 
Table 4.2-19 
Table 4.2-20

Acting Station Director/Station Director 
Assistant Station Director 
State/NARS Communicator 
Operations Director 
Control Room Communicator (in the TSC) 
Operational Support Center Director 
Operational Support Center Supervisor 
Technical Director 
Technical Communicator (to CEOF/EOF) 
ENS Communicator 
TSC Technical Status Board Recorders 
Administrative Director 
Radiation Protection Director 
Chemistry Director 
HPN Communicator 
TSC Environs Director 
TSC ODCS Specialist 
Maintenance Director 
Stores Director 
Security Director
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TABLE 4.2-1 (cont'd) 

ACTING STATION DIRECTOR/STATION DIRECTOR 

PART B) STATION DIRECTOR (TSC) RESPONSIBILITIES WITH THE 
CORPORATE EOF OR EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY IN 
COMMAND AND CONTROL INCLUDE: 

o Keep the Manager of Emergency Operations (CEOF or EOF) 
and NRC informed as to the status of the plant.  

o Assist the MEO (CEOF or EOF) in the acquisition of 
information for the NARS, NRC Event Notification 
Worksheet and State Agency Update Checklist.  

o Provide information and recommendaLions to the MEO 
(CEOF or EOF).  

o Implement plans, procedures and schedules to meet 
emergency response objectives as directed by the MEO 
(CEOF or EOF).  

o Request from the Corporate Emergency Response 
Organization any additional material, manpower and 
equipment needed to implement response plans and 
operations.  

o Continue to supervise the Station Emergency Response 
Organization (i.e. Control Room, OSC and TSC).  

o Provide a station Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) for the 

EOF as requested by the MEO or Nuclear Duty Officer.  

o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.
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TABLE 4.2-9 

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATOR (TO CEOF/EOF) 

The TSC Communicators are responsible for 
transmitting/receiving information to and from the TSC.  

General responsibilities assigned to all TSC Communicators 
include: 

"o Establish communications with appropriate parties as 

directed by the responsible Director.  

"o Transmit information that has been reviewed and/or 
approved by the responsible Director.  

"o Document time, date and information being transmitted 
or received on appropriate forms.  

"o Record and relay inquiries to responsible Directors and 
the responses to those inquiries.  

""o Assist appropriate Directors in maintaining proper 
records and logs of GSEP related activities.  

SPECIFIC DUTIES ASSIGNED TO THE 
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATOR (TO CEOF/EOF) INCLUDE: 

"o Report to TSC Technical Director.  

"o Establish and maintain contact with the Technical 
Specialist (CEOF) and/or the Technical Communicator at 
the EOF.  

o Provide CEOF/EOF with Plant Status Information as 
directed by the TSC Technical Director.
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TABLE 4.2-16 

TSC ENVIRONS DIRECTOR (TSC) 

The TSC Environs Director reports to the Radiation Protection Director 

and supervises the activities of CECo Environmental Sampling Teams in an 

emergency. Once the EOF Environs Director has taken control of the 

Environmental Sampling Teams, the TSC Environs Director will continue to 

monitor offsite environmental data and will assist the Radiation 

Protection Director as deemed appropriate.  

Responsibilities assigned to the TSC Environs Director include: 

o Supervise the activities of the ODCS Specialist.  

o Assemble one or more envirornmental monitoring teams, and track 

these individuals accumulated dose.  

o Dispatch and coordinate the activities of CECO Environmental 
Monitoring "eams. This includes: 

- - Dose rate surveys (including plume tracking); 

- - Air sampling; 
- - Soil, water, and vegetation sampling; 
- - Contamination surveys; and 
- - Exchange of TLDs and filter cartridges from fixed environmental 

stations.  

So Accumulate, tabulate, and evaluate environmental and radiological 
data.  

o Request additional environmental personnel and/or equipment, as 

necessary. This includes: 

- - Assistance for road blocks and security until State, County and 

Local personnel are available; 
- O'btain communications equipment as necessary. Telephones, mobile 

radios, and portable radios may bL required; 
- - Obtain required transportation for personnel; and 

- - Obtain sufficient technical and nontechnical personnel to expand 

the operation as necessary.  

" Transfer command of the Environs Field Teams to the EOF$-RGF 

Environs Director when appropriate. The Protective Measures 

Director (CEOF) may take command of the Environmental Field Teams 

if agreed upon by the MEO (CEOF) and the Station Director or the 
MEO (EOF).  

"o Make appropriate Protective Action Recommendations for the public 

to the Radiation Protection Director.  

"o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  
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TABLE 4.2-20 

SECURITY DIRECTOR (TSC) 

The Security Director maintains plant security and personnel 
accountability at the nuclear station. The Security 
Director shall report directly to the Station Director.  

Responsibilities assigned to the Security Director include: 

o Maintain plant security and account for all personnel 
within the protected area as necessary or required.  

o Identify, for the Station Director, any nonroutine 
security proc..dures and/or contingencies that are in 
effect or that require a response.  

o Expedite ingress and egress of key emergency response 
personnel, as required.  

o Coordinate with the Radiation Protection Director in 
controlling ingress and egress to and from the 
protected area if radiological concerns are present.  

o Provide for access control to the Control Room, TSC and 
OSC, as appropriate.  

o Initiate security at the EOF and JPIC if it is 
requested by the ME0 (CEOF) or the Station Director.  

It shall be the responsibility of the Security Director 
to contact an Access Control Coordinator and to notify 
the Corporate Nuclear Security Administrator. Access 
Control Coordinators are listed in the GSEP telephone 
directory.  

o Provide an escort and expedite ingress, as necessary, 
for NRC Site Team personnel in conjunction with the 
Radiation Protection Director.  

o Act as the TSC liaison with the appropriate NRC Site 
Team representative.  

"o Assist the Radiation Protection Director in determining 
personnel evacuation routes as necessary.  

"o Assist the Station Director in evaluating changes in 

security related Emergency Action Levels (EALs)..  

"o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.
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4.3 Corporate Emergency Response Organization 

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization consists of three 
organizations; the CEOF, the EOF, and the Emergency News Center (ENC) 
Organization. Corporate Emergency Response Activation may involve all three 
corporate organizations, however, only the CEOF or EOF Organization can take 
Command and Control. These organizations will be covered in the following 
sections: 

SECTION 4.3.1 CEOF Organization 
SECTION 4.3.2 EOF Organization 
SECTION 4.3.3 Emergency News Center Organization 

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization is manned by CECo's 
Generating Station, General Office and Division Personnel. These personnel 
perform response actions in support of the Station Emergency Response 
Organization. Additionally, if activated, the Corporate Emergency Response 
Organization is capable of assuming overall Command and Control of the 
Emergency Response.  

The size of the Corporate Emergency Response Organization and the need 
for its activation will depend upon the nature and extent of the emergency.  
Activation of the CEOF is required ror lignificant Alerts, Site and General 
Emergencies. CEOF activation for other Alerts or Unusual Events will be 
determined by the level of response deemed appropriate by the Nuclear Duty 
Officer. Activation of the EOF is required for Site and General Emergencies.  
Activation for other events (i.e., Unusual Events or Alerts) will be 
determined by the level of response deemed appropriate by the Nuclear Duty 

Officer and/or Manager of Emergency Operations (CEOF) 

( NOTE: 

The roles of the System Power Supply Office and the Nuclear Duty Officer 
are unique in that they may be considered as parts of the overall 
Corporate Emergency Response, but do not hold specifically identified 
positions within the CEOF Organization, the EOF Organization, or the ENC 
Organization. For a description of their general responsibilites as 
they pertain to the GSEP, refer to the following referenced Tables: 

Table 4.3-1 System Power Supply Office 
Table 4.3-2 Nuclear Duty Officer 

NOTE: 

The Emergency Restoration of Power (ERP) Director is a position that 
coordinates with the Corporate Emergency Response Organization. The ERP 
Director works with the Nuclear Duty Officer when the CEOF is activated 
and the Manpower/Logistics Director (COF) when the EOF is activated.  
This organizational relationship is depicted-on the Organization charts 
by a dotted line. For a description of the general responsibilities of 
the ERF Director as they pertain to the GSEP, refer to the following 
referenced Table: 

Table 4.3-11 ERP Director 
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4.3.1 THE CEOF ORGANIZATION 

When activation of the CEOF Organization is required, the goal for 
staffing is 60 minutes. Although the CEOF Organization is capable of 
assuming command and control , there a:e several factors differentiating 
the CEOF and EOF Organizations: 

1) The CROF Organization functions from the CROF which is a single 
facility outside all the stations' 10 mile EPZs, while the EOF 
Organization functions from a given station's EOF.  

2) The CEOF Organization is composed of a smaller number of response 
personnel than the EOF Organization.  

3) The CEOF woulC likely be the CECo facility utilized during daytime 
hours for Corporate Response to Trans: •rtation Accidents.  
(This does not exclude the possibility of the Station Emergency 
Response Organization being activated for Transportation 
Accidents).  

4) The CEOF Organization shall be activated when a Significant 
Alert, a Site Emergency or a General Emergency is declared.  

5) The CEOF may assume the nondelegable responsibilities of Command 
and Control of the Emergency Response from the Station Emergency 
Response Organization for Site and General Emergencies until the 
EOF is capable of assuming Command and Control Responsibilities.  
Determination of the transfer of Command and Control will be based 
on events in progress and will be determined by the MEO (CEOF) and 
Station Director.  

6) When both the CEOF and EOF Organizations are activated, the CEOF 
Organization will function in a support role to the larger EOF 
Organization, after Command and Control is transferred to the 

! EOF.  

7) The CEOF should not assume ENS/HPN communications 
responsibilities 

The CEOF Organization consists of the following personnel whose 
major duties are delineated in the referenced Tables: 

Table 4.3-3 MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-4 TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGER (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-5 TECHNICAL SPECIALIST (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-6 PROTECTIVE MEASURES DIRECTOR (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-7 HEALTH PHYSICS/ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-8 ADVISORY SUPPORT MANAGER (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-9 EMERGENCY PLANNER (CEOP) 
Table 4.3-10 INTENTIONALLY BLANK 
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FIGURE 4.3-1 

THE CEOF 0RCANIZATIC:.

R~~OTE ~MANAGER OF ROE

E24ERGENCY NUCLEAR ,A COMMUNI CATI ONS OFIE OPERATI ONS SERVI CES 
(CEOF) 

LOCATION---

SERP DIRECTOR 

ERGECY PLANNER 
LOCATI ON (EF

f.

V

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
MANAGER (CEOF) I I

FI LTECHNICAL SPECIALIST (CEOF)

PROTECTIVE 
MEASURES DIRECTOR 

(CEOF) I I ADVISORY SUPPORT 
MANAGER (CEOF)

pp
HEALTH PHYSICS/ 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

SPECIALIST (CEOF) 
(2 Required)
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TABLE 4.3-2

NUCLEAR DUTY OFFICER (NDO) 

The Nuclear Duty Officer (NDO) is the CECo individual who 

acts as the initial Corporate contact for emergency plan 

activations. The Nuclear Duty Officer (NDO) shall make 

decisions regarding activation of the Corporate Emergency 
Response Organization. The Nuclear Duty Officer's 
responsibilities include: 

1) ACTIONS FOR ALL CLASSIFIED EVENTS 

a. Contact the affected station to verify and obtain 
updated information concerning emergency response 
actions and event status.  

b. Verify that all appropriate notifications ha.-e 
been made.  

c. Notify System Power Dispatcher of what other 
information, in addition to classification 
changes, the NDO wishes to receive.  

d. Activate those portions of the Corporate Emergency 
Response Organization when procedurally required 

( or deemed appropriate.  

e. Notify the Communications Services Duty Officer of 

the event and consider activation of the Emergency 
News Center Organization if deemed appropriate.  

f. Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  

2) ACTIONS FOR ALERT CLASSIFICATIONS 

a. Complete all actions as listed above in part 1).  

b. Notify ANI and INPO within eight (8) hours of 
event classification.  

c. If the Alert Classification is determined to be a 
Significant Alert, activate the CEOF Organization.  

d. When the CEOF is activated, make contact and 
interface with the Emergency Restoration of Power 
Director, as necessary, concerning utilization of 
additional Company resources necessary to meet the 
needs of the Emergency.  

(
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3) ACTIONS FOR SITE AND GENERAL EMERGENCIES 

a. Activate the Corporate Emergency Response 
Organization (CEOF and EOF and ENC Organizations).  
The NDO's responsibilities shall include all the 
actions identified in 1) and 2) above.  

b. Notify the Communications Services Duty Officer 
(CSDO) and prior to the activation of the 
Emergency News Center Organization, review any 
news releases for accuracy.  

4) ACTIONS FOR A TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENT 

a. Complete actions a, b and e as listed above in 
part 1).  

b. Notify ANI and INPO within eight (8) hours of the 
accident.  

c.. Maintain a record of activities.  

NOTE: 

The NDO's function is to determine the degree of Corporate 
assistance required to control and mitigate emergency events.  
Additionally, it is the NDO's responsibility to initiate 
Corporate assistance, by activating those parts of the 
Corporate Emergency Response Organization, (CEOF and/or EOF 
and ENC Organizations), which the NDO deems appropriate or 
are required by Company procedures.  

For more specific duties and responsibilities of the NDO in 
regards to response to generating station and utility 
emergencies, refer to the current NDO's Corporate Emergency 
Plan Implementing Procedure (CEPIP).
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TABLE 4.3-3 

MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS (CEOF) 

The MEO (CEOF), when in Command and Control, will direct CECo's 

Emergency Response activities until such time when (and if) the EOF 

Organization assumes Command and Control. When the EOF Organization 

assumes Command and Control, the ME0 (CEOF) and Staff will remain in 

place as a support group for the Manager of Emergency Operations CEOF).  

When the TSC has Command and Control, assume the ongoing 

responsibilities assigned to the MEO (CEOF), including : 

"o Direct the CEOF Organization shown in Figure 4.3-1 and coordinate 

all CECo activities involved in coping with the emergency.  

"" Coordinate CECo press releases with the Nuclear Duty Officer and 

Communications Services, as appropriate.  

"o Request assistance from non-CECo emergency response organizations, 

as required.  

"o Evaluate the need, based on events in progress, to staff the EOF 

to provide additional support to the Station.  

"o Maintain a record of the GSEP related activities.  

When the CEOF assumes Command and Control, assume the additional 

( responsibilities assigned to the MEO (CEOF) including: 

"o All nondelegable responsibilites of Command and Control as 

delineated in Section 4.4.6 of this plan.  

"I Ensure State Agency Update Checklists are completed and 

transmitted on an hourly basis.  

"o Approve the contents of the KARS form prior to transmittal.  

o Notify appropriate State and local agencies of emergency 

conditions in accordance with Section 6.0 of this plan.  

"o Ensure that appropriate measures are taken Onsite to: 

- - Terminate the condition causing the emergency.  

- - Protect employees and the public.  
S- - Effect post accident recovery and deactivate the Emergency 

Response Organization when appropriate.  

After the EOF Organization assumes Command and Control: 

o Remain at the CEOF and provide assistance to the Station Director 

and Manager of Emergency Operations (EOF) 
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TABLE 4.3-4 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGER (CEOF) 

The Technical Support Manager (CEOF) reports to the MEO 

(CEOF). The TSM (CEOF) will direct the activities of the 

Technical Specialist (CEOF) and will coordinate the 

engineering services necessary for plant modifications, 

special equipment arrangement, shielding, containers, or 

other devices needed during the emergency. When the EOF 

Organization assumes Command and Control, the TSM (CEOF) 

will functionally report to the Technical Support Manager 

(EOF).  

Responsibilities assigned to the Technical Support Manager 

(CEOF) include: 

o Provide recommendations for changes in Emergency Action 

Level classification to the MEO(CEOF).  

o Provide information concerning the status of plant 

operations and recommendations for mitigating the 

consequences of the accident.  

o Assist in completion of the NARS and State Agency 
Update Checklist in coordination with the Station 
Emergency Response Organization.  

o Assist in the development of post-accident recovery 
measures.  

o Advise the MEO (CEOF) of the need to staff the EOF 

based on degrading plant conditions.  

o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  
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TABLE 4.3-5 

TECHNICAL SPECIALIST (CEOF) 

The Technical Specialist (CEOF) is responsible for obtaining and 

disseminating plant condition and status information in the CEOF.  

The Technical Specialist (CEOF) reports to the Technical Support 

Manager (CEOF).  

Responsibilities assigned to the Technical Specialist (CEOF) 
include: 

Ensure that criti:al parameters are identified and trended 

utilizing the Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS), Point 

History (PTHSTY) and Point Trend programs.  

O Advise the TSM (CEOF) of changes in Emergency Action Level 

(EAL) classification based on plant conditions or 
parameters.  

a Establish contact with the Technical Conmmunicator (TO 

CEOF/EOF).  

a Obtain plant status information.  

. Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.
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TABLE 4.3-6 

PROTECTIVE MEASURES DIRECTOR (CEOF) 

The Protective Measures Director (CEOF) reports to the MEO (CEOF) and 
directs the activities of the Health Physics/Environmental Specialists 
(CEOF). The PMD (CEOF) is cognizant of offsite sampling/monitoring 
activities of CECo personnel and interfaces with State personnel 
regarding dose assessment programs, as appropriate. The PMD (CEOF) 
shall make recommendations on dose management techniques for both onsite 
and offsite activities for maintaining personnel exposure as low as 
reasonably achievable. When the EOF Organization assumes Command and 
Control, the PMD shall serve as a support individual for the Protective 
Measures Director (EOF).  

Responsibilities assigned to the Protective Measures Director (CEOF) 
include: 

o Provide recommendations for changes in radiological Emergency 
Action Level classification to the MEO (CEOF).  

o Maintain cognizance of environmental sampling activities 

o Advise the MEO (CEOF) on the need for emergency exposure approval 
for CECo emergency workers.  

0 Advise the MEO (CEOF) on the need for administering thyroid 
blocking agents for CECo emergency workers.  

So Based on environmental sampling or known plant releases, advise 
the MEO (CEOF) of Protective Action Recommendations (PARs) for 
plant personnel and members of the public.  

o Assist in the completion of the NARS and State Agency Update 
Checklist in coordination with the Station Emergency Response 
Organization.  

o Coordinate additional radiological support as requested by the 
I17SC.  

o Advise the MEO (CEOF) of the need to staff the EOF based on 
degrading radiological or environmental conditions.  

o Act as an alternate for review and approval of the State Agency 
Update Checklist.  

0 Determine the need for and contact Medical Department personnel 
for assistance.  

0 Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  

(
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TABLE 4.3-7 

HEALTH PHYSICS /ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST (CEOF) 

The Health Physics/Environmental Specialists (CEOF) reports to the Protective 

Measures Director (CEOF). The Health Physics/Environmental Specialists (CEOF) 

shall monitor onsite and offsite radiological conditions to collect and 

disseminate information to the CEOF staff.  

Responsibilities assigned to the Health Physics/Environmental Specialists 

(CEOF) include: 

o Identify and trend critical radiological and meteorlogical parameters 

utilizing the Point History (PTHSTY) and Point Trend programs and the 

meteorological contractor.  

o Evaluate pertinent dose projection data using the ODCS computer models 

as requested by the PMD (CEOF).  

o Remain cognizant cf forecast data • ensure that the status is updated 

periodically.  

Immediately notify the PMD (CEOF) of meteorological changes which may 

impact identification of downwind sectors.  

0 Interpret radiological data and provide Protective Action 
Recommendations (PARs) based upon calculated dose projections to the PMD 

or (CEOF).  

o Advise the PMD (CEOF) of changes in Emergency Action Level (EAL) 

classification based on effluent releases or dose projections.  

0 Monitor the GSEP Radio transmissions to remain cognizant of the 

Environmental Field Team activities and radiological conditions.  

0 o Request additional equipment and personnel as necessary to supplement 

environmental monitoring efforts from unaffected CECo nuclear stations 

and/or an environmental contractor.  

Convey information pertaining to CECo Environmental Field Team 

activities and sample results to State authorities.  

0 Coordinate information flow between the CEOF and the affected State(s) 

environmental authorities.  

0 Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  

(
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TABLE 4.3- 8 

I ADVISORY SUPPORT MANAGER (CEOF) 

The Advisory Support Manager (CEOF) will provide support 
functions in organizational logistics and governmental 
interface. The ASM (CEOF) also shall maintain effective 
interfaces between State and local agencies by providing 
State agencies with periodic updates. The ASM (CEOF) 
reports to the MEO (CEOF). When the EOF Organization 
assumes Command and Control, the ASM (CEOF) will 
functionally serve as a support individual for the Advisory 
Support Manager (EOF).  

I Responsibilities assigned to the ASM (CEOF) include: 

0 o Assist the MEO (CEGi) in the evaluation of the 
significance of an emergency with respect to the 
public.  

o Prepare, approve and transmit the State Agency Update 
Checklist at least hourly.  

0 o Maintain records of CEOF activities.  

0 o Ensure that access to the CEOF is limited to 
Emergency Responders.  

o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  
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TABLE 4.3-9 

EMERGENCY PLANNER (CEOF) 

The Emergency Planner (CEOF) is responsible for verifying 

that the CECo Generating Stations Emergency Plan (GSEP) is 

implemented effectively and assists the CEOF staff in 

facility utilization. The Emergency Planner (CEOF) reports 

to the MEO (CEOF).  

Responsibilities assigned to the Emergency Planner (CEOF) 

include: 

o Assist in activation o' the CEOF.  

o Act as a GSEP subject matter expert for the CEOF 
Organization.  

o Operate the audio-visual system and telecommunications 
in the EMC as directed by the MEO (CEOF).  

o Coordinate CEOF support services as necessary.  

0 o Coordinate maintenance for CEOF equipment as necessary.  

o Assist any CEOF personnel, as necessary, in using 

desired Computer Programs.  

o Establish shift staffing for the CEOF using the GSEP 

Telephone Directory.  

o Establish and maintain a CEOF Ingress/Egress Log and 

Fitness for Duty Verification documentation..  : Verify that the CEOF Organization is maintaining 
appropriate documentation of their activities.  

0 Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.
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TABLE 4.3-10 

INTENTIONALLY BLANK
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TABLE 4.3-11 

EMERGENCY RESTORATION OF POWER (ERP) DIRECTOR 

The Emergency Restoration of Power (ERP) Director, located 

in the CECo Technical Center Office in Maywood, Illinois, 
shall coordinate the activities of Division personnel and 

equipment. The ERP Director shall provide for Division 
support to the affected station. Upon activation of the 
Corporate Emergency Response Organization, the ERP Director 
will coordinate with either the Nuclear Duty Officer or the 

Manpower/Logistics Director (EOF) 

Responsibilities assigned to the ERP Director include: 

"o Activate the Emergency Restoration of Power (ERP) 
Program as necessary to support the station activities.  

"o Inform the respective Division Director of support 
service required to meet the needs of the emergency 
response.  

"o Obtain additional support from other Divisions if the 
level of support requirements dictates.  

"o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  
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4.3.2 THE EOF ORGANIZATION 

During incidents classified as Site or General Emergencies, 
the EOF Organization will be activated. The EOF Organization functions under a Manager of Emergency Operations who is responsible for the overall company activities aimed at restoring the affected station to a safe status. The CEOF Organization provides support to the EOF Organization under the arrangement detailed in Section 4.3.1. The EOF Organization, depicted in Figure 4.3-2, consists of the following personnel whose major duties are delineated in the referenced tables.  

NOTE: 

Some EOF Positions are req-uired to be double staffed when a remote JPIC, such as Highland Park, is activated. These positions are indicated with an asterisk. One responder will report to the EOF and one will report to the remote 
JPIC.  

Table 4.3-12 Manager of Emergency Operations 

Table 4.3-13 Assistant MEO 

Table 4.3-14 Technical Support Manager 

Table 4.3-15 Technical Support Director 

Table 4.3-16 Senior Reactor Operator (at EOF) 

Table 4.3-17 Waste Systems Director 

Table 4.3-18 Design & Construction Support Director 

Table 4.3-19 Technical Information Coordinator 

Table 4.3-20 SOF Status Board Recorders 

Table 4.3-21 Technical Communicator (to TSC) 

Table 4.3-22 ENS Communicator 

Table 4.3-23 SPDS/PTHSTY Specialist
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TABLE 4.3-14 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGER AEOF) 

The Technical Support Manager (TSM) is the designated CECo 

individual who has requisite authority, nuclear experience 

and technical expertise to manage a technical staff in 

support of Emergency Response operations. The Technical 

Support Manager shall report directly to the Manager of 

Emergency Operations.  

Responsibilities assigned to the TSM include: 

o Manage the activities of the Technical Support Group in 

the EOF.  

o Provide recommendations for changes in Emergency Action 
Level classification to the Manager of Emergency 
Operations and participate in the decision-making 
process.  

o Provide information to the Assistant MEO for completing 
( the NARS Form.  

o Provide the Manager of Emergency Operations with 
information concerning the status of plant operations 
and with recommendations for mitigating the 
consequences of the accident.  

o Coordinate the activities of the Technical Support 
Manager (CEOF).  

"o Supervise the activities of the Technical Support 
Director and monitor the progress in the performance of 

the Technical Support Director's responsibilities.  

"o Assist in the development of post-accident recovery 
measures.  

"o Provide technical information on the facility design.  

"o Ensure that modifications needed for plant recovery are 
implemented in a timely manner.  

"o Enlist the aid of consultants as necessary.  

"o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities or assign 
an individual to do so.
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TABLE 4.3-25 

PROTECTIVE MEASURES DIRECTOR (EOF) 

The Protective Measures Director (PMD) is the designated 

CECo individual who is specifically qualified in the 

management of radiological consequence assessment and who is 

authorized to interact with supporting agencies. This 

individual will supervise the environmental assessment 

functions at the EOF. The Protective Measures Director 

shall report to the Manager of Emergency Operations.  

Responsibilities assigned to the Protective Measures 
Director include: 

"o Obtain input from the Protective Measures Coordinator 
concerning plant status that potentially may affect the 

public.  

"o Advise the Manager of Emergency Operations and Advisory 

Support Manager/Director concerning protective action 
recommendations.  

o Advise the Manager of Emergency Operations and the 

Advisory Support Manager/Director concerning changes in 

accident classification based upon effluent releases or 

dose projections.  

"o Provide information to the Assistant MEO for completing 
the NARS Form.  

"o Coordinate the activities of the Protective Measures 

Director (CEOF).  

"o Direct the activities of the Health Physics Director 

and the Environmental Emergency Coordinator and monitor 

the progress in the performance of their 
responsibilities.  

"o Provide or delegate to the Environmental Emergency 
Coordinator the review of the Environmental portions of 

the State Agency Update Checklist.  

"o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities or assign 

an individual to do so.  
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TABLE 4.3-26 

HEALTH PHYSICS DIRECTOR (EOF) 

The Health Physics Director (HPD) shall support the onsite Health 
Physics activities under the direction of the Protective Measures 
Director. The HPD shall make recommendations on dose management 
techniques for both onsite and offsite activities for maintaining 
personnel exposures as low as reasonably achievable.  
Responsibilities assigned to the Health Physics Director include: 

"o Direct the activities of the HPN Communicator(EOF).  

"o Direct the activities of any Radiation Technicians (RTs) in the 
EOF, as required (i.e. habitability checks, etc.) 

"o Assist the affected station in the planning and coordination of 
activities associated with the evacuation of non-essential 
personnel.  

"o Determine the need for additional Health Physics instrumentation, 
dosimetry, protective equipment, and radiological support 
personnel.  

"o Review plant Health Physics information and make recommendations 
to the Protective Measures Director.  

"o Assist and interface with the EOF Technical Group and the Station 
in the development of plans for plant surveys, sampling, 
shielding, and special tools in support of waste systems 
processing and design modification activities.  

"o Keep informed of the activities of offsite environmental 
monitoring teams.  

"o Determine the need for and contact Medical Department personnel 
for assistance in performing the following tasks: 
- Ensure that arrangements with appropriate hospitals have 

been made for patients involved in hazardous 
materials/radiation incidents.  

- Recommend first aid and decontamination techniques for 
personnel requiring aid in the emergency area.  

- Coordinate the activities of contracted radiological medical 
assistance personnel.  

- Analyze all available health information data pertaining to 
persons who have received injuries or excessive exposure to 
hazardous materials, including radioactivity.  

- Ensure that procedures governing the use of thyroid blocking 
agents have been followed by CECo emergency personnel.  

- Consult with the MEO regarding measures to protect onsite 
personnel and the offsite public.  

o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.
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TABLE 4.3-28 

ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY COORDINATOR (EOF) 

The Environmental Emergency Coordinator (EEC) is the 
designated CECo individual who is specifically qualified in 
the coordination of radiological consequence assessment.  
The Environmental Emergency Coordinator shall report to the 
Protective Measures Director.  

Responsibilities assigned to the Environmental Emergency 
Coordinator include: 

"o Ensure communications are established with the 
Corporate EOF, and/or the TSC to obtain information on 
the accident conditions, meteorological conditions, and 
estimates of radioactive material releases.  

"o Direct the activities of the Protective Measures 
Communicator, the State Environs Coordinator(s), and 
the EOF ODCS Specialist.  

"o Direct the activities of the EOF Environs Director and 
( the environmental staff. Coordinate the activities of 

the TSC Environs Director and environmental 
contractors.  

"o Assist the Protective Measures Communicator in 
completing the Environmental portion of the State 
Agency update checklist.  

o Interpret radiological data and provide Protective 
Action Recommendations (PARs) based upon calculated 
dose projections consistent with this plan and ensure 
Environmental Status Boards are updated as necessary.  

"o Identify changes in accident classification based on 
effluent releases or dose projections.  

"o Verify that information necessary to implement offsite 
emergency plans is collected and provided to the 
Protective Measures Director, including the 
environmental portion of the State Agency Update 
Checklist.  

"o Maintain a record of GSEP related actitivies.
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TABLE 4.3-34 

ADVISORY SUPPORT MANAGER (EOF) 

The Advisory Support Manager (ASM) is the designated CECo 
individual who will manage the efforts of the Advisory 
Support Group located at the EOF. This group provides 
support functions in organizational logistics and 
governmental interface. The ASM shall report directly to 
the Manager of Emergency Operations (MEO).  

Responsibilities assigned to the ASM include: 

o Assist the MEO in the evaluation of the significance of 
the emergency with respect to the public.  

o Assist the MEO in evaluating chianges to the Emergency 
Classification.  

o Provide information to the Assistant MEO for completing 
the NARS Form, as requested.  

o Direct the activities of the ASM (CEOF).  

o Act as an alternate for the review and approval of the 
State Agency Update Checklist prior to transmittal.  

o Maintain records of information obtained from other EOF 
personnel, including contacts with offsite agencies, 
contractors and other support organizations.  

"o Advise the MEO concerning the status of activities 
relating to governmental interfaces and provide 
recommendations for improving these interfaces.  

"o Direct the activities of the Advisory Support Director 
and monitor the progress in the performance of the 
Advisory Support Director's responsibilities.  

"o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities or assign 
a designated alternate (i.e., Advisory Support 
Director) to do so.
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TABLE 4.3-39 

EMERGENCY PLANNER (EOF) 

The Emergency Planner (EOF) is responsible for verifying 
that the CECo Generating Station Emergency Plan (GSEP) is 
implemented properly. The Emergency Planner (EOF) shall 
serve as a support individual for the Advisory Support 
Director (EOF).  

Responsibilities assigned to the Emergency Planner (EOF) 
include: 

"o Monitor information flow within the EOF organization to 
ensure information requirements are being met.  

"o Assess the effectiveness of ongoing EOF working 
relationships and recommend functional enhancements to 
the Advisory Support Director.  

"o Verify that the EOF Organization is maintaining 
appropriate documentation of their activities.  

"o Act as a GSEP subject matter expert for any member of 
the Emergency Response Organization.  

"o Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.
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TABLE 4.3-42 

MANPOWER/LOGISTICS DIRECTOR (ROF) 

The Manpower/Logistics Director is the designated CECo 
individual who is responsible for providing administrative, 
logistic, communications, and personnel support for the 
emergency response operations. The Manpower/Logistics 
Director shall report to the Advisory Support Director.  

Responsibilities assigned to the Manpower/Logistics Director 
include: 

o Direc, the activities of the Communications Director 
and the Computer Specialist(s).  

o Serve as pu-rchasing agent for the EOF Organization with 
the responsibility for contract 
negotiation/administration and material control.  

o Direct the clerical staff and ensure the clerical 
requirements for the other Directors, at the EOF, are 
met.  

o Obtain continual shift staffing requirements from 
appropriate EOF Directors as necessary to coordinate 
the scheduling of relief individuals.  

o Coordinate with the TSC's Administrative Director in 
ensuring that clerical support is obtained for the EOF 
and Emergency News Center Organization. These 
personnel should be obtained from a station or facility 
not affected by the emergency.  

o Obtain services as appropriate to support operation of 
the EOF such as, accommodations, office support 
services, food services and waste disposal.  

o Obtain support from Industrial Relations, the 
Comptroller's office, the Legal Department, the 
Accounting Department and others as required.  

o Initiate use of the special emergency response function 
number to charge emergency response costs and make 
provisions to establish a proper method of accounting 
for costs of contractual services and other 
expenditures related to the emergency.  

(continued next page)
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4.4 Command and Control Criteria/Essential Activities/ERF Minimum 
Staffing/Nondelegable Responsibilities 

4.4.1 Criteria for Assuming Command and Control 

Emergency personnel assume responsibility for their 
positions upon receiving notification to activate. Some 
will perform tasks related to fulfilling their 
responsibilities before arriving at an emergency facility.  
The command and control function, however, does not transfer 
from Control Room to TSC, from TSC to CEOF, from TSC to EOF, 
or from CEOF to EOF until certain criteria have been met.  
These criteria are: 
1. Minimum staffing levels are met and sufficient 

personnel are available in the facility to determine 
classifications, to determine recommended protective 
actioxis, to notify state and local agencies and to 
maintain communications.  
(In the case of the Control Room, personnel are 
on-site 24 )ours a day.) 

2. Personnel in the facility have been fully briefed as 
to the status of the event and the currently proposed 
plan of action.  

3. A formal statement of turnover between Shift Engineer 
and Station Director, between Station Director and 
Manager of Emergency Operations/Corporate MEO or 
between Corporate MEO and MEO have been made.  

4.4.2 Essential Activities of the Command and Control ERF 

The essential activities that must be performed once command 
and control has been assumed by an ERF are as follows: 
o Determine Emergency Action Level classification.  
o Determine Protective Action Recommendations (PARs) 

for the public and inplant workers.  
o Notify state, local and federal agencies as 

appropriate.  
o Maintain communications with their source of 

information.  

4.4.3 Control Room/Station Minimum Staffing 

For Nuclear Power Plants with a single Control Room, the 
minimum shift manning requirements for emergencies are 
determined by the number of operating Units (see Table 
4.4-1). Since requirements for normal plant operations are 
the same as those shown in Table 4.4-1, the minimum staff 
will be on-site at all times to respond to emergencies.  

NOTE 

* Shift. manning requirements for operating modes other than * 
* normal on-line operation are governed by plant Technical * 

* Specifications.
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CEOF Staffing 

The full CEOF Organization described in Section 
4.3.1 shall be present before the CEOF assumes 
Command and Control responsibilities. This staff 
parallels the EOF Minimum Staff capabilities.  

EOF Minimum Staffing 

The minimum staff for the Emergency Operations 
Facility is as follows: 

o Manager of Emergency Operations (EOF) 
o Technical Surnort Manager (EOF) 
o One other member of the Technical Group from 

Figure 4.3-2 
o Protective Measure- Director (EOF) 
o Environmental Emergency Coordinator (EOF) 
o ODCS Specialist (EOF) 
o Advisory Support Manager (EOF) 
o Emergency Planner (EOF) 

4.4.6 Nondelegable Responsibilities of Command and 
Control 

Regardless of the facilities activated during any 
emergency, the Director or Manager in Command and 
Control of the Emergency Response at any given 
time, shall maintain the following nondelegable 
responsibilities: 

1) Final decision to declare the emergency 
classification.  

2) Final decision to notify and make PARs to offsite 
authorities 

3) Authorization of personnel exposure beyond 1OCFR20 
limits under emergency conditions.  

4) Issuance of thyroid blocking agents to CECo 
emergency workers and onsite personnel.  

(
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4.7.3 Federal Radiological Preparedness CoordinatinQ Committee 
(FRPCC) 

The Federal Radiological Preparedness Coordinating Committee 
consists of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, which 
chairs the Committee, the Nu'clear Regulatory Commission, the 
Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of Health 
and Human Services, the Department of Energy, the Department 
of Transportation, the Department of Defense, the Department 
of Agriculture, the Department of Commerce, and where 
appropriate and on an ad hoc basis, other Federal 
departments and agencies. The FRPCC shall assist FEMA in 
providing policy direction for the program of Federal 
assistance to State and local governments in their 
radiological emergency planning and preparedness activities.  

4.7.4 Department of Energy (D.O.E.) Chi7aQo Operations Office 

The Department of Energy has extensive radiological 
monitoring equipment and personanel resources that it can 
assemble and dispatch to the scone of a radiological 
incident.  

Upon request, the Department of Energy (DOE) Chicago 
Operations Office will provide assistance to Commonwealth 
Edison following a radiological incident as outlined in the 
Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Plan (FRMAP).  
The objective of the DOE Chicago Operations Office would be ( to rapidly dispatch a team of specialists to the incident 
site where the team would: 

1) Make needed radiological assistance available to the 
general public, State and local governments, and 
Federal agencies; 

2) Provide a framework through which Federal agencies 
will coordinate their emergency monitoring and 
assessment activities in support of State and local 
governments radiological monitoring and assessment 
activities; and 

3) Assist State and local governments in preparing for 
radiological emergencies by describing Federal 
radiological assistance responsibilities and 
capabilities.  

4) Establish a Federal Radiological Monitoring and 
Assessment Center, as necessary, from which it will 
manage its activities.  

If assistance from DOE is necessary or desirable, the 
affected State(s) would notify the DOE Chicago Operations 
Office.
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The primary mechanisms utilized for notifications and 
transmittal of information include the State of Illinois 
NARS Form, the NRC Event Notification Worksheet and the 
State Agency Update Checklist. The reporting requirements 
and the use of these forms will be described below: 

NOTE: 

The offsite notification requirements for NARS, NRC notifications and 
State Agency Update Checklists are the responsibility of the facility in 
Command and Control. The NRC ENS and HPN notification responsibilities 
shall remain with the Station until the EOF assumes Command and Control.  
Other activated facilities shall assist in the acquisition of information 
on these forms.  

6.1.1.1 State of Illinois NARS Form 

A NARS Form (Figure 6.1-1a) shall be utilized to 
transmit information to appropriate State and local 
agencies within fifteen minutes of event declaration.  
(See Section 5.0). All NARS messages shall be 
reported in the format of the current NARS Form. The 
format and content of the NARS Form must be mutually 
agreed to by the Directors of Illinois Emergency 
Services and Disaster Agency (IESDA) and Illinois 
Department of Nuclear Safety (IDNS) and the General 
Manager of Nuclear Services before its use. The NARS 
Form is a State of Illinois form included in the GSEP 
to aid the reader in understanding the reporting 
concept. The NARS Form, including instructions for 
its use on the reverse side, is included in this 
Section.  

This form is not subject to onsite or offsite review.  

6.1.1.2 NRC Event Notification Worksheet 

An NRC Event Notification Worksheet should be utilized 
to transmit information to the NRC via the Emergency 
Notification System. This notification must take 
place immediately after notification of state and 
local authorities, and no longer than 1 hour after 
time of classification. A copy of the Event 
Notification Worksheet is not included in this plan, 
but should be available in all locations containing an 
Emergency Notification System phone.  

This form is not subject to onsite or Offsite review.  
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TABLE 6.1-1 
PRIMARY EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS FOR UNUSUAL EVENT 

1) ACTING STATION DIRECTOR/STATION DIRECTOR 

a. Prior to initial notifications: 

"o Assess, respond and mitigate immediate emergency 
"o Evaluate the emergency conditions 
"o Classify the event (nondelegable responsibility of Command 

and Control) 
"o Evaluate impact to health and safety of the public 
"o Evaluate health and safety of CECo personnel 
"o Evaluate meteorological and environmental conditions 
"o Determine dose equivalent estimates for actual or potential 

releases by reviewing A-Model results (when available) "o Authorize Recommended Protective Actions to be made 
consistent with Figure 6.3-1 and Table 6.3-1. (nondelable 
responsibility of Command and Control) 

b. Authorize initial notifications to the following: (Authorization 
of initial State notifications is an nondelegable responsibility 
of Command and.Control) 

"o System Power Dispatcher 
"o Illinois ESDA 
"o Illinois DNS 
"o Wisconsin DEG (Zion only) 
"o Iowa DSD (Quad Cities only) 
"o Local and County agencies as appropriate 
"o NRC Operations Center 

c. After initial notifications: 

"o Maintain communications with NRC Operations Center as 
requested.  

"o Ensure Station TSC and OSC are activated if deemed 
appropriate.  

"o Authorize personnel exposure beyond 10CFR20 limits, as 
necessary (nondelegable responsibility of Command and 
Control) 

"o Call in additional Emergency Response Personnel as necessary 
to meet the needs of the emergency.  

"o Upgrade classification if conditions warrant.  
"o Terminate if conditions warrant.  
o Provide periodic State Agency Updates.  

2) SYSTEM POWER DISPATCHER 

a. Record NARS form information, as appropriate 
b. Immediately notify the Nuclear Duty Officer
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TABLE 6.1-2 

PRIMARY EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS FOR ALERT 

1) ACTING STATION DIRECTOR/STATION DIRECTOR 

a. Prior to initial notifications: 

o Assess, respond and mitigate immediate emergency 
o Evaluate the emergency conditions 
o Classify the event (nondelegable responsibility of Command and 

Control) 
o Evaluate impact to health and safety of the public 
o Evaluate health and safety of CECo personnel 
o Evaluate meteorological and environmental conditions 
o Determine dose equivalent estimates for actual or potential 

releases by reviewing A-Model results (when available).  
o Authorize Recommended Protective Actions to be made consistent 

with Figure 6.3-1 and Table 6.3-1. (nondelegable responsibility 
of Command and Control) 

b. Authorize initial notifications to the following: (Authorization of 
initial State notifications is an nondelegable responsiblity of 
Command and Control) 

o System Power Dispatcher 
o Illinois ESDA 
"o Illinois DNS 
"o Wisconsin DEG (Zion only) 
"o Iowa DSD (Quad Cities only) 
"o Local and County agencies as appropriate 
"o NRC Operations Center 

c. After initial notifications: 

o Maintain communications with NRC Operations Center as requested.  
o Ensure Station TSC and OSC are activated.  
o Authorize personnel exposure beyond IOCFR20 limits, as necessary 

(nondelegable responsibility of Command and Control) 
o Call in additional Emergency Response Personnel as necessary to 

meet the needs of the emergency.  
o Upgrade classification if conditions warrant. Downgrade to 

Unusual Event if conditions warrant.  
o Enter Recovery or terminate as conditions warrant.  
o Provide periodic State Agency Updates.  
o Ensure orderly transfer of Command and Control if the CEOF/EOF 

is prepared to assume these responsibilities.  
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TABLE 6.1-2 (CONT) 

2) SYSTEM POWER DISPATCHER 

a. Record NARS form information 
b. Innediately notify the Nuclear Duty Officer 
c. If CEOF or EOF assumes command and control, then report to MEO 

(CEOF or EOF).  

3) NUCLEAR DUTY OFFICER 

a. Call affected station - verify plant status and event 
classification 

NOTE: 

If a Significant Alert classification is declared, then the CEOF 
Organization shall be activated.  

b Initiate activation of the Corporate Emergency Response 
Organization (CEOF, EOF and/or ENC Organizations) as required.  

c. If an EOF is to be activated, ensure access control is initiated.  
d. Notify the Institute of Nuclear Power Operation (INPO) and the 

SAmerican Nuclear Insurers (ANI) within 8 hours of ALERT 
classification.  

4) MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS (CEOF or EOF) 

a. Assume all Command and Control responsibilities as listed above in 
1) Acting Station Director/Station Director, if the CEOF/EOF is 
activated.  

b. Direct the overall Company resp-n-'e to the emergency event.  
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TABLE 6.1-3 
PRIMARY EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS FOR SITE EMERGENCY 

1) ACTING STATION DIRECTOR/STATION DIRECTOR 

a. Prior to initial notifications: 

"o Assess, respond and mitigate inmnediate emergency 
"o Evaluate the emergency conditions 
"o Classify the event (nondelegable responsibility of Command 

and Control) 
"o Evaluate impact to health and safety of the public 
"o Evaluate health and safety of CECo personnel 
"o Evaluate meteorological and environmental conditions 
"o Determine dose equivalent estimates for actual or potential 

releases by reviewing A-Model results (when avail-ble).  
"o Authorize Recommended Protective Actions to be made 

consistent with Figure 6.3-1 and Table 6.3-1. (nondelegable 
responsibility of Command and Control) 

"o Initiate assembly and acccuntability.  

b. Authorize initial notifications to the following (Authorization of 
initial State notifications is an nondelegable responsibility of 
Command and Control) 

"o System Power Dispatcher 
"o Illinois ESDA 
o Illinois DNS 
"o Wisconsin DEG (Zion only) 
"" o Iowa DSD (Quad Cities only) 
"o Local and County agencies as appropriate 
"o NRC Operations Center 

c. After initial notifications: 

o Maintain communications with NRC Operations Center as 
requested.  

o Ensure Station TSC and OSC are activated.  
o Authorize personnel exposure beyond 1OCFR20 limits, as 

necessary (nondelegable responsibility of Command and 
Control) 

o Call in additional Emergency Response Personnel as necessary 
to meet the needs of the emergency.  

o Upgrade classification if conditions warrant. Do not 
downgrade.  

o Enter Recovery or Terminate as conditions warrant.  
o Provide periodic State Agency Updates.  
o Ensure orderly transfer of Command and Control if the 

CEOF/EOF is prepared to assume these responsibilities.  
o Dispatch environs monitoring teams 
o Conduct evacuation of non-essential personnel 
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TABLE 6.1-3 'CONT) 

2) SYSTEM POWER DISPATCHER 

a. Record NARS form information 
b. Immediately notify the Nuclear Duty Officer 
c. When CEOF or EOF assumes command and control, then report to MEO 

(CEOF or EOF) 

3) NUCLEAR DUTY OFFICER 

a. Initiate activation of the Corporate Emergency Response 
Organization (CEOF, EOF and/or ENC Organizations).  

Sb. Call affected station - verify plant status and event 
classification 

c. Ensure EOF access control has been initiated.  
d. Notify the Institute of Nuclear Power Operation (INPO) and the 

American Nuclear Insurers (ANI) within 8 hours of SITE EMERGENCY 
classification.  

4) MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS (CEOF or EOF) 

a. Assume all Command and Control responsibilities as listed above in 
1; Acting Station Director/St.-ion D...rector, when the CEOF/EOF is 
activated.  

b. Direct the overall Company response to the emergency event.
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TABLE 6.7-4 
PRIMARY EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS FOR GENERAL EMERGENCY 

1) ACTING STATION DIRECTOR/STATION DIRECTOR 

a. Prior to initial notifications: 

O Assess, respond and mitigate immediate emergency 
o Evaluate the emergency conditions 
o Classify the event (nondelegable responsibility of Command 

and Control) 
o Evaluate impact to health and safety of the public 
o Evaluate health and safety of CECo personnel 
o Evaluate meteorological and environmental conditions 
o Determine dose equivalent estimates for actual or potential 

releases by reviewing A-Model results (when available).  
0 Authorize Recommended Protective Actions to be made 

consistent with Figure 6.3-1 and Table 6.3-1. (nondelegable 
responsibility of Command and Control) 

o InitiatL assembly and accountability.  

b. Authorize initial notifications to the following (nondelegable 
responsibility of Command and Control) 

o System Power Dispatcher 
o Illinois ESDA 
o Illinois DNS 
o Wisconsin DEG (Zion only) 
o Iowa DSD (Quad Cities only) 
o Local and County agencies as appropriate 
o NRC Operations Center 

c. After initial notifications: 

o Maintain communications with NRC Operations Center as 
requested.  

o Ensure Station TSC and OSC are activated, if deemed 
appropriate.  

o Authorize personnel exposure beyond 10CFR20 limits, as 
necessary (nondelegable responsibility of Command and 
Control) 

0 Call in additional Emergency Response Personnel as necessary 
to meet the needs of the emergency.  

o Do not downgrade classification.  
o Enter Recovery or Terminate as conditions warrant.  
o Provide State Agency Updates.  
o Ensure orderly transfer of Command and Control if the 

CEOF/EOF is prepared to assume these responsibilities.  
o Dispatch environs monitoring teams 
o Conduct evacuation of non-essential personnel 

(
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TABLE 6.1-4 (CONT) 

2) SYSTEM POWER DISPATCHER 

a. Record NARS form information 
b. Immediately notify the Nuclear Duty Officer 
c. When CEOF or EOF assumes command and control, then report to MEO 

(CEOF or EOF).  

3) NUCLEAR DUTY OFFICER 

a. Initiate activation of the Corporate Emergency Response 
Organization (CEOF, ROF and/or ENC Organizations).  

b. Call affected station - verify plant status and event 
classification .  

c. Ensure EOF access control has been initiated.  
d. Notify the Institute of Nuclear Power Operation (INPO) and the 

American Nuclear Insurers (ANI) within 8 hours of SITE EMERGENCY 
classification.  

4) MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS (CEOF and EOF) 

a. Asslme all Command and Control responsibilities as listed above in 
1) Acting Station Director/Station Director, when the CEOF/EOF is 
activated.  

b. Direct the overall Company response to the emergency event.  

(
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TABLE 6.1-5 

PRIMARY EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS FOR RECOVERY 

I I) STATION DIRECTOR/MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS (CEOF or EOF) 

a. Evaluate the guidance in Section 5.0 of this plan to determine if 
Recovery is appropriate.  

b. Declare Recovery to be in effect (nondelegable responsibility of 
Command and Control) 

c. Ensure notification of the following: 
o System Power Dispatcher 
o Illinois ESDA and DNS 
o Iowa Disaster Services Division (for Quad Cities Station 

only) 
o "isconsin Division of Emergency Government (for Zion Station 

only) 
o Contiguous local authorities as required 
o NRC 
o ANI 
o INPO 

d. Evaluate parameters, environmental conditions and other 
information to determine what long-term organization is required 
for Recovery.  

e. Schedule personnel, material, and equipment necessary to support 
Recovery.  

f. Provide mechanisms, if required, for periodic plant status and 
meteorological information to ESDA/DNS and contiguous state 
authorities.  

g. Determine level of activation and/or manning of emergency response 
facilities if preplanned events are to occur that have a potential 
(possibility) of impacting upon the health and safety of the 
public, CECo personnel, plant equipment, and/or the environment.  

h. With the concurrance and approval of the Senior Vice President, 
Nuclear Operations, modify the Station Emergency Response 
Organization (i.e., Control Room, OSC and TSC) and the Corporate 
Emergency Response Organization (i.e., CEOF, EOF, and Emergency 
News Center) as necessary to support recovery efforts.
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7.1.4 Corporate EOF (CEOFI 

The Corporate EOF (CEOF) is the location from which the 
Manager of Emergency Operations (CEOF) will direct a staff 
in evaluating, coordinating, and directing the overall 
company activities involved with an emergency. Activation 
of the CEOF is mandatory upon declaration of a Significant 
Alert, a Site Emergency or General Emergency.  

When the EOF Organization is activated at the nearsite EOF, 
then the CEOF Organization shall report to the EOF 
Organization in a supporting role. The CEOF is located in 
the Downers Grove facility.  

The CEOF is -iso the official backup EOF for Zion station.  
The facility is equipped with the necessary communications 
and dose projection computer equipment should Zion's EOF 
(located within the Zion 10 mile EPZ) become uninhabitable.  

7.1.5 Emerqency Operations Facility (EOF) 

The EOF is the location near the generating station that 
provides for the management of overall emergency response, 
the coordination of radiological and environmental 
assessments, the determination of recommended public 
protective actions, the management of recovery operations, 
and the coordination of emergency response activities with 
Federal, State, and local agencies. The EOF Organization 
functions under the Manager of Emergency Operations and is 
activated for all Site and General Emergency conditions.  

Four major groups of emergency response personnel function 
at each EOF. They are: 
o Technical Support personnel 
o Advisory Support personnel 
o Environmental Assessm3nt personnel 
o Emergency News personnel.  

Technical Support personnel function under the direction of 
the Technical Support Manager and provide direction of all 
recovery operations.  

Advisory Support personnel provide administrative services 
to the EOF and notification to responsible authorities.  

Environmental Assessment personnel are under the direction 
of the Protective Measures Director and function to evaluate 
emergency situations that affect the public.  

Emergency news personnel within the EOF gather newsworthy 
information fron HOF Participants and relay this information 
to the news personnel in the appropriate Joint Public 
Information Center (JPIC).  
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7.1.5 EmerQency Operations Facility (EOF1 (cont'd) 

The four (4) primary EOFs (Mazon EOF to serve Dresden, Braidwood 

and LaSalle County Stations, Dixon EOF for Byron Station, Morrison 

EOF for Quad Cities Station, and Zion EOF for Zion Station) are 

constructed according to the design criteria such that: 

1) The location provides optimum functional and 

availability characteristics for carrying out overall 

strategic direction of CECo onsite and support 

operations, determination of public protective actions 

to be recommended to offsite officials, and 

coordination with Federal, State and local 
organizations.  

2) They are well engineered for the design life of the 

plant and are of sufficient size to accommodate about 

50 people. The Zion Station EOF, because of its close 

proximity to the station, is provided with additional 

radiological protection features. It also has a 

backup facility located in Downers Grove should the 

EOF become uninhabitable.  

3) They are equipped with reliable voice communications 

capabilities to the TSC, the OSC, the CEOF, the 

Control Room, NRC, and State and local emergency 

operations centers. In addition, each EOF has 

facsimile transmission capability.  

4) Equipment is provided to gather, store, and display 

data needed in the EOF to analyze and exchange 

information on plant conditions with the Station 
Director in the TSC.  

5) The EOF technical data system receives, stores, 

processes, and displays information sufficient to 

perform assessments of the actual and potential onsite 

and offsite environmental consequences of an emergency 

condition.  

6) They ha.- ready access to plant records, procedures, 

and emergency plans needed for effective overall 

management of CECo emergency response resources.  

7.1.6 JOINT PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTER (JPIC) 

The Joint Public Information Center (JPIC) is the facility in 

which media personnel gather to receive information related to the 

emergency event. The JPIC may or may not be in the same physical 

location as the EOF.  

Emergency News personnel operate from the Joint Public Information 

Center (JPIC), which is under the direction of the Public 

Information Manager and functions as the single point contact to 

interface with Federal, State, and local authorities who are 

responsible for disseminating information to the public. The 

Public Information Manager and appropriate technical spokespersons 

shall he available to brief the press at the JPIC.
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Commonwealth Edison 
1400 Opus PRace 
Cowners Grove. Illinois 60515 

August 5, 1993 

Mr. John B. Hickman 
Project Manager 
Project Directorate 111-2 
Division of Reactor Projects - IIT/IV/V 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations 
U.S. NRC 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Subject: Response to Request for Additional Information 
Related to the Proposed Generating Station Emergency 
ilan (GSEP) Revision Incorporating the Corporate EOF 
as an interim EOF, GSEP Change Request Number 93-0C 

Reference: !I Letter from D. Saccomando (CECo) to Mr. A.Bert Davis 
(N.RC) , dated March 31, 1993;Re:"Submittal of Change 
Request Number 93-01 to the Commonweal-ý Edison 
Generic Generating Station Emergency Plan (GSEP; for 
NRC Review and Approval.' 

2 Letter from John R. Hickman (NRR) to Mr. D. L.  
Farrar, dated May 19, 1993; Re: "Request for 

Additional Information Related to the Proposed GSE_ 
Revision incorporating the Corporate EOF as an 
-nterim ECF.'" 

3) NRC Enspection Report; dated August 20, 1992 (Nos.  
50-237 and 249/92022, 50-254 and 265/92019, et.  
a!..) 

Dear .Mr. Hickman: 

With regards to Commonwealth Edison Company's (CECo's) March 
31, 1993, submittal (Reference 1) proposing a revision to its 
Generating Station Emergency Plan (GSEP), the NRC requested that 
CECc provide additional information (Reference 2) to determine 
whether the company's revision, "resolve(s) the NRC concerns with 
the staffing of the CECo near-site EOFs." The additional 
infcrnation requested by your office is provided as an Enclosure to 
this letter. h.is information was discussed in a July 21, 1993, 
conference call between CECo, NRR and NRC Region Ill personnel.
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CECo initially proposed the use of the Corporate Emergency 
Operations Facilities (CEOF) as an interim EOF in response to 
concerns identified during an NRC Region III inspection (Reference 
3). CECo met with NRC Region III on September 17, 1992 and NRR on 
December 1, 1992 to discuss CECols offsite emergency response 
strategy and the proposed use of CEOF as an interim EOF.  

CECo's proposed revision involves activation of it's CEOF, in 
Downers Grove, as an interim EOF for all of the company's nuclear 
facilities while the near-site EOF is activated. The interim use of 
the CEOF during the initial stages of an emergency represents an 
increase in our commitment to Emergency Preparedness, public health 
and safety. The use of the CEOF does not diminish the importance 
of the near-site EOF. The administrative changes made to enhance 
the CEOF activation time to meet the one hour "goal", have served 
to reduce the near-site EOF staffing times.  

CECo's emergency response strategy has been designed to best 
use its extensive personnel and resources. This approach involves 
using personnel from the corporate office and unaffected stations 
to staff the near-site EOF, and affected station personnel to 
respond to their own onsite emergency response facilities. In 
CECo's view, this strategy optimizes the use of CECo's senior 
management resources to make key onsite and offsite emergency 
response decisions, while allowing the affected station to focus on 
onsite response.  

The CEOF will be staffed consistent with the one hour "goal" 
given in NUREG-0654 (and NUREG-0737, Supp. 1). The near-site EOF 
will assume emergency management responsibility as soon as possible 
once the near-site EOF is activated. It is CECols position that 
the staffing of the CEOF within the one hour "goal", and 
simultaneous staffing of the near-site EOF at the Site and General 
Emergency, meet NRC response criteria in NUREG-0654 (and NUREG
0737, Supp.l).  

We would like to stress that the proposed change to the GSEP 
does not reduce the importance of a near-site EOF. Rather, the 
proposed change has increased and realigned the minimum staff at 
the near-site EOF so that it will be even better able to 
effectively execute expected functions. As a result of this plan 
change, the minimum staff at the EOF has been increased from six to 
eight individuals through expansion in the Protective Measures and 
Technical areas. By using the CEOF, additional support will be
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provided to the TSC with the additicn of the eight person CEOF 
staff. The CEOF, as the licensed Backup EOF for Zion Station, has 
the comparable physical capabilities of a near-site EOF.  

Additionally, since the CEOF will be activated at a lower 
threshold than the near-site EOF (Alert verses Site Emergency), it 
should be in place to provide support to the TSC if the event were 
to escalate to a Site or General Emergency. If the initiating 
event is a Site or General Emergency, the near-site EOF will be 
simultaneously activated with the CEOF.  

The use of an interim offsite emergency response facility is not new to CECo. Previous GSEP revisions have included the use of 
the CEOF (or the Corporate Command Center (CCC) prior to GSEP 
Revision 7) as an interim facility. The proposed use of the CEOF 
is an enhancement over the previous CEOF/CCC concept in that activation is mandated at an Alert classification and required 
during any hour. The NRC has previously evaluated the use of the 
CEOF/CCC during exercises, and has not identified any major 
functional discrepancies.  

CECo's interim EOF proposal is distinguishable from previous 
non-CECo EOF approaches which the Commission has considered as our 
approach still maintains the traditional near-site EOF.  

Please direct any questions you or your staff may have 
regarding this matter to Ms. Irene Johnson at (708)663-2095 or Ms.  
Leslie Holden at (708)663-6673.  

SSaccom~d 
44~Nuclear Licensing 

DS/LH/ktd 

Enclosure 

cc: R. Emch - NRR 
R. Pedersen - NRR 
J. McCormick-Barger - NRC Region III 
NRC Resident Inspector - Dresden, w/o enclosure 
NRC Resident Inspector - Braidwood, w/o enclosure 
NRC Resident Inspector - Byron, w/o enclosure 
NRC Resident Inspector - Zion, w/o enclosure 
NRC Resident Inspector - LaSalle, w/o enclosure 
NRC Resident Inspector - Quad Cities, w/o enclosure 
NRC Document Control Desk
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ENCLOSURE

USNRC Request for Additional Information 
Related to the Proposed GSEP Revision 

Incorporating the Corporate EOF as an Interim EOF 
(May 19, 1993) 

Ouestion 1: Goal for Staffing Near-site EOF 

Attachment A to the March 31, 1993, CECO letter, which transmitted 
Revision 93-01 to the GSEP, states, "Our approach involves staffing a 
corporate EOF within the one hour "goal" while a near-site EOF is being 
staffed.,, In revision 93-01 to the GSEP, the "goal" for staffing a 
near-site EOF is not stated.  

State the "goal" for staffing the near-site EOF for each of CECo's 
nuclear plant sites.  

GSEP Revision 93-01 proposed the use of the CEOF to meet the one hour 
"goal" delineated in NtJREG-0737. We believe with reasonable certainty 
that the CEOF can be staffed within the one hour "goal" and perform the 
necessary functions of an EOF until a near-site EOF is activated.  
Furthermore it is our belief that the near-site EOF staffing times 
remain commensurant with the offsite agency response. As such, no 
additional burden is placed on the TSC during the time that a near-site 
EOF is being staffed.  

CECo continues its efforts to enhance staff augmentation methods with 
the intent of reducing near-site EOFs staffing times. Until additional 
enhancements have been implemented and collectively evaluated, 
definitive EOF response times are not meaningful. Based on the time 
study analysis discussed in response to Question 2, CECo proposes an 
interim "goal" for Minimum Staff at a near-site EOF of 1-1/2 to 3 
hours, based on normal travel considerations for offhours activation.  
After further enhancements have been made, this time will be 
reevaluated.  

Ouestion 2: Results of Staffina Auamentation Analysis 

Attachment A to the March 31, 1993, CECO letter indicates that efforts 
are being made to reduce the time for staffing the near-site EOFs, 
which include modeling of response times. Provide supporting 
documentation (time studies and results of actual augmentation drills) 
which demonstrates that CECols "goal" for staffing near-site EOFs and 
the CEOF for each nuclear plant site is reasonably attainable in an 
actual event. In addition, provide a "to scale" map or diagram which 
indicates the location of each of CECols nuclear plants, EOFs and the 
CEOF.  

Response: 

Time studies, based on survey response times, indicate EOF minimum 
staffing times to be from about 1-1/2 hours to 3 hours. These time 
studies serve as the basis for the EOF Minimum Staffing interim "Goal" 
discussed in the response to Question 1.
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The results of these time studies indicate the following Minimum 
Staffing times for the near-site EOFs: 

TIME STUDY RESULTS 

Minimum Staff (hours)* 
Dixon 2-1/2 to 3 
Mazon 1-1/2 to 2 
Morrison 2-1/2 to 3 
Zion 2 to 3 

*(To the nearest half hour.) 

Since the augmentation process has been under revision, the drill 
response times obtained to date may not accurately reflect current 
staffing times. Until enhancements are completed and times are 
substantiated through the conduct of after hour augmentation drills, 
definitive response times are difficult to ascertain.  

Included, for your information, is a to-scale map which indicates the 
location of CECo's near-site EOFs, the CEOF and the nuclear stations.  

Ouestion 3: CEO7 Staffina Goal 

Attachment A to the March 31, 1993 letter states, "the CEOF can be 
expected to be staffed off hours within the one hour "goal" (55 to 75 
minutes) after callout initiation." It is not clear how the time of 
"callout initiation" relates to the time the event is declared. The 
"goal" for staff augmentation as provided in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 
is based upon the time the event is declared.  

Provide justification for having a staffing "goal" for the CEOF based 
upon the time of "callout initiation" instead of the time an event is 
declared. Provide the relationship between the time of "callout 
initiation" and the time that an event is declared.  

Response: 

To be consistent with the timing given in NUR.EG-0737, Supplement 1, 
Commonwealth Edison will adjust the CEOF augmentation staffing "goal" 
to include the time from when the event is declared.  

The 55 to 75 minute staffing time given in Reference 1 was based on the 
time that the Nuclear Duty Officer (NDO) initiates activation. The 
Commonwealth Edison notification procedure leading to the NDO 
initiating activation consists of: 

1) Transmission of the Nuclear Accident Reporting System (NARS) 
form to the state/locals and to a Commonwealth Edison Load 
Dispatcher. The NARS form issued by the station contains 
the time of event classification.  

2) The Load Dispatcher notifies the Nuclear Duty Officer and 
records the time of notification on his copy of the NARS 
form.
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In order to determine the time between declarati'- =nd NDO 
notification, Commonwealth Edison reviewed the Load Dispatcher's copy 
of 20 actual emergency classifications at the six nuclear sites during 
a two year period. The results of this review indicated the average 
time required to notify the Nuclear Duty Officer was 16 minutes from 
the time of event classification. This time will be absorbed into our 
one hour "goal".  

Ouestion 4: Minimum Staffina 

GSEP Section 4.4, "Command and Control Criteria/Essential 
Activities/ERF Minimum Staffing/Nondelegable Responsibilities," states 
that the emergency response facility which is in command and control 
must perform the following essential activities: 

o Determine Emergency Action Level Classification; 
O Determine Protective Action Recommendations (PARs); 
o Notify State, local, and Federal agencies as appropriate; and 
o Maintain communications with their source of information.  

The GSEP also specifies the minimum staffing level required for each of 
the emergency response facilities. It is not clear how the "minimum" 
staff will be able to perform all of the required functions. For 
example, the minimum staff for the EOF includes the Manager of 
Emergency Operations, Protective Measures Director, Technical Support 
Manager, Advisory Support Manager, Environs Director, or one other 
Director or Communicator.  

Provide additional information which demonstrates that the minimum 
staff will be able to perform the required functions for each of the 
emergency response facilities, including the CEOF. In particular, 
provide information regarding how the CEOF will communicate with 
Federal agencies, including the NRC.  

Response; 

In support of the proposed GSEP revision, a review of the functions 
delinated in NUREG-0737 was performed. Several Managers of Emergency 
Operations (MEO) who had participated in previous exercises utilizing 
the CEOF were interviewed to determine what additional personnel may be 
required to perform the functions of an EOF. As a result, a proposed 
CEOF staff was developed which is an expanded and enhanced version of 
that which was communicated to you at our December 1, 1992, meeting.  

GSEP Revision 93-01 proposed the following CEOF staff: 

1) Manager of Emergency Operations, 
2) Technical Support Manager, 
3) Technical Specialist, 
4) Advisory Support Manager, 
5) Emergency Planner, 
6) Protective Measures Director, and 
7) and 8) Health Physics and Environmental Specialists [Two(2)].
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CECo also has proposed parallel changes for the EOF Minimum Staff. The 
proposeU Minimum Staff for the EO?7 is as follows: 

1) Manager of Emergency Operations, 
2) Technical Support Manager, 
3) One other member of the Technical Group, 
4) Advisory Support Manager, 
5) Emergency Planner, 
6) Protective Measures Director, 
7) Environmental Emergency Coordinator, and 
8) ODCS Specialist.  

Attachments A and B indicate which positions in the CEOF and the EOF 
are responsible for the functions identified in GSEP Section 4.4.1.  
Attachments C and D address communication responsibilities for the 
previously identified GSEP positions with offsite agencies. The 
Attachments also reference the appropriate Corporate Emergency Plan 
Implementing Procedures (CEPIPs) where specific direction is provided 
regarding these functions.  

With regard to the CEOF maintaining communication with the NRC, it is 
CECo's intent to have the Technical Support Center (TSC) remain as the 
primary communication point with the NRC until the EOF assumes 
responsibility for emergency management. The MEO (CEOF) has the 
responsibility to ensure that the TSC is maintaining adequate 
communication with the NRC. During the initial phases of an event, the 
TSC will be able to provide a more accurate and timely response to 
plant conditions than would either the CEOF or the EOF. Additional 
information is provided via the Emergency Response Data System (ERDS) 
which provides real time plant data to the NRC for independent 
assessment.  

Communication via the Emergency Notification System (ENS) and Health 
Physics Network (HPN) will be maintained by dedicated communicators in 
the TSC, until their EOF counterpart communicators arrive. Even then, 
the TSC ENS and HPN communicators remain on the line.  

It is expected that the response time of the NRC and other agencies to 
an EOF would be commensurate with the CECo EOF response time, and as 
such we would not expect the NRC to communicate with the CEOF. However 
if need arose for communication between the NRC and the CEOF, it would 
be accomplished via commercial phone lines.  

NRC (Region III) observed the CEOF during the LaSalle Exercise on March 
31, 1993, and the Braidwood Exercise on June 23, 1993. Overall 
performance was characterized as excellent in the LaSalle Inspection 
Report (IR 50-373 & 374/93012), and as very good in the Braidwood 
Inspection Report (IR 50-456 & 457/93015). In the past, Commonwealth 
Edison has utilized the Corporate Command Center (CCC) as an interim 
EOF, similar in function to the CEOF. NRC observation of the 
performance in the CCC had not indicated any concerns over the ability 
of the CCC staff, which is smaller than the current proposed CEOF staff, 
to perform necessary functions.
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Ouestion 5: Coordination with State and Local Govermpn•.-L_ 

The EOF is the interface for coordination of emergency response 
activities with the State and local governments during an emergency.  The response to an emergency by the state and local authorities could be affected by the time needed to staff the EOF and the use of the CEOF as an interim EOF. The staff requests information regarding the position 
of the State or local governments concerning the CECo proposal.  

Provide documentation regarding coordination with the affected State and local governments on the time 'goal" for the staffing of the CECo nearsite EOFs and the use of the CEOF as an interim EOF until the near-site 
EOFs are staffed.  

Resp~onse: 

Interface for coordination of emergency response activities with State and local governments during an emergency is initiated with the first phone call from the control room. Interface with State and local 
authorities for purposes of decision making transfers with responsibility for emergency management as it passes to the TSC, CEOF or 
EOF.  

In all cases, State decisionmakers operate out of Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs) located in their respective state capitals. Local 
decisionmakers operate out of county EOCs. No State or local 
decisionmakers come to the EOF.  

State personnel, who eventually arrive at the EOF, act as liaisons. As liaisons, they monitor information being provided through official channels to ensure information is being provided accurately and timely.  Liaisons have no authority to make decisions for the agency they 
represent.  

In the unique case of Illinois, plant data are transmitted twenty four hours a day via computer to Springfield. The Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety (IDNS) not only gathers information from the data link but also from a real time Gaseous Effluent Monitoring System and a system of Reuter-Stokes radiation monitors (which are located in a ring near the site) on a continuous basis. As a result of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between IDNS and NRC, the IDNS resident engineers report to the TSC as their emergency response location. These resident engineers remain at the TSC even after the EOF is manned. The resident engineers act as liaisons to the TSC and monitor information flow for 
the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety.  

Wisconsin and Iowa are provided information via telephone 
communications. In addition, a dedicated Decisionmakers Conference Line has been provided at Zion and Quad Cities. The Decisionmakers Conference Line connects the Station Director in the TSC or the Manager of Emergency Operations in the CEOF or EOF with the Radiological 
Emergency Assessment Center (REAC) Commander (IDNS), and the State Radiological Coordinator (Iowa, or Wisconsin, as appropriate). This dedicated link allows for rapid consultation on protective action 
decisions.
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None of ths counties in Illinois, Iowa or Wisconsin dispatches 
representation to CECo's EOFs. Counties in Illinois receive initial 
notification from the Illinois Emergency Management Agency (IEMA).  
Scott and Clinton counties in Iowa are notified at the Unusual Event 
(UE) and Alert level by the Iowa Emergency Management Division (IEMD) 
and at the Site Area Emergency (SAE) and General Emergency (GE) level by 
CECo. Kenosha County, Wisconsin is notified by CECo at all 
classification levels.  

Supporting information to the counties is provided by the states either 
by phone or by state liaisons in the county EOC. CECo also dispatches a 
representative to the county EOCs. CECo representatives are called out 
with the EOF staff and have arrival times commensurate with that to an 
EOF and with state representatives for a given county.  

In the event that a General Emergency were the initiating event, CECo 
recommends protective actions directly to States and Counties 
simultaneously. In this event, counties would most likely take 
protective actions before any facility (i.e. a TSC, EOF, or State EOC) 
were manned.  

Ouestion 6: Sicnificant Alert Classification 

CECo has introduced a new Emergency class called the Significant Alert, 
which is defined as "those Alert Emergency Action Levels (EALs) which 
indicate a radiological release or directly affect safety system 
equipment and are designated in each station's GSEP Annex Section 5." 

The staff is concerned whether the complexity added to the emergency 
response due to the introduction of another emergency class, i.e., the 
Significant Alert, with the sole purpose of activating the CEOF at a 
lower class than the Site Emergency, is warranted. It is not clear 
whether State and local officials will be notified of a "Significant 
Alert" or "Alert" when the event meets the criteria for a "Significant 
Alert." 

Provide additional justification for incorporating the "Significant 
Alert" classification which addresses these staff concerns.  

Response: 

The "Significant Alert" is not a new emergency classification, but 
rather a trigger for events which warrant activation of the CEOF. Our 
review of events indicates only a small number of additional CEOF 
activations would result if the CEOF were activated at all events 
classified as Alerts. Therefore CECo will delete the "Significant 
Alert" concept from the GSEP and will activate the CEOF for all events 
classified as Alert (or higher). This change will require CECo to 
revise several pages to the proposed GSEP change. This will be done by 
October 15, 1993. A draft of these proposed changes is provided in 
Attachment E for your information.
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ENCLOSURE

Attachment A 

CORPORATE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY (CROP)

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS (EALS)

Funct ion GSEP Position 

FINAL DECISION 
Manager of Emergency Operations CEPIP 2200-01 

ADVI SE/RECOMMEND 
Plant Technical Support Manager CEPIP 2210-01 
Radiological Protective Measures Director CEPIP 2220-01 

MONITOR CONDITIONS 
Plant Technical Specialist CEPIP 2211-01 
Radiological Health Physics/Environmental Specialists CEPIP 2221-01 

PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS (PARS) 

FINAL DECISION 
Manager of Emergency Operations CEPIP 2200-01 

ADVISE /RECOMMEND 
Protective Measures Director CEPIP 2220-01 

MONITOR CONDITIONS 
Health Physics/Environmental Specialists CEPIP 2221-01 

NOTIFICATION/COMMUNICATION 

STATE Manager of Emergency Operations CEPIP 2200-01 
Advisory Support Manager CEPIP 2230-01 

(Via the Nuclear Accident 
Reporting System (NARS)) 

Health Physics/Environmental Specialists CEPIP 2221-01 

LOCAL Illinois Emergency Management Agency (IEMA) - Not CECo 
notifies local agencies. (For Iowa and 
Wisconsin, counties are notified via the 
NARS.) 

NRC Manager of Emergency Operations CEPIP 2300-01 
(Ensures TSC makes notifications.)
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ENCLOSURE

Attachment B 

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY (EOF)

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS (EALS)

F-unction GSEP Position

FINAL DECISION 
Manager of Emergency Operations 

ADVISE/RECOMMEND 
General Assistant Manager of Emergency Operations 
Plant Technical Support Manager 
Radiological Protective Measures Director 

MONITOR CONDITIONS 
Plant Technical Support Director 
Radiological Environmental Emergency Coordinator

CEPIP 2300-01 

CEPIP 2300-02 
CEPIP 2310-01 
CEPIP 2320-01 

CEPIP 2310-02 
CEPIP 2322-01

PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS (PARS)

FINAL DECISION
Manager of Emergency Operations

ADVISE/RECOMMEND 
Assistant Manager of Emergency Operations 
Protective Measures Director 

MONITOR CONDITIONS 
Environmental Emergency Coordinator 
ODCS Specialist

CEPIP 2300-01 

CEPIP 2300-02 
CEPIP 2320-01 

CEPIP 2322-01 
CEPIP 2322-01

NOTIFICATION/COMMUNICATION

Manager of Emergency Operations 
Assistant Manager of Emergency Operations 

(Via the Nuclear Accident 
Reporting System (NARS)) 

Advisory Support Manager 
Governmental Commrunicat or 
State Environs Coordinator

CEPIP 2300-01 
CEPIP 2300-02 

CEPIP 2330-01 
CEPIP 2332-02 
CEPIP 2322-03

Illinois Emergency Management Agency (IEMA) 
notifies local agencies. (For Iowa and 
Wisconsin, counties are notified via the 
NARS.)

ENS Communicator 
HPN Communicator

CEPIP 2315-03 
CEPIP 2321-02
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ENCLOSURE

Attachment C 

CORPORATE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY (CEOF) 
COUNTERPART SOURCES FOR INFORMATION 

Procedure

Manager of Emergency Operations (CEOF) to: 
- Station Director 

Technical Support Manager (CEOF) to: 
- Technical Director (TSC) 

Technical Specialist (CEOF) to: 
- Technical Communicator (TSC)

Protective Measures Director (CEOF) to: 
- Radiation Protection Director (TSC) 

Health Physics/Environmental Specialist (CEOF) to: 
- Environs Director (TSC) 
- ODCS Specialist (TSC) 
- Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety (IDNS) 
- Wisconsin Department of Emergency Government 

(WDEG)-State EOC (Zion only) 
- Iowa Emergency Management Division (IEMD) 

(Quad Cities only) 

Advisory Support Manager (EOF) to: 
- Assistant Station Director (TSC)

CEPIP 2200-01 

CEPIP 2210-01 

CEPIP 2211-01 

CEPIP 2220-01 

CEPIP 2221-01 

CEPIP 2230-01
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ENCLOSURE

AttachmentD 

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY (EOF) 
COUNTERPART SOURCES FOR INFORMATION

Procedure

Manager of Emergency Operations (EOF) to: 
- Station Director 
- Manager of Emergency Operations (CEOF) 

Technical Support Manager (EOF) to: 
- Technical Support Manager (CEOF) 

Technical Support Director (EOF) to: 
- Technical Director (TSC) 

Station SRO to: 
- Operations Director (TSC) 

Technical Communicator (EOF) to: 
- Technical Communicator (TSC) 
- Technical Specialist (CEOF) 

ENS Communicator (EOF) to: 
- ENS Communicator (TSC) 
- NRC (ENS) 

SPDS/PTHSTY Specialist (EOF) to: 
- Technical Specialist (CEOF) 

Protective Measures Director (EOF) to: 
- Protective Measures Director (CEOF) 

Health Physics Director (EOF) to: 
- Radiation Protection Director (TSC) 

HPN Communicator (EOF) to: 
- HPN Communicator (TSC) 
- NRC (HPN) 

Protective Measures Communicator (EOF) to: 
- Environs Staff (TSC)

CEPIP 2300-01 

CEPIP 2310-01 

CEPIP 2310-02 

CEPIP 2312-01 

CEPIP 2315-02 

CEPIP 2315-03 

CEPIP 2315-04 

CEPIP 2320-01 

CEPIP 2321-01 

CEPIP 2321-02 

CEPIP 2322-02
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ENCLOSURE

Attachment D (continued)

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY (EOF) 
COUNTERPART SOURCES FOR INFORMATION

Procedure

State Environs Coordinator (EOF) to: 
- Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety (IDNS) 
- Wisconsin Department of Emergency Government 

(WDEG)-State EOC (Zion only) 
- Iowa Emergency Management Division (IEMD) 

(Quad Cities only) 

ODCS Specialist (EOF) to: 
- ODCS Specialist (TSC) 
- Health Physics/Environmental Specialist (CEOF) 
- Murray and Trettel (Weather forecast) 

Environs Director (EOF) to: 
- Environs Director (TSC)

GSEP Radio Communicator (EOF) to: 
- Field Team Communicator (TSC) 

Advisory Support Manager (EOF) to: 
- Advisory Support Manager (CEOF) 

Manpower and Logistics Director (EOF) to: 
- Administrative Director (TSC) 

Emergency Planner (EOF) to: 
- Emergency Planner (CEOF) 
- EP Advisor (TSC) (if applicable) 

Safeguards Specialist (EOF) to: 
- Security Director (TSC)

CEPIP 2322-03 

CEPIP 2322-04 

CEPIP 2322-05 

CEPIP 2322-05A 

CEPIP 2330-01 

CEPIP 2331-01 

CEPIP 2333-01 

CEPIP 2334-01

Function GSEP Position
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ATTACHMENT E

REVISIONS TO PROPOSED GSEP CHANGE 93-01 
(For information only)
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FOR INFORMATION ONLY GSEP-93-01 

SECTION 2 (continued) 
Page Number 

2.19 GSEP 2-4 

2.20 HAZARDOUS MATERIAL 2-4 

2.21 IMMINENT 2-5 

2.22 MONTHLY 2-5 

2.23 NON-ESSENTIAL SITE PERSONNEL 2-5 
2.24 NUCLEAR STATION 2-5 

2.25 OFFSITE 2-5 
2.26 ONSITE 2-5 

2.27 POTENTIAL 2-5 
2.28 PROBABLE 2-6 
2.29 PROJECTED DOSE 2-6 

2.30 PROTECTED AREA 2-6 
2.31 PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES (PAGs) 2-6 

2.32 PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS (PARs) 2-6 
2.33 PROTECTIVE ACTIONS 2-6 
2.34 QUARTERLY 2-7 

2.35 SEMI-ANNUAL 2-7 
2.36 SHALL, SHOULD AND MAY 2-7 

2.37 INTENTIONALLY BLANK 2-7 
2.38 SITE BOUNDARY 2-7 

2.39 STANDBY 2-7 
2.40 THYROID BLOCKING AGENT 2-8 

2.41 VITAL AREAS 2-8 
2.42 VITAL EQUIPMENT 2-8 

2.43 WEEKLY 2-8 

2.44 WORST CASE METEOROLOGY 2-8
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SINFORMATION ONLY GSEP-93-01 

2.33 PROTECTIVE ACTIONS 

Those emergency measures taken for the purpose of 
preventing or minimizing radiological exposures to 
affected population groups.  

2.34 QUARTERLY 

Frequency of occurrence equal to once in each of the 
following four periods: January 1 thru March 31; April 
1 thru June 30; July 1 thru September 30; October 1 thru 
December 31.  

2.35 SEMI-ANNUAL 

Frequency of occurrence equal to once in each of the 
following periods: January 1 thru June 30; July 1 thru 
December 31.  

2.36 SHALL, SHOULD, AND MAY 

The word "shall" is used to denote a requirement, the 
word "should" to denote a recommendation, and the word "may" to denote permission, neither a requirement nor a 
recommendation.  

2.37 INTENTIONALLY BLANK 

2.38 SITE BOUNDARY 

The Site Boundary is that Company owned property on 
which a Nuclear Station is located and may include 
Commonwealth Edison leased lands adjacent to that 
Nuclear Station. Each Nuclear Station's Site Boundary 
is described in detail in its site specific annex to the 
GSEP.  

2.39 STANDBY 

An Emergency Response Facility is considered to be on 
Standby if Minimum Staffing, as described in Section 4, 
has been assessed as present and the facility has been 
assessed as being capable of assuming the nondelegable 
responsibilities of Command and Control, as they apply 
to the facility in question.
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FOR INFORMATION ONLY GSEP-92-01 
GSEP-93-01 

3.1.2 Corporate Emergency Response Organization 

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization consists of: 

* The CEOF Organization 
* The EOF Organization 
* The Emergency News Center Organization 

These Corporate Organizations will be covered in detail in 
Section 4.0 of this plan.  

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization is staffed by 
Corporate, Nuclear Station and Commercial Division personnel, and operates out of the Corporate Emergency 
Operations Facility (CEOF) and Emergency Operations Facility 
(EOF) and the Joint Public Information Center (JPIC). This Corporate organization is supported by News Media 
Spokespersons, environmental assessment staff and monitoring teams that provide long-term support to the affected 
station. Additionally, this Corporate organization has long term liaison responsibilities with Federal, State, and local 
authorities.  

The CEOF will be activated at an Alert. The CEOF 
Organization is responsible for evaluating, coordinating and directing the overall company activities involved in the emergency response. The CEOF may assume command and control 
from the Technical Support Center (TSC).  

The CEOF also serves as the backup EOF for Zion Station as 
described in Section 3.4.  
During the more serious emergencies (i.e., Site Emergency or General Emergency), the EOF Organization is responsible for evaluating, coordinating and directing the overall company activities involved in the emergency response. The CEOF may 
assume command and control from the Technical Support Center (TSC) until the station's EOF is capable of assuming command and control. This will be done at the discretion of the Manager of Emergency Operations. The CEOF may also function 
in a supporting role to the TSC, when the TSC maintains Command and Control. Once the EOF Organization is activated, 
the CEOF Organization becomes support staff to the EOF. (See 
Section 4.0).
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3.4.4 Corporate EOF (CEOF) and the Zion Backup EOF (BEOF) 

The Corporate EOF (CEOF), is the location where the Manager 
of Emergency Operations (CEOF) will direct a staff in 
evaluating and coordinating the overall company activities 
involved with an emergency. Activation of the CEOF is 
mandatory upon declaration of an Alert, Site Emergency or 
General Emergency. When the EOF Organization is activated 
at the nearsite EOF, then the CEOF Organization shall report 
to the EOF Organization in a supporting role. The CEOF is 
located in the Downers Grove facility.  

The CEOF has also been designated as a backup EOF for Zion 
Station if evacuation of personnel from the Zion EOF is 
required. Relocation is determined by the Manager of 
Emergency Operations at the Zion EOF, who assigns essential 
personnel to the CEOF Downers Grove facility and designates 
a staging area for remaining personnel.  

3.4.5 Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) 

The Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) located near the 
station, is the location at which management of overall 
emergency response, coordination of radiological 
assessments, and management of recovery operations occurs.  
The EOF Organization functions under a Manager of Emergency 
Operations at the EOF. The EOF shall be activated for all 
Site and General Emergency situations. Activation of any 
EOF for other emergency situations is optional per the 
directions of the Station Director, Nuclear Duty Officer, 
Manager of Emergency Operations (CEOF) or Manager of 
Emergency Operations (EOF).  

All EOFs are designed to function in a similar manner 
regarding voice communication and data transmission. Thus 
each EOF may be used as a backup for an inoperative EOF, 
with the previously stated exception of Zion, which shall 
use the CEOF at Downers Grove.
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4.3 Corporate Emergency Response Organization 

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization consists of three 
organizations; the CEOF, the EOF, and the Emergency News Center (ENC) 
Organization. Corporate Emergency Response Activation may involve all three 
corporate organizations, however, only the CEOF or EOF Organization can take 
Command and Control. These organizations will be covered in the following 
sections: 

SECTION 4.3.1 CEOF Organization 
SECTION 4.3.2 EOF Organization 
SECTION 4.3.3 Emergency News Center Organization 

The Corporate Emergency Response Organization is manned by CECo's 
Generating Station, General Office and Division Personnel. These personnel 
perform response actions in support of the Station Emergency Response 
Organization. Additionally, if activated, the Corporate Emergency Response 
Organization is capable of assuming overall Command and Control of the 
Emergency Response.  

The size of the Corporate Emergency Response Organization and the need 
for its activation will depend upon the nature and extent of the emergency.  
Activation of the CEOF is required for Alerts, Site and General Emergencies.  
CEOF activation for Unusual Events will be determined by the level of 
response deemed appropriate by the Nuclear Duty Officer. Activation of the 
EOF is required for Site and General Emergencies. Activation for other 
events (i.e., Unusual Events or Alerts) will be determined by the level of 
response deemed appropriate by the Nuclear Duty Officer and/or Manager of 
Emergency Operations (CEOF) 

NOTE: 

The roles of the System Power Supply Office and the Nuclear Duty Officer 
are unique in that they may be considered as parts of the overall 
Corporate Emergency Response, but do not hold specifically identified 
positions within the CEOF Organization, the EOF Organization, or the ENC 
Organization. For a description of their general responsibilites as 
they pertain to the GSEP, refer to the following referenced Tables: 

Table 4.3-1 System Power Supply Office 
Table 4.3-2 Nuclear Duty Officer 

NOTE: 

The Emergency Restoration of Power (ERP) Director is a position that 
coordinates with the Corporate Emergency Response Organization. The ERP 

I Director works with the Nuclear Duty Officer when the CEOF is activated 
I and the Manpower/Logistics Director (EOF) when the EOF is activated.  

This organizational relationship is depicted on the Organization charts 
by a dotted line. For a description of the general responsibilities of 
the ERF Director as they pertain to the GSEP, refer to the following 
referenced Table: 

Table 4.3-11 ERP Director
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4.3.1 THE CEOF ORGANIZATION 

When activation of the CEOF Organization is required, the goal for 
staffing is 60 minutes. Although the CEOF Organization is capable of 
assuming command and control , there are several factors differentiating 
the CEOF and EOF Organizations: 

1) The CEOF Organization functions from the CEOF which is a single 
facility outside all the stations' 10 mile EPZs, while the EOF 
Organization functions from a given station's EOF.  

2) The CEOF Organization is composed of a smaller number of response 
personnel than the EOF Organization.  

3) The CEOF would likely be the CECo facility utilized during daytime 
hours for Corporate Response to Transportation Accidents.  
(This does not exclude the possibility of the Station Emergency 
Response Organization being activated for Transportation 
Accidents).  

4) The CEOF Organization shall be activated when an Alert, a Site 
Emergency or a General Emergency is declared.  

5) The CEOF may assume the nondelegable responsibilities of Command 
and Control of the Emergency Response from the Station Emergency 
Response Organization for Site and General Emergencies until the 
EOF is capable of assuming Command and Control Responsibilities.  
Determination of the transfer of Command and Control will be based 
on events in progress and will be determined by the MEO (CEOF) and 
Station Director.  

6) When both the CEOF and EOF Organizations are activated, the CEOF 
Organization will function in a support role to the larger EOF 
Organization, after Command and Control is transferred to the 
EOF.  

7) The CEOF should not assume ENS/HPN communications 
responsibilities 

The CEOF Organization consists of the following personnel whose 
major duties are delineated in the referenced Tables: 

Table 4.3-3 MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-4 TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGER (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-5 TECHNICAL SPECIALIST (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-6 PROTECTIVE MEASURES DIRECTOR (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-7 HEALTH PHYSICS/ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-8 ADVISORY SUPPORT MANAGER (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-9 EMERGENCY PLANNER (CEOF) 
Table 4.3-10 INTENTIONALLY BLANK 
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TABLE 4.3-2 

NUCLEAR DUTY OFFICER (NDO) 

The Nuclear Duty Officer (NDO) is the CECo individual who acts as the 
initial Corporate contact for emergency plan activations. The Nuclear 
Duty Officer (NDO) shall make decisions regarding activation of the 
Corporate Emergency Response Organization. The Nuclear Duty Officer's 
responsibilities include: 

1) ACTIONS FOR ALL CLASSIFIED EVENTS 

a. Contact the affected station to verify and obtain updated 
information concerning emergency response actions and event 
status.  

b. Verify that all appropriate notifications have been made.  

c. Notify System Power Dispatcher of what other information, in 
addition to classification changes, the NDO wishes to 
receive.  

d. Activate those portions of the Corporate Emergency Response 
Organization when procedurally required or deemed 
appropriate.  

e. Notify the Communications Services Duty Officer of the event 
and consider activation of the Emergency News Center 
Organization if deemed appropriate.  

f. Maintain a record of GSEP related activities.  

2) ACTIONS FOR ALERT CLASSIFICATIONS 

a. Complete all actions as listed above in part 1).  

b. Notify ANI and INPO within eight (8) hours of event 
classification.  

c. Activate the CEOF Organization.  

d. When the CEOF is activated, make contact and interface with 
the Emergency Restoration of Power Director, as necessary, 
concerning utilization of additional Company resources 
necessary to meet the needs of the Emergency.
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GSEP-93-01 

TABLE 6.1-2 (CONT) 

2) SYSTEM POWER DISPATCHER 

a. Record NARS form information 
b. Immediately notify the Nuclear Duty Officer 
c. If CEOF or EOF assumes command and control, then report to MEO 

(CEOF or EOF).  

3) NUCLEAR DUTY OFFICER 

a. Activate the CEOF Organization.  
b. Call affected station - verify plant status and event 

classification 
c Initiate activation of additional Corporate Emergency Response 

Organizations (EOF and/or ENC Organizations) as required.  
d. If an EOF is to be activated, ensure access control is initiated.  
e. Notify the Institute of Nuclear Power Operation (INPO) and the 

American Nuclear Insurers (ANI) within 8 hours of ALERT 
classification.  

I 4) MANAGER OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS (CEOF or EOF) 

a. Assume all Command and Control responsibilities as listed above in 
1) Acting Station Director/Station Director, if the CEOF/EOF is 
activated.  

b. Direct the overall Company response to the emergency event.
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7.1.4 Corporate EOF (CEOF) 

The Corporate EOF (CEOF) is the location from which the 
Manager of Emergency Operations (CEOF) will direct a staff 
in evaluating, coordinating, and directing the overall 
company activities involved with an emergency. Activation 
of the CEOF is mandatory upon declaration of an Alert, a 
Site Emergency or General Emergency.  

When the EOF Organization is activated at the nearsite EOF, 
then the CEOF Organization shall report to the EOF 
Organization in a supporting role. The CEOF is located in 
the Downers Grove facility.  

The CEOF is also the official backup EOF for Zion Station.  
The facility is equipped with the necessary communications 
and dose projection computer equipment should Zion's EOF 
(located within the Zion 10 mile EPZ) become uninhabitable.  

7.1.5 Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) 

The EOF is the location near the generating station that 
provides for the management of overall emergency response, 
the coordination of radiological and environmental 
assessments, the determination of recommended public 
protective actions, the management of recovery operations, 
and the coordination of emergency response activities with 
Federal, State, and local agencies. The EOF Organization 
functions under the Manager of Emergency Operations and is 
activated for all Site and General Emergency conditions.  

Four major groups of emergency response personnel function 
at each EOF. They are: 
o Technical Support personnel 
o Advisory Support personnel 
o Environmental Assessment personnel 
o Emergency News personnel.  

Technical Support personnel function under the direction of 
the Technical Support Manager and provide direction of all 
recovery operations.  

Advisory Support personnel provide administrative services 
to the EOF and notification to responsible authorities.  

Environmental Assessment personnel are under the direction 
of the Protective Measures Director and function to evaluate 
emergency situations that affect the public.  

Emergency news personnel within the EOF gather newsworthy 
information from EOF Participants and relay this information 
to the news personnel in the appropriate Joint Public 
Information Center (JPIC).
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January 31, 1996

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

James M. Taylor 
Executive Director for Operations

John C. Hoyle, Secretary

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - SECY-95-274 
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY'S PROPOSAL TO USE 
ITS CORPORATE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY 
AS AN INTERIM EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY

This is to advise you that the Commission (Chairman Jackson, 
exercising delegated authority pursuant to a delegation from the 
Commission*, in accordance with NRC Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 

1980) has not objected to the staff's approval of Commonwealth 
Edison's plan for interim use of its corporate emergency 
operations facility as an interim emergency operations facility.  

cc: Chairman Jackson 
Commissioner Rogers 
OGC 
OCA 
OIG 
Office Directors, Regions, ACRS, ACNW, ASLBP (via E-Mail)
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OFFICE OF THE 
SECRETARY

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20555

January 31, 1996

Russell f/Approp Action 

Cys: Taylor 
Milhoan 
Thompson 
Blaha 
LCohen, NRRLI-"

MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT:

James M. Taylor 
Executive Director for Operations 

JohnSecretary 

STAFF REQUIREMENTS - SECY-95-274 
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY'S PROPOSAL TO USE 
ITS CORPORATE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY 
AS AN INTERIM EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY

This is to advise you that the Commission (Chairman Jackson, 
exercising delegated authority pursuant to a delegation from the 
Commission', in accordance with NRC Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 
1980) has not objected to the staff's approval of Commonwealth 
Edison's plan for interim use of its corporate emergency 
operations facility as an interim emergency operations facility.  

cc: Chairman Jackson 
Commissioner Rogers 
OGC 
OCA 
OIG 
Office Directors, Regions, ACRS, ACNW, ASLEP (via E-Mail) 

* This decision was made after consultation with Commissioner 
Rogers, who has not indicated an objection to this negative 
consent item.

SECY NOTE: THIS SRM AND SECY-95-274 WILL BE MADE PUBLICLY 
AVAILABLE 5 WORKING DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THIS SRM.


